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Preface

This edition of Global Economic Prospects and the nent of total exports from developing countries, es-
Deueloping Countries is the fourth in the annual series pecially for Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America,
of World Bank staff reports analyzing the global and the sharp decline in commodity prices in the
econornic prospects for developmenL As in previous 1980s has important implications for the prospects of
editions, the report deals with international eco- these regions.
nomic links in the world economy, with an emphasis The first chapter of the report deals with global
on the effect of the external environment on develop- conditions and prospects for the developing coun-
ing countries. tries. Chapters 2 and 3 examine the trends in interna-

Last year's GEP focused on international finance, tional commodity markets and the implications of
and the 1992 report highlighted international trade commodity dependence for growth and develop-
in manufactures. The current edition gives special ment in low-income countries.
adtention to international trade in commodities, a subject
of central importance to many developing countries. This report is a product of the staff of the World
Commodity exports continue to be a large compo- Bank International Economics Department
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Abbreviations, acronyms, and data notes

CAP Common agricultural policy (in the Eu) IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction
CFA Communaute financiere africaine and Development (World Bank)
CFF Compensatory Finance Facility IDA International Development Association

of the wve IFC International Finance Corporation
CGIAR Consultative Group on International IMF International Monetary Fund

Agricultural Research UBOR London Interbank Offer Rate
CMEA Council for Mutual Economic LPps Low-Income Primary Producing

Assistance Countries
EC EuropeanCommunity MFA Multi-FiberArrangement
ECA Europe and Central Asia MFN Most favored nation
EU European Union (formerlv the EC) Muv Manufactures unit value (index)
Fsu Former So..et Union NAFTA North American Free Trade Agreement
G-5 France, Ce&r-any, Japan, United OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation

Kingdorim, and United States and Development
G-7 Canada, France, Germany, Italy, OPEC Organization of Petroleum Exporting

Japan, United Kingdom, and Countries
United States SPA Special Program of Assistance for Africa

GATT G;eneral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade TNCS Transnational Corporations
GDP Gross domestic product UNCTAD United Nations Conference on Trade
GNP Gross national product and Development

The term "develping countries" as used in this study refers
to all low- and middle-income economies.

Data notes

The tables on pages 88-91 classify economies by in- * Billion is 1,000 million.
come, region, export category, and indebtedness. * In general, data for periods 'hrough 1992 are

The following norms are used throughout actual; data for 1993 are estimated; and data for
1994-2003 are projected.
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Summary

In theflrst three yamrs of the 1990s,economic pefrmance Improved external envirnment
ws very uneen across the dveloping world e transi-
tion economies of Eastern Europe and Cen.ul Asia expe- The expected economic growth of industrial countries be-
rienced large decines in output, and Sub-Saharan Africa tween 1994 and 2003 remains low in cmpaison to past
conthiued to suffer negative growth in real income per trends, reflcting concerns about structural impediments
ctpita In contrast, and despite recession and slow output in some of them; but the negative effects this may have on
xansn in the majorindustrialcountres,growthofGDP the export prosects of develpig countruis are hiky to

and exports accdelrted in Asia and Latin America. This be offset byfour otherfavorable devepmets (table 1).
was due mainly to better domestic policies, coupled with * Frst, intemational real mterest rates are likely
benefitsfrom low international real rates of interest and a to stay low in the wake of continued fiscal con-
sure in private capitalflows. solidation in major industial countries. Fore-

MA econonmcrecoveryspreadsfrom the United States to cast to be about two percentage points below
the rest of the G-7 (and with low interest rates, low the average of the 1980s, lower interest rates,
inflation, and substantil aptaflows exped to con- if sustained for five years, are expected to add
tinue), most deeloping countries can on balance expect a half a percentage point to the annual GDP
marked imprment in the international ecnomic envi- growth of developing coLmtrie As important,
ronent over the coming dea. Growth in world trade inflation m industrial countres is likly to re-
is lioely to increase with the recent successful condusion main low. Le hikes minominal mterest rates,
of the Uruguay Round of trade tas and the North Amer- such as those preceding the debt cnsis of the
ican Free Trade Agreement, and commodity prices are 1980s, are unlikely in this environment. This
projected to stabiize after more than a decade of declne increases the chances that the growth m world

Along with continued domestic policy reforms, these economic activity underpiming the prcections
more favorable global economic conditions place many issustainable.
developing countries in a good position to accelerate * Second is the likelihood that the record surge in
growth. Economic perfrmance wiU continue to be dispa- private capital flows to creditworthy middle-
rate, however. Persistent high growth is likely in East income developing countries will be sustaied.
Asia, while only marginal improvements in per capita But these flows, which reached an estimated
income and consumption are expected in Sub-Saharan US$113billioninl993,areknowntobesensitive
Africa. Moreover, therisks ofa lessfiworabLe international to changes in investor confidence. They can
economic environment remain significant. 7he low-case reverse direction in some countries if financal
scenario presented here postulates that failure to rise markets sense afaltering m recpient countries'
public savings in industrial economies thmugh credible commitment to policy reforms. Moreover, the
fiscal consolidation could raise interest rates, lower surge in private flows has bypassed most low-
growth, and accentuate protectionist pressures within income countries. These countries will continue
major trading blocs. That would virtualy halt growth in tofindextenalfinancescarceinrelationtotheir
Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa, the two regions needs, as more low-income countries vie for a
most exposed to external risks. Because of much uncer- pool of concessional resources that has re-
tainty surrounding policy developments in Eastern mained stagnant in real terms.
Europe and the formr Soviet Union, the prspects for * Third is the projected higher growth of world
this region remain the most fragile and subect to the trade, underwritten by the successful conclu-
largest risks. sion to the Uruguay Round and the start-up of
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Tae interiational economic environnient is expected to improve compared to tl1e last twenty years.

Table 1 Global conditions affecting growth in the developing countries
(averge annual pantage dcange aept unos)

1991-93 1994-2003
Indicator 1974-80 1981-90 Estimate Foreamst

RealGDpintheG-7countries 33 32 12 2.7
Inflation in the G-7 countriesa 10.0 4.6 33 2.7
World trade 5A 4.9 3.3 5.9

Nominal UDoR (6 montis)
US$ 9.5 10.0 4.5 5.8
DM 6.7 8.6 6.1
Yen - 4.8 5.1 5.1

Price indices (US$)
Export unit value of manufacues (Muv)b 11A 3.4 2.0 2.2
Price of petroleumC 26.7 -6.7 -12.5 1.9
Non-oil commodity pricec -1.5 -63 -5.5 0.9

a. Consumer pnce indx ulo bcal cuny, aggregated using 1988-90 GDm weights.
b. Data for the GC5 (France, Germany, Japan, U.EC and US.) weighted by their exports of manufadurs to developing counties.
c. Based on World Bank indices and deflated by the export pnce of manufiactr.
Sour: Wodd Bank data; March 1994 baseine foremsL

the North American Free Trade Agreement flows and because of differences in domestic stabiity, both
Most estimates show the Uruguay Round agree- political and economic (table 2). Political and macroeco-
mentcontributingabouta 1 percentannualgai nonuc stability, together with trade and exchange-
toworldincomeoverthenexttenyears,ranging rate reforms that build strong links with the global
from US$200 billion to US$300 billion a year (in economy, have increasingly become necessary con-
1992 dollars). EastAsian countries stand to gain ditions for success. This has been amply demon-
the most from higher world trade; the lowest strated by the marked shift of export market shares
gains are likely to go to commodity exporters in in favor of countries in East Asia and a few successful
Sub-Saharan Africa. reformersinotherregionsoverthepasttwentyyears.

* Fourth is the projected stabilization of real com- Per capita incomes in these countWres appear set to
modity pices. 1 Since 1980, the index of real converge with those in the industrial world and di-
commodity prices has fallen by more than half, verge from those in the rest of the developing world.
causing economic hardship to low-income pri- Burgeoning private capital flows since 1990 have
mary producers. Real commodity prices are ex- been directed mainly to some twenty, mostly
pected to stabilize over the next few years, middle-income, countries in Latin America and East
partly because of supply cutbacks but also in Asia. Despite setbacks, economic reforms could con-
response to the cydical recovery in industrial tinuetospreadandconsolidateinothercountries,for
countries. But this stabilization is at a historic example, in South Asia and Eastern Europe, creating
low level in many cases. Moreover, the com- new poles of growth but also increasing global com-
modity price forecast is be .et with uncertainty petition for trade and capitaL
generated by the turmoil in the former Soviet Attracting resources in a more competitive world
Union, which is the world's largest producer of will become harder in countries where domestic eco-
crude oil and several metals and ninerals and nomic and political stability are not well entrenched
an important importer of food and other soft and where mtegration with world markets for goods
commodities. and capital is inadequate. There are several such

countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, which is also a re-
At the same time,outcomes amongdeveloping countries gion wracked by civil strife and with comparatively

are h7iely to diverge because of uneoen mteation with the low levels of human and physical capitaL The prog-
world economy though the normal trade and financil nosis for overall growth in this region is sobering.
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Growthi prospects seemn brighltfor most of the developing world, but economic
perfontmance is likely to reMain un1eveni across de-eloping regions.

Table 2 Developing regions: growth of real GDP
(pecntagedangesperyear)

rrend Recentestimates 1994-2003
Dseveiqpnx rergion 1974-90 1991-93 Forecast Low case

All developing countries 3.4 0.9 4.8 3.6

Sub-SaharanAfrica 2.1 1.7 3.9 2.4
Middle East and North Afnca 0.9 3.0 3.8 3.2
Europe and Central Asia (ECA) 3.1 -9.8 2.7 1.5

South Asia 5.0 35 53 42
EastAsi.a 73 8.3 7.6 7.1
Latin America and the Canbbean 2.5 32 3.4 0.8

Memorandum item
All developing countries, excluding ECA 3.5 4.6 52 4.0

Sowua: Table 1A chapter 1.

Continued turmoil in some countries of Eastem most prnnary commodities, especially food, and the
Europe and the former Soviet Union makes growth dedlinmg intensity of use of metals and agricultural
prospects for this region especialy uncertain as welL raw materials in the industrial economies. But de-

The downside risk associated with this international mandhasa]sogrownrapidlyforsomeprimarycom-
economic outlook are less than they were before the modities, such as shrimp, fish, fresh fruit, and
completion of the Uruguay Round but are nevertheless vegetable oils. As incomes have risen, expenditure
signfant. They stem pnmarily from the possibility pattems have changed, benefiting some producers
that supply-oriented reforms may falter n the indus- and hurting others.
trial countries in trade, fiscal, and labor market Given the importance of trends in international
poLicies. Tis could lead to higher-than-expected commodity markets to low-income primary produc-
nominal and real interest rates in addition to lower ing countries, chapters two and three of the report
terms of trade for primary producers and less favor- focus on this issue and reach the following five
able market access for most developing countries. conclusions.
A less favorable, low-case scenario for industrial First, although world demand for most primary cm-

country growth such as this would adversely affect modities tends to grow slowly, some countries with large
countries in Latin America currently receiving large primary commodity sectors have managed to maintain
private capital inflows, as well as low-income com- impressive growth mutes over long periods. Some o'
modity producers in Sub-Saharan Africa. Even if today's successful developing countries (Chile,
progress on trade barrier reduction is slowed or re- Malaysia, Thailand) with diversified exports and
versed, developing countries in East Asia are likely productionwereonceheavilydependentonprimary
to show the greatest resiLience. commodities. Evidence suggests that total factorpro-

ductivity growth in agriculture can be as high as in
Commodity dependence and economic growth manufacturin& if not higher. The sharp decline in

agricultural employment in most industrial coun-
The less-than-promising outlook for low-income tries also provides powerful testimony to support
commodity exporters, especially in Sub-Saharan this view. The expenence of these industrial and
Africa, raises the questions of whether and to what developing countries (from Great Britain inthelaitter
extent the structure of the world's commodity mar- half of the eighteenth century to Malaysiainthe latter
kets or trends in international commodity prices are half of the twentieth) suggests that successful diver-
responsible. Production and trade of primary com- sification away from commodities tends to be tng-
modities have not grown as fast as woi';d income gered by productivity increases in the primary
because of the low income elasticity of demand for commoditysectors.Evidenceshowsthatgrowthand
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diversification are dosely related (figure 2-1). In the percentage points of GNP in a given year. Instability
more successful economies, sectoral transformation is most serious for countries that depend on a few
has been marked by rapid growth in agriculture, commodities. Many commodities (for example, peren-
usuallysurpassedbyevenfastergrowthinmanufac- nial crops) tend to exibit long periods of high prices
turing. followed by equally long periods of depressed prices

What lessons does this hold for low-income pri- The successful management of commodity price risk
mary producers for whom the pressures to diversifv could have considerable significance for the grovth
production and exports are likely to be greater in the prospects of commodity exporting economies.
coming decade than before? Almost paradoxically, it Fourth,formal stabilization schemes can reduce price
appears that they can promote diversification in pro- instablity for long periods but tend to fail or collapse,
duction by using market-fnendly policies that help leaing swverely depressed prices in their wake. Domestic
expand efficient production in the primary sectors. stabilization schemes easily become hidden subsi-
But these countries (most in Sub-Saharan Africa) dies, are expensive to administer, and can create
tend to have the lowest GDP growth, the highest heavy demands on govemment budgets. By defini-
incidence of poverty, and the fastest growing popu- tion, they fail to transfer risk to the world market
lations in the developing world. Their low levels of where it can be carried more easily. IntemationaRy
human and physical capital wil probably prevent coordinated schemes are prone to failure, too, be-
them from replicating the success of the East Asian cause of the difficulty in forecasting commodity
or Latin American commodity exporters. There is prices and because of the diverging interests of
little doubt, however, that they have the potential to members with difterert production costs, market
improve upon their own past performance by em- shares, consumption preferences, funding capabili-
phasiing increased efficiency in commodity pro- ties, and reliance on revenues from the commodity
duction and export. in question.

Second, the so-called "adding-up problem' in primary Andfilft, market-based risk management instrumen4,
commoditie s pronounced onlyfor coffe, cocoa, and tea, despite several limitations, offera promising alternatie to
but theappropriatepolcy responseforommodifyproduc- traditionalstabidizationschemes. Over-the-countercon-
ers is to inmrove efficienq in production, processing, and tracts, such as commodity swaps and commodity-
marketing.Theadding-up problem (wheretheexpan- linked debt, can accommodate the hedging needs
sion in exports of a commodity by a country lowers of most commodity-exporting countries. In addi-
the world price so as to reduce net revenues) is tion,forward,optons,andfuturescontractscanpro-
pronounced for only ' few commodities. Even then, vide risk protection tailored to each country and
exporters that have - moted production and mar- its producers or consumers. Although such con-
keting efficency have done better than those that tracts tend to be short term, rolling them over can
have curtailed production with a combination of provide commodity exporters a substantial measure
explicit and implicit export taxes. Moreover, at- of stabilization. Use of these instruments among
tempts by groups of countries to coordinate export developing-country governmnents and traders is not
volumes through export quotas or taxes have tended widespread, pardy because of a lack of familiarity,
to fail, sometimes spectacularly. Even OPEC, the only but also because of restrictive domestic regulations
example of such a cartel that can be considered suc- in many developing countries. In addition, many
cessful, has fourd it difficult to ensure cooperation developing-country govermnents and corporations
among its relatively few producer members. The are effectively exduded from using over-the-counter
marketpowerof thegrouphasalsobeenconstrained commodity-linked financial instruments because of
by the expanded production of nonmembers and the a lack of international creditworthiness. But innova-
high price elasticity of demand for oil in the long tive collateral and guarantee arrangements can par-
term. tiaRly overcome such constraints.

Third, commodity price shocks have a marked impact on
the economi perbrmance of ppnmary coinmodity export- Note
ers. The volatility of the aggregate commodity price
indexisalmosttwiceaslargeasthatofmanufactures, 1. Defined as the dollar prices of non-oil commodities
and it is not unusual for commodity exporters to exported by developing countries relative to dollar prices
suffer adverse terms-of-trade shocks equal to several of exports of manufactures from industrial ccuntries.
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Global conditions and prospects
for the developing countries

News during the past few years has been dominated World growth, only 1.1 percent a year in 1991-93
by recession and slow growth in most industrial (implying stagnation in per capita terms), seems set
counties. At the same time, however, Asia and Latin to recover to more than 3 percent a year in 1994-2003
America have grown at a rate well above the average (table 1-1). There are two caveats: much of this accel-
for the past two decades. The analysis in this chapter eration is accounted fof by Eastem Europe and the
suggests that this good growth performance is un- former Soviet Union where the timing of economic
likely to be temporary or soon reversed. In other stabilization is highly uncertain; and although
parts of the developing world, growth has proved growth in Sub-Saharan Africa is expected to acceler-
more elusive. Forexample, GDP fell in Eastem Europe ate, percapita incomes until the year 2000 will be well
and Central Asia over the last three years, and per below the level reached in 1980. Even so, world
capita incomes in Sub-Saharan Africa continued to growth at 3.2 percent would be about the same as in
deciine. Although the analysis suggests that eco- the 1980s, thanks mainly to the economies of the
nomic performance in these regions can be expected developing world, which are, in aggregate, growing
to improve as well, it also highlights the many faster than those of the major industrial countries.
sources of uncertainty in the international economic
environment that could jeopardize such an outlook Uncertain global environment for developing

Economic activity in industrial countries and countries
world trade fell short of expectations in 1993-one
reason why future trends now suggest marginaUy By quantifying assumptions about industrial coun-
less real growth in industiial countries (and less in- tries, a consistent set of global conditions for the
flation) than expected ayear ago.' ProjectionsforUS. baseline forecast of growth in developing countries
interest rates over the next decade have also been can be articulated (table 1-2). This focuses on five
revised downward *elative to those forecast a year channels through which impulses in the global
ago in real (inflation adjusted) terms. Given the economy tend to be transmitted to developing coun-
sound current growth of the U.S. economy, lower tries-economic activity in industrial countries,
interest rates probably represent to a great degree inflation and interest rates, capital flows, commodity
the financial effects of the government's commit- prices, and world trade-although this single set
mer.t to reduce structural budget deficits over time. of global conditions represents only one of many
This action to raise public savings, along with the possibilities.
successful conclusion of the Uruguay Round of GATIT,

raises expectations of growth in most developing Economic activity in industrial countries
countries, particularly in view of the associated rise
of private capital flows to a large number of middle- The foundation of any view of the global external
income developing countries (box 1-1). environment for developing countries will be a fore-

The expected stabilization of real commodity cast of economic activity in the major industrial
prices also seems more likely. Trends in these prices countries and the policies underpiianing that forecast
were unusually negative in the 1980s, when the US. (box 1-2). Much uncertainty exists about the fiming
deficit was mounting and money was tight. Partly for and speed of economic recovery in industrial coun-
macroeconomic reasons, a reversal of this pattem tries. A recent:ush of confidence in the U.S. economy
over the next decade is expected,3 which is already has not yet banished worries in Europe and Japan
foreshadowed by lower stocks in some commodity that stagnation may be protracted. However, a new
markets. Japanese stimulus package consisting of tax cuts and
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Box 1-1 Growth is in the eye of the beholder

There are various ways to aggregate GD? growth rates Pvoldation-wri: ghzt.. GDPgrowt'II is higher
to arrive at a world growth rate; the appropriateness of ltaII thew standard mleasa re.
the method of aggregation depends on the purpose of
the analytical exercise. Two aggregations of particular Average GDP growth of all developing countries other
importance are income-weighted and populahon- than Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union
weighted growth rates.'

The standard way of computing the growth rate of Percentage change a year in real cDr
aggregate GDP for a number of countries is equivalent 8
to weighting the individua' country growth rates by I
their income. This rule of aggregation treats each addi- Population weights |
tional dollarequally; itdoesnotdistinguishbetween the 7 -
additional dollar accruing to a more populous but
poorercountryand thataccruing toa lesspopulousbut 6
richer one. Thus, such a growth rate does not mneasure I : ....
the change in the income of a typical individual.

A population-weighted growth rate, on the other 5 -
hand, treats the income growth of each person
equally. Here, each country's growth rate isweighted .
bv its population. Income-weighted and population-
weighted aggregations differ to the extent that the ( -
distribution of income among countries differs and to 3 - /
the extent that the growth experience of the relatively Income weights
better off countries differs from that of relatively 2 -
poorer countries.

The figure shows the two growth rates for low- and
middle-income countries, excluding Eastern Europe 1
and the former Soviet Union. All through the 1980s and Forecast
into 1992-93 the population-weighted growth rates of 0_Forecast
GDP were considerably higher than the income- 0 ' ' ' '
weighted growth rates of GDr. The annual average 1981 85 89 93 97 2101
growth rate during 1981-93 was 3.6 percent with in- 91 95 99 20M
come weights and 5.5 percent with population weights. Soum World BDtkdat March 1994%basbnefmL
The main factors contributing to the differences were
the high growth rates a;hieved by China, which is both
low income and populous, and the low (sometimes Also, as China attains a more sustakiable growth rate
negative) growth rates of many of the middle-income and the erstwhile indebted middle-income countries
countries, especially the highly indebted countries in regain theirpotentialforgrowth,thegrowthdifferential
Latin America and the Caribbean. between them declines.

In terms of total income, the 1980s would appear to There are other ways of aggregating GDP growth
be years of retrenchment for the development process. rates, depending on the purpose. Forexample,purchas-
Judged by the improvement in the income of the typical ing power parity-adjusted income-weighted GDP
individual in thedevelopingworld, however, the 1980s growth ratescanbeused toreflectbetter theimportance
would be rated successful years. More than a third of in theworld economyof nontraded sectors in develop-
the population of the developing world saw their in- ing countries? Similarly, import-weighted GDP growth
come increase by two-thirds over the decade. rates are appropriate to measure the market of the

In the coming decade the two growth rates are typicalexporterintheworld,aregion,oraccuntry.For
likely to come closer to each other gradually, with the exporters of a given country, these world growth rates
poorer and more populous countries still registering can be refined further to reflect commodity as well as
somewhat higher growth rates on average. The pro- geographic market compositions.
jected average annual growth rate for 1994-2003 is 5.2
percent with standard weights and 5.7 percent with
population weights. As the relatively poorer, but 1. For detailed discussion, see World Bank 1991, Appendix B;
more populous, countries grow at a higher rate, the Kakwani 1991; and Dhareshwar forthconing.

and in- 2. The prices of services tend to be lower in developing coun-disparity in the distribution of population tries than in industrial counties becausewages tend to below
come levels among developing countries diminishes. and services are largely nontraded.
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Table 1-1 World growth summary
(percetage dianges per year in real GDlJ

Estimates Forecasts
Regionts 1966-73 1974-80 1981-90 1991-93 1994-2003

World total 4.9 3.5 3.3 1.1 3.2

High-income countries 4.7 3.2 3.2 1.2 2.7
OECD countries 4.6 3.2 3.2 1.1 2.7
Non-OECD countries 8.6 7.8 5.3 5.5 5.7

Developing countries 6.4 4.8 3.5 0.9 4.8
East Asia 8.0 7.0 7.9 8.3 7.6

China 8.9 6.3 9.9 11.2 8.5
South Asia 3.6 3.9 5.6 3.5 5.3
Sub-Saharan Africa 5.0 3.0 1.9 1.7 3.9
Latin America and the Caribbean 6.8 4.8 2.0 3.2 3A
Europe and Central Asia (ECA) 7.0 4.5 2.3 -9.8 2.7
Middle East and North Africa 7.0 4.6 0.4 3.0 3.8

Memorandum items
Developing countries, excluding ECA 6.4 4.8 3.6 4.6 5.2
Low-incorne prirmary protducersb 4.2 3.9 4.6 3.7 5.0

in Africa 4.7 2.7 1.9 2.8 35

a. Measured at market prices and expressed in 1987 prices and exchange rates.
b. See box 1-8 for the definition.
Sources: oEcD National Accounts Statistics; World Bank data and staff estimates for non-oECD countries; March 1994 baseline forecast.

IVitit: !''t- i'Xci'e'tition ofgrowtIzth in thet large in:t:ilstriali col[lzries, Ih: international

etif0111nC eCri.ron ilent for dezeloptigu,z countries is expected toi im;rove.

Table 1-2 Global conditions affecting growth in the developing countries
(average annual percentage dcange except LDOR)

Estimates Forecasts
Indicator 1974-80 1981-90 1991-93 1994-2003

Real -DP in the G-7 countries 33 3.2 1.2 2.7
Inflatioan in the G-7 countriesa 10.0 4.6 3.3 2.7
World trade 5A 4.9 3.3 5.9

Nominal LlBOR (6 months)
US$ 9.5 10.0 4.5 5.8
DM - 6.7 8.6 6.1
Yen - 4.8 5.1 5.1

Price indices (US$)
Export unit value of manufactures (MUV)b 11.4 3.4 2.0 2.2
Price of petroleumc 26.7 -6.7 -12.5 1.9
Non-oil cc*mmodity price' -1.5 -6.3 -5.5 0.9

a. Consumer price index in local currency, aggregated using 188-90 GDm weights.
b. Data for -S (France, Gernany, Japan, U.KI. and US.) weighted by these countries' exports of manufactures to developing countries.
c. Based on World Bank indices and deflated by the manufactures unit value (Muv).
Soures World Bank data; March 1994 baseline forecast.
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Box 1-2 Do industrial countries still matter to developing countries?

The gap between the aggregate growth rates of indus- countries(exdudingexportsfrontheformerlyplanned
trial and developing countries that has emerged since economies) to industrial economies as a ratio of devel-
1989 raises the question of whether the ecnnornic per- oping-countryGDPincreased from 10 percent in 1988 to
formance cf industrial countries still matters to devel- 126 percent in 1992.
oping countries as much as it once did (box figure 1). In Although links between the two groups of counties
fact, the evidence points in the opposite direction. Trade haveintensified threefactors account fora risei the trend
links betweendevelopingandindustrialcountrieshave growr.th rate of developing countries in recent yeam Fuirst
intensified over the years. The openness of developing is the growing share of East Asian GDP in the aggregate
countries (the ratio of exports to GDP) has grown by a GDP of developing countries; about half the accelera-
third since 1988. Moreover, exports from developing tion of developing-country growth since 1990 is due

The developing countries' lead in growth mnay continie to widen after 1995.

Box figure 1 Growth of GDP Developing countries and the G-7, 1965-2003

Perent Percent
10 10

Forecast

8 ~~~~~~~~~Dvbig countries- (excluding Easternm

6 .* .2 ~~~~~~~Europe and the former Soviet Untion) .- ---- 

2 .2

0 II4

-2 , . . . . , . I . .. J . I . -2

65 67 69 71 73 75 77 79 81 83 85 87 89 91 93 95 97 99 ol 03

Note Because no attempt is made to prject hort-tern variane similar to tat observed inhistory, tew foeas convey orly a sense of the
expected ftends of growth.
S=x World BDak.

additional public spending was approved in early Despite some strengthening in the second half of
1994. Near-term rates of growth in developing- 1993, economic growth in industrial countries is es-
country export markets (the G-7 countries still ac- tinated to have been just 1 percent in 1993. The
count for about 65 percent of developing-country hoped-for recovery in Japan did not occur, and the
exports) are thus quite uncertain. In the United data for continental Europe show stabilization of
States, which accounts for 25 percent of developing- activity at a depressed level but no clear evidence of
country exports, the recovery appears to be strong; an upturn. Some research suggests that slow growth
but in Europe ane Japan, which account for another in Europe in recent years reflects hardy structural
40 percent, the news is less favorable. The World impediments to growth (not just cyclical factors)
Bank's forecast assumes that, in the aggregate, G-7 partly masked by the temporary rise of German de-
growth will average 21 percent in 1994 and 3.1 per- mand associated with unification (Dadush and
cent in 1995, a slow recovery by historical standards. Riordan 1994). By contrast, recovery appears to have
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to East Asia, primarily China, where growth has aver- Third, although industrial-country growth and im-
aged above 10 percent a year in the past four years. ports continue to be an important determinant of

Second, some countries in Latin America recovered growth in developing countries, private capital flows
after 1989 as they implemented policy reforms and and confidence in developing countries' policies have
stabilization programs. The debtcrisis receded, interest become equaly critical links. For developing countries,
rates fell, and large private capital flows resumed. The the combined favorable effect of lower international
region's growth rate accelerated from 1.7 percent in interest rates, a slower decline in terms of trade, and,
1980-88 to 2.1 percent in 1989-92. mostinportant,ariseinprivatecapitalflows5morethan

Similarly, policy reforms have been sweeping other offsettheadverseeffectof lowergrowthinmajorindus-
partsof thedevelopingworld.Exportperformanceand trial economies.
GDP growth rates have improved, inpartbecausebetter These factors togetherhelped improve thebalanceof
macroeconomic management and more realistic trade payments of developing countries by US$65 billion,
and exchange-rate policies have restored international equivalenttoabout1.5percentof theirGNPand about8
competitiveness. percent of imports in 1991 (box figure 2).

Although the low grow;th of industrial countries has affected tle balance of payments of developing
countries adverely, improvements in other externalfactors lhae more than compensated.

Box figure 2 Effect of alternative externl facto on the balance of payments
of developing countries, 991-93 vs. 1980-90

Billions of US. doia
80

60 

40-

20-

0 -

-20 

-40 
Terms of trode UDOR G-7 grwth Resource flows Total

Commodity prices LUOR fas fom G-7 growth Aggregatenet
fai 5.5 percet 10 percent a year dedinesfrm resource flows to
a year instead in1981-90to 3.2 percent a developingaciqtries
of 63 percent 45 percent year inm 1981-90 rise from US$77billion

ayear. ayearin to12percenta ayearinl981-90 to
1991-93. yearin1991-93. USS142billion a

year in 1991-93.

Sou=Worl " -t

strengthened in 1993 in Canada and the United States, present spare capacity and policies to increase sup-
while moderate growth resumed in the United King- ply. Specifically, the figure assumed for high-income
dom and Australia. OECD countries is 2.7 percent a year (table 1-1).

The extension of the World Bank's baseline view Unemployment is rising in the European Union. It
of growth in high-income countries to 2003 assumes will peak at more than 12 percent (in 1995) compared
that policies declared by the major countries will be with 2 percent thirty years ago (figure 1-1). Pressure
pursued with reasonable success toward solving to increase labor mobility across industries has never
structural problems and reducing unemployment been higher, and improving the functioning of the
while keeping inflation low. Estimates of potential European labor market is at the top of the European
growth in the G-7 economies over the medium term Union's agenda for structural reform.
are 2.5 percent on average. Actualgrowthratesfrom Also high on the agenda in Europe are policies for
1994 to 2003 are likely to exceed this because of fiscalconsolidationandharmonization,targetingthe
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fore, need to be assessed along with the most likely
l.aboJr inarket -4ack- in !1the ii t/s neicr l'ern Xrathtr. outcome.

Infl'ation and interest rates
Figure 1-1 Unemployment rate
in the European Union Low inflation in the major countries, expected to be
(comimon rvalion,l definit ions) less than 3 percent, is an important factor underpin-

Percent ning growth in the decade ahead (table 1-2). Lowinflation risk helps to keep nominal interest rates
14 low-below 6 percent for short-term LIBOR in dollars

and yen and close to 6 percent in Deutsche marks

12 once a more nornal yield curve in Germany is re-
/ established. These expectations for interest rates

10 ^ gmean that anticipated growth in the major countries,
lo _ i E / being within supply constraints, is likely to be sus-

tained without a monetary crunch in the foreseeable
8 future. Maintaining these expectations through

expert monetary management will be crucial for sus-

6 taininghigherprivate capital flows to some develop-
_-g countries.

The implied short-term interest rates, net of in-
4 / flation, are less than 3 percent on average over

1994-2003. While this is higher than recent cyclically
2 __- depressed levels (by about one percentage point for

0
61 65 70 75 80 85 90 93 Cornpareod to pre-vious decadlcces, Itie Inelt deci'adie zeill be

one tif relatireIiy lowvgroawth antd lowi inifltionit
Source: oEw Economic Outlook and Labor Force Statzstics Yearbook in the indutst riaRl econonmies. t

Figure 1-2 Phases of growth and inflation
uaniform 3 percent ceiling on general government in the industrial economies, 1950-2003
deficits agreed at Maastricht in 1991. Arguably, no (Nrtgfi eyatr -mong iam-ges)
structural issue facing the OECD is more fndamental
to development than reversing the declining trend of Real cDP growth
savings rates in OECD economies-a goal toward
which present fiscal plans are oriented. Simulta- 7
neous pursuit of this target in Europe and successful
implementation by the U.S. goverunent of the 6
Omnibus Budget Reconaliation Act of 1993 could
have substantial and lasting effects on world real 5 '65
long-term interest rates and equity prices, reducing 570
the cost of capital and promoting growth through 4
both demand and supply channels (McKibbin 1994). 4

With reasonable success in pursuing supply-
enhancing structural reforms in areas of labor, fiscal 3
affairs, and trade (and barring adverse supply
shocks), high-income OECD countries should be able 2 033
to grow at an average 2.7 percent a year in 1994-
2003, with moderate inflation, when viewed in the I
perspective of trends since 1950 (figure 1-2).' This 2 6 8 10
picture of comparative stability can be seen as favor- 0 2
able to long-run savings and investment globally. Inflation (percent)
These assumptions are uncertain, of course, because Source World Bank
of domestic and international factors. Risks, there-
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major currencies in 1993), the forecast would be Portfolio equity finance, a small but increas-
about two percentage points below levels in the ingly important part of private capital flows,
1980s. This difference corresponds well with the re- wouldbeespeciallyproneto this "bandwagon"
sults of some model simulations of the effects of effect.
planned fiscal consolidation in Europe and America. * Third, the creditworthiness of the major recip-

A lowering of two percentage points in real inter- ient countries is better now than it was during
est rates sustained for five years (1993-97) could add 1982-87 after the debt crisis (table 1-3). For
0.6 percentage points to the annual GDP growth of eighteen countries that account for more than
developing countries during this period, with 90 percent of recent private capital flows to
the effect in each country depending directly on developing countries, the median ratio of debt
indebtedness and per capita incomes (Petersen and service to exports improved from 29 percent
Srinivasan 1994). The growth effect could be as much in 1982-87 to 22 percent in 1990-92, mainly as
as 1 percent a year for Latin America and parts of a result of debt relief and lower interest rates.
Sub-Saharan Africa. These effects depend upon as- But for growing economies attracting non-
sumptions about the credible execution of fiscal pol- debt generating flows, the degree of sustain-
icies, however, and are therefore subject to some able reliance on external sources of capital
uncertainty. may be better signaled by the asymptotic lia-

bility-export ratio (table 1-3)."' One of the
Capitalflows rutes of thumb often used in creditworthiness

analysis is that this ratio should be less than
Since 1990, private capital flows to developing coun- 2. The median of this ratio for the eighteen
tries have increased by more than 150 percent to countries was 1.65 for 1982-87. This almost
reach an estimated US$113 billion. In constant dol- halved to 0.89 in 1990-92, reflecting a sizable
lasm, this matches the level attained in the early 1980s increase in the growth of exports and a reduc-
before the onset of the debt crisis. In 1992-93, private tion in current account deficits. Five of the
flows exceeded official flows, and in the composition eighteen countries show ratios that are above
of private flows there has been a strong shift to the benchmark of 2, however.'
nonbank sources, including transnational corpora-
tions (investing directly), managed portfolio invest- Although not likely at present, a sharp rise in
ments, money market instruments, pension funds, international short-term interest rates would have a
and insurance company funds. substantial adverse impact on the creditworthiness

But are these increases in private flows transitory, of some countries (Fernandez-Arias 1994). Upward
or are they iikely to be more enduring than were the
debt flows from commercial banks in the 1970s? If
they prcve to be more enduring, this would be an-
other condition favorable to better medium-term Major recipients of private capital inflowys
growth in the developing countries. Some features of lavle gained in creditwortdiness.
the increased private flows and of the international
financial envirornment (structural and cyclical) sug- Table 1-3 Some indicators of creditworthiness
gest that high flows could be sustained: during and after the debt crisis: selected countiresa

- First, direct investment, which constitutes al- (MOO)
most 50 percent of all net private flows to devel- Debt- Debt to Asymptotic
oping counties, is probably less volatile than service to export liability-
other capital flows. export ratio ratio export ratiob

* Second, developing-country securities are cur-
rently underrepresented in the portfolios of Current (1990-92) 0.22 1.75 0.89
industrial-country investors, given the big Height of debt crisis
diversification benefits and high risk-adjusted (1982-87) 029 1.86 1.65
returns that these securities offer. If recipient a. Eighteen countries that attracted more than I percent of the
countries persist in policy reforms, a gradual total net flow of private capital to all developing countries; these
rebalancing of these growing portfolios could eighteen account for more than 90 percent of the flow. The data
increase private capital flows significantly. At values are medians for the group.

b. The liabiliq-export ratio toward which a country would con-
the same time, however, policy setbacks 'm one verge if it were to maintain an export growth rate and current-ac-

or more of the recipient countries could poten- count deficit-export ratio at the average levels in the period.
tially trigger a crisis of confidence that could Source World Bank.
prove contagious for other recipient countries.
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interest rate shocks of three to four percentage points Commodity prices
in any year (as deviations from a three-year moving
average), have not been unusual in the past twenty In a sharp departure from the gradual trend decline
years (figure 1-3). A three percentage point rise in the of real commodity prices since the beginning of the
six-month U.S. dollar LIBOR (other things equal) century (box 1-3), these prices more than halved
would raise the debt-service ratio of eight of the between 1980 and 1993. The price drop was evident
eighteen countries above 25 percent. for a wide range of commodities, with the notable

Important, too, would be the cause of any rise in exception of timber (figure 14).
interest rates. [f it were the result of a deterioration More than three-quarters of the decline in the ag-
in inflationary expectations following an oil price gregate index is attributable to the price fall in agri-
shock (as happened in 1974) or of a sudden tighten- cultural commodities. Part of the explanation for this
ing of monetary policy (as happened in the period unusual decline lies with sluggish demand in indus-
preceding the debt crisis), the interest rate shock trial countries, especially during the early 1980s and
would be compounded by adverse shifts in export so far in the 1990s. But the major cause lies in sharp
volumes and in the terms of trade. Such shocks seem increases in the aggregate supply of commodities on
unlikely now, and the probability of a second debt world markets, with the growth rate of supplies four
crisis in this sense is remote. A second possibility is times as high as in the 1970s. Most of this increase did
that higher interest rates could result from a sharp, not come from the developing world or the highly
investment-led recovery in the industrial countries; indebted countries, however, as some analysts have
in this case, the creditworthiness of developing coun- argued. In fact, about three-quarters of the incremen-
tries might not suffer at all in the short run, as the tal supply of commodities came from high-income
adverse interest rate ef,ects on their debt and balance countries. The volume of agricultural exports in par-
of payments positions could be mitigated by higher ticular increased rapidly from Western Europe and
exports and higher commodity prices. The chance of from the East Asian developing economies (Reinhart
this happening is also small. If higher interest rates and Wickham 1994).
were caused by a sustained lowering of world sav- An increase of 10 percent in aggregate commodity
ings rates, there could be a gradual undermining of prices over the past eighteen months, however, sug-
the creditworthiness of developing countries, redu- gests thatthesharp downtrend of the 1980smay have
cing capital flows despite small differences in the bottomed out, a. least temporarily. In February 1994,
growth of export markets. The probability of this beverage prices were up 33 percent over April 1993,
milder malaise is considerable. metals and minerals prices up 8 percent from their

UIp7-card int cre-t ratie s okss tlijrcc tof tir peircentuiwe 1c(inlts lIa?c ntot fv'eni iiinisitIal in ftie IJst tiently it'cfrS

Figure 1-3 Shocks to interest rates, 1969-92
(based on six-month US. dollar usOR)

Percentage points Percentage points
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Sourcc World Bank.
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Figure 14 Changes in real non-oil commodity prices, 1980-93
(rnt)

Metals and minerals -55 Contributions to the total
price decline

Timber 34 Percent

Nonfood agriculture -55 Metals and minerals 29

Other food -53 Timber -3Nonfood agriculture 15
Fats and oils -51 Other food 12

Fats and oils 9
Cereals -51 Cereals 9

Beverages Beverages 29

lTotal -54 _ | . -: - - - - . Total 100

80- 6 40 -20 0 20 40

Source: World Bank.

November 1993 level, and food prices 25 percent creases in tht prices of beverages, which account for
above their June 1993 level. approximateiy two-thirds of the increase, and of met-

Medium-term changes in real commodity prices als and minerals, which account for almost the re-
are likely to be relatively favorable compared to maining third. The demand for metals and minerals
prices in the recent past. Real oil prices are projected is expected tobe strengthened by economic recovery.
to rise by almost 2 percent a year and real non-oil In petroleum, the restoration of Iraqi output and
commodity prices by roughly 1 percent a year in additions to capacity are not likely to augment sup-
1994-2003 (table 1-2). Roughly two-thirds of the rise ply by more than the recovery of demand in the
projected in the aggregate non-oil commodity price former Soviet Union (Fsu) and rapidly growing de-
index is attributable to the improved outlook for ULand in other developing countries.
beverages, and another one-third is due to a cyclical Like all macroeconomic forecasts, commodity
recovery in metal prices. The magnitude of these price projections are uncertain. For virtually every
improvements would be greater if allowance were major commodity, a declining trend irn the future
made for improvements in the quality of manufac- cannot be ruled out (figure 1-6). The biggest new
tures and for other factors (box 1-3). In any event, the source of uncertainty in world commodity markets
projections imply slightly upward trends in the bar- is the outlook for export supplies from the former
ter terms of trade for both oil and non-oil commodity Soviet Union (box 14). The FSU is a major producer
exporters, a distinct improvement from past experi- and consumer of many commodities that are import-
ence (figure 1-5). ant in world trade. Future export supply from

This expected improvement is due to better macro- this source depends on the speed of normalization
economic conditions (recovery from recession, with of the RSU's production and domestic use of these
low inflation and low interest rates, plus robust commodities.
world trade). Incommodity markets,beverage prices Any recovery of real oil prices from their present
are expected to recover, especially coffee, partly trough will tend to be constrained until the year 2000
through cutbacks in capacity (already reflected in by surplus capacity in OPEC countries. Moreover,
falling stocks). Nonfood agricultural prices will tend beyond 2000, prices could decline again, due to more
upward because of reduced supply (rubber and tim- efficient energy use as well as continued technical
ber, for example) as well as growing demand. The progress in petroleum extraction and distribution.
Uruguay Round should lower agricultural support Oil demand is projected to increase moderately over
levels in industrial countries, reducing declines in the next few years, with most of the increase coming
food prices despite continuing productivity gains in from developing countries (including the FSU). But
cereals, fats, and oils. The overall projected increase capacity additions and eventual restoration of Iraqi
in commodity prices is heavily dependent on in- output should be sufficient to prevent any major
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Box 1-3 Is the estimated trend in real commodity prices biased downward?

The trend in the real commodity price index is usually has shifted toward higher-quality items within product
taken as the trend in the price irnlex of commodities categories, and this accounts for a further 0.4 percent
relatiue to that of manufactures. Thus, whether the trend reduction a year.
is downward or upward depends as much on the price Together these ad,ustments more than outweigh the
index of manufactures as on that of commodities. estimuated trend decline in the real price index for all

A recent detailed study of the manufactures price commodities(figure).
index (measured as an index of the unit values of man- Are conesponding adjustments needed for commod-
ufactured exports from industrial countries) found that ity prices? No, because prices quoted for primary con-
its long-term trend rate has been overestimated by modities are usually for specific grades and categories
roughly one percentage point a year because of the that have altered little over the decades-for example,
failure to take into account three importantadjustments prime washed arabica coffee; or government standard,
(Lipseyforthcoming).Thefirstadjustmentisforquality 5 percent broken, white, milled, Thai rice, or grade A,
improvements: it is estimated that they alone could minimum 99.9935 percent purty copper cathodes and
account for a reduction in the ranufactures price index wire bar shapes; or thermal, 12,000 uru/lb, less than 1
of about half a percentage point a year between 1900 percent sulfur, 14 percent ash Australian coaL Thus,
and 1992. a quality improvement in a commodity export usu-

The second adjustment has to do with the price of ally mns a change in its grade category, and the
manufactures exported to developing countries, which price index continues to cover the originally specified
has risen less rapidly than the price of all exports of commodity.
manufactures from industrial countries; if this adjust- One implication of this analysis is that the small
ment were made, it would account for another reduc- upward trend in real commodity prices now expected
tion of 0.1 percent a year. (using the regular MUv index) may be understated for

The third adjustment concerns the composition of these statistical reasons by as much as one percentage
manufactures exports to developing countries, which point a year.

When adjustments are madefor quality improvements in manufactures (among other othter things),
the trendfor real commodity prices remains more or less stable in the long term.

Long-tm trend in real cortmmodity prices, 1900-92
(wz1hadwthoi*adtmRts m tV 8hE weJmpcinihdxr

Index (1970=100)
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with quality improvements

250 - * ..
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O I I I m I I I ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I II
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a. Assums tim thesuimaed anuall avmg Adjustmnwt of I pemen tayear appies equally each year.

Sarwc World Bank.
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Figure 1-5 Changes in the terms of trade
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sustained increase in prices. The world's oil market On he other hand, the trend in realfood prices will
has become more competitive and sophisticated be relatively flat from 1993 to 2000, following the
since the 1970s, with major oil producers reluctant to sharp declines of recent years. Cereal prices are pro-
restrict supplies to achieve short-term price gains at jected to decline by 3 percent, fats and oils to decline
the expense of long-term market prospects. Al- by 1 percent, and other food items to decline by 1
though a rising share of world oil production will be percent. A more significant recovery in food prices
in the Middle East, the effect of any unexpected seems precluded by continued weak growth of im-
disruptions in oil supply on prices is likely to be of a port demand (as major population centers become
shorter duration than the supply shocks of the 1970s. more self-sufficient in food) and large surplus capac-

Historically low prices of tropical beverages in the ities in major exporting countries (despite some
past few years have reduced current investments in impact from the Uruguay Round). In cereals, for
new tree plantings, and the long lag between new example, the major exporting countries have idle
plantings and production would suggest that these capacity equal to roughly 125 million tons at 1990
prices are likely to strengthen in the coming yeats. trend yield levels, compared with world trade in
Stocks are already declining, and demand is ex- cereals of 200 million tons in 1990. Food grain yields
pected to increase in the decade as economic growth kept growing throughout the 1980s despite record
increases. Between 1993 and 2000, coffee prices are low prices. Similarly, continued productivity gains
projected to rise by nearly 50 percent, cocoa prices by in palm oil production in Indonesia and Malaysia
almost 25 percent, and tea prices by about 6 percent. and rising soybean production in Argentina and Bra-
Despite these rebounds, the index of beverage prices zil will exert downward pressure on the real prices
will likely not reach its 1989 level and will be less than of fats and oils. Despite these declines, the income
half its peak in 1984. terms of trade for these producers could rise as pro-

Prices of nonfood agricultural products such as cot- ductivity growth continues to outstrip the decline in
ton, rubber, and timber are also expected to rise. In international prices.
Eastern Europe and the FSU, where demand fell by 50 Following a cyclical recovery, prices of metals and
percent over the past three years, some recovery of minerals (in real terms) may end the decade up 13
demand is projected. Rubber will be in reduced sup- percent from their 1993 levels. Within the aggregate,
ply, as will timber products worldwide because of aluminum, copper, lead, nickel, tin, and zinc are
enviromnental restrictions on logging and less avail- projected to have rising prices, while that for iron ore
ability of timber. Cotton prices are projected to rise is projected to decline. After a drop of 38 percent in
as demand picks up with the recovery, but price the metals and minerals index since the recent high
increases for cotton will remain modest because of in 1989, mine output has fallen for some base metals,
competition from synthetics. including lead, nickel, tin, and zinc. In the longer run,
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Figure 1-6 Prices of major commodities, forecast and 70 percent probability range
(price in constant dollars)
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Rice Sugar
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declining intensity in the use of metals in industrial robust 5.9 percent in 1994-2003, and developing-
countries, together with high productivity growth in country exports will tend to rise about 05 percentage
metals production, will keep real metals prices from points faster. World trade growth may well exceed 6
rising substantially. percent in the later years of this period, as activity in

The increase in real commodity prices projected to Europe and Japan recovers and new trade agree-
the year 2000 is not sustainable, being heavily depen- ments are phased in.
dent upon slow supply response in tropical bever- The proiected acceleration in world trade is partly
ages and a cyclical recovery in the prices of minerals due to the beneficial impactof the recently conduded
and metals. After 2000, the prices of these comnmod- Uruguay Round Agreement of GAT. With the infor-
ities are projected to decline slightly (figure 1-6). The mation available, it is difficult to estimate the magni-
overall real price of non-oil commodities, as conven- tude and timing of the gains accruing from the
tionally measured, is projected to resume a gradual, Uruguay Round. Studiesby the GArrSecretariatsug-
long-term decline. gest that the Uruguay Round will increase merchan-

dise trade by 12 percent by the year 2005 (or roughly
World trade US$750 billion in 1992 dollars) over the level that

would exist if trade were to grow at its average for
With GDP in high-income countries (including some 1980-91 (4.1 percent). The largest increases are likely
fast-growing non-OECD economies) rising at 2.7 per- to occur in clothing (60 percent); textiles (34 percent);
cent, world trade is expected to grow in volume at a agricultural, forestry, and fishery products (20 per-
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Box 14 Impact of changes in the former Soviet Union on international commodity markets

Before its dissolution, the Rsu loomed large as a pro- sustained. These supply problems were made worse by
ducer of primary commodities. It was the largest the collapse of the Soviet central production and distri-
producer in the world of gas, oil, steel, nickeL and bution system, labor unrest in sorne mnines and indus-
copper (for which it shared first place with Chile). Yet tries, and frequent interruptions in power supplies. The
its role in the world's commodity markets was not one commodity for which exports surged from the R;U
commensurately large. High and wasteful domestic was aluminum Despite faEling world prices, 1su alumi-
consumption and special arrangernents with former num export volume increased by 130 percent between
members of the cidu absorbed a sizable chunk of its 1990 and 1992, increasing their market share substan-
energyandrawmaterialsproduction Nevertheless,the tially from the8 percentheld in 1990. This recently led to
Fsu was an important supplierof some raw materials to an international agreement to limit aluminum exports.
world markets, notably cotton (20 percent of global The large natural resource endowments of the Fiu
exports), iron ore (16 percent), crude oil (11 percent), and the current inefficiency of its distnbution system
timber (10 percent), manganese ores (8 percent), and and usage pattems give it enornous potential as an
phosphate rock (8 percent). It was also a large buyer of important exporter of comrnmodities in the future. The
food from the rest of the world-roughly US$20 billion region has arge deposits of mineral ores, gas, and oil,
a year-mostly sugar and grains, and a potential comparative advantage in a range of

At the time the Soviet Union disintegrated into its 15 food products. As the isu republics overcome political
successor republics, analysts widely believed that Rus- difficulties and implement their transition to become
sia, the biggest net exporter of natural resources in the more market-oriented, efficiency gains in mining and
Fsu and relieved of its former commitmnents to itS CMEA agricuture could be large. Commodity exports could
partners, would significantly expand primary com- rise swiffly, depending on the speed and extent of re-
modity exports to world markets. But the neglect of covery in domestic use of these commodities, which is
maintenlance,insufficientcapitalinvesrnent, and exces- highly uncertain. Thus, projections on how the pattern
sive mineral exploitation based on outdated technolo- and growth of the Fs's exports are likely to evolve over
giesmeantthatneitherproductionnorexportscouldbe the next few years cannot be made with any precision.

cent); and processed foodandbeverages (19 percent). growing world economy. In the longer term, higher
Effects on exports and real incomes by developing food prices should stimulate domestic food produc-
region are likely to vary significantly, depending tion in commodities for which African countries
largely on the market-access provisions of the ex- have a comparative advantage. In turn, this would
pected agreement (box 1-5). improve their capacity for diversification.

Asiawillgainsubstantially.Quota-constrainedex- During the next fifteen years NAFrA wiU remove
porters of textiles and clothing (mainly in Southeast barriers to trade and investment flows within North
and East Asia, including China) will be big benefici- America; it also sets the stage for reforms in domestic
aries from a slow phaseout of the Multi-Fiber Ar- policies to foster trade and competition within
rangement over a ten-year period, with quotas an area rivaling the European Union (formerly the
increasing about 50 percent over seven years. Latin European Community) in economic size.12 NAFrA'S
America will also gain, but proportionately less. main effect will be to improve the growth prospects
Food exporters there (particularly in Argentina, of Mexico, which is required by the agreement to
Chile, and Uruguay) will benefit from reductions in liberalize its trade policies the most among the three
agricultural subsidies. The economies in these re- NAFrA partners and which should consequently ex-
gions are also likely to gain from reductions in tariffs perience a significant boost in its exports. In the short
on metals and minerals, and they have little to lose term, Mexico's exports to the United States are esti-
on preferences. mated to rise by 11 percent because of the agreement

The net effect of the Uruguay Round on Sub- (Braga, Safadi, and Yeats 1992). Canadian exports to
Saharan Africa will be smaLL The agreement will the United States are expected to rise by 9 percent,
tend to raise intemational food prices (which could whileothercountries'exportstotheUnitedStatesare
mean smaller declines in some prices than would expected to fall by 3 percent. Some studies confirm
otherwise occur), and net food importers will expe- trade effects of this magnitude (for example, Brown,
rience some adverse effects through the balance of Deardorff, and Stern 1992). One drawback is that
payments (see chapter 2). On the other hand, these NAFrA's domestic-content regulations could prevent
countries will tend to benefit from trade creation and member countries from relying on some low-cost
better terms of trade from a more stable and faster (non-NAFrA) sources of production inputs-a factor
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Box 1-5 The Uruguay Round, market access, and the developing countries

For each participant in the Uruguay Round of trade fromreductionsinMFNtariff ratesarelikely tooutweigh
talks, the increase in national income resulting from the the losses from preference erosion, even for exporters
successful conclusion of the round will come from two receiving preferences.
principal sources: first, more efficient use of domestic The rcduction in duties that apply to developing
resourceswhen domestic distortions, such as tradebar- countries is estimated at 34 percent-less than the 38
riers, are reduced or removed; and second, increased percent reduction on industrial products from aU
access to markets of trading partners. sources-and the figures for clothing and footwear (of

It is estirated tha' implementation of the market- particular interest to developing countries) are even
access provisions of the Uruguay Rc"nd wil add be- lower. Nevertheless, the effects on trade creation will be
tween US$200 billion and US$300 billion (in 1992 largeevenforsuchproductsbecauseexistingtariff rates
dollars) annually to world income. These figures are on them are the highest, and the percentage decline in
pmbably an underestimate since they do not include the tariff-inclusive price in importing countries will be
services and since no attempt has been made tocapture substantiaL Moreover, where a quantitative restriction
the effects on productivity growth of greater openness (rather than a tariff) is the binding restraint under the
in trade. Even without these ramifications, full imple- Multi-Fiber Arrangement, the extent of the increase in
mentationof theUJruguayRoundagreementcouldboost market access may be larger than the cut in the tariff
the GDP of developing economies by almost US$80 bil- alone would indicate.
lion (in 1992 dollars) a year. Developing-country gains A disappointing result of the recent Uruguay Round
from agricultural hberalization alone would be between agreement is that taiff escalation will continue for ag-
US$2DbillionandUSS6Obillionayear,dependingonthe ricultural products. It was hoped that discrimination
extent of each economy's hberalization. againstprocessed commoditieswouldbereduced, thus

Improved market access for agricultural and indus- enhancing strategies for natural-resource-based indus-
trial products will result primarily from broad reduc- trialization. Buttheagreedreductionsintariffs,whether
tions in tariffs and more control of quantitative viewed in absolute or percentage terms, do not clearly
restrictions and subsidies. In contrast to thesituation for rise or fall with the level of processing.
industrialproducts,increasedmarketaccessforagricul- Considerable progress has been made in the latest
tural products will involve limiting the use of domestic agreement toward the goal of increasing the propor-
support policies. Reduction of export subsidies by in- tion of tariffs that are bound (subject to commitments
dustrial countries will boost the competitiveness of ex- not to raise the tariff rate). This will significantly
ports from developing countries (see chapter 2). reduce exporter risk. For industrial products, virtu-

The effect of the reduction in most-favored-nation ally all tariffs in developed and transition economies
(MFN) tariffs on individual suppliers depends on are bound under current offers, and developing
whether the importing country gives the product MFN, countries have offered to increase the proportion of
preferential, or free-trade treatment bound tariffs to 65 percent For agricultural products

FormFN imports there is an unambiguous increase in there is a substantial increase in the proportion of
the volume of sales in the importing country following agricultural tariff lines subject to bindings, especialy
a tariff reduction. In the case of imports already receiv- in the developing economies, where there is a five-
ing preferential or free-trade-area treatment, the reduc- f-ld increase (from 17 to 89 percent). For the first time
tioninmFNtariffratescanreducemarginsofpreference, in GATT's history the proportion of bound tariff lines
inducing buyers to switch to competing suppliers. In will bebroadly the same for agricultural and nonagri-
general, however, analyses suggest that the trade gains cultural products.

that would restrict the ability of members to use their tioned largely by the internal dynamics between
NAFTA tariff and nontariff preferences (Bannister and resource endowments and domestic policies. This
Low 1992). section highlights some of the more important indig-

enous factors that shape current expectations about
Issues and prospects for individual growth in the developing regions (table 1-4) and
developing regions refers to influential extemal factors. The vulnerabil-

ity of the projections to external risks is considered
The extemal environment and balance of payments under a low-case scenario discussed in detail in the
constraints play an important role in conditioning next section.
the outlook for growth in the developing world. But Barring any major political upheaval, East Asia is
expectations about the pace and pattem of progress likely to remain thefastestgrowing developing region over
in individual developing countries are also condi- the next decade, but its performance will probably be less
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Table 1-4 Developing regions: growth of real GDP
(percentage clhanges per year)

2974-90 1994-2003
Developing region Trend 1991 1992 1993 Forecast LOW

All developing countries 3A 0.2 0.3 2.1 4.8 3.6

Sub-Saharan Africa 2.1 1.5 1.2 2.5 3.9 2.4
Middle East and North Africa 0.9 3.1 4.0 1.9 3.8 3.2
Europe and Central Asia (ECA) 3.1 -9.3 -12.7 -7.4 2.7 1.5
South Asia 5.0 2.0 4.6 3.8 5.3 4.2
East Asia 7.3 6.9 8.7 9.2 7.6 7.1
Latin America and the Caribbean 2.5 3A 2.8 3.5 3A 0.8

Memorandum item
Developing countries, excluding ECA 3.5 3.9 4.9 4.9 5.2 4.0

Sources: World Bank data and staff estimates for non-OEcD countries; March 1994 baseline forecast and low-case scenano.

spectacular than in the past, partly as a result of infra- for example, and energy use per unit of GDP is twice
structural and environmental constraints. The already that of Latin America (World Bank 1993b).
large gap between the economic performance of East Factors likely to work in East Asia's favor over the
Asia and the rest of the developing world widened coming decade are the continuing strength of in-
sharply in the 1980s. The region's per capita GDP traregional trade and greater liberalization of world
grew twice as fast as that of South Asia and five times trade. Successful completion of the Uruguay Round
as fast as the average of the developing world. In the is expected to further spur East Asia's export success
first three years of the 1990s, the gap widened further (figure 1-7). First, it will lower trade barriers in the
still; East Asia grew at an average of about 7 percent major market countries and ensure that trade retali-
a year, compared to only 2.6 percent in the aggregate ation measures are implemented according to recog-
GDP per capita of al developing countries (excluding nized and accepted rules. Second, the guarantee of
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union). Per- open access to the major markets of the world is likely
capita income in Korea is rapidly converging with to boost foreign direct investment in developing
those in Hong Kong, Taiwan (China), and Singapore countries, and East Asia is expected to receive the
(all high-income economies), and together these lion's share, as in the past.
economies are joining the ranks of the industrial Although China should be able to resolve the dif-
countries. ficulties of its public enterprise sector, GDP growth is

Although East Asia is expected to remain the expected to decline from the unsustainably high lev-
fastest growing of all developing regions over the
coming decade (table 1-5), its breakneck pace in the
1980s and early 1990s is unlikely to be maintained. Althw,'gli itsgrowth -itt- will iimodernte,
Faster-growing economies are already running East kisia will neverlhehess remain thef istest
into severe infrastructure constraints in power, grilzvifl5 (dvelop:irki regi.oll.
ports, roads, telecommunications, water, and
waste disposal. In some countries the shortfall in
infrastructure investment may have been as mucn Table per For)
as 2-3 percent of GDP in the 1980s (World Bank p eBaseline
1993b). East Asia is also confronting major envi- 1994-2003
ronmental problems that can constrain growth if
not resolved. These problems are most acute in soil GDP 7.9 7.6
erosion, waterlogging and salinization, urban en- Consumption per capita 7.5 6.1
vironmental degr. ation, industrial pollution, and GDP per capita 6.2 6.2
deforestation. Groundwater is being rapidly de- Exportvolume 10.9 8.5
pleted by overuse; carbon dioxide emissions in Sourc. World Bank; Mardh 1994 baseline forecast.
East Asia are three times those of Latin America,
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(table 1-6). Compared to other developing regions,
1 1 Z'1 l.l t. C1/i(,~ I'~La l jilzl irllltcr-1tll %I'.ZIlIla lrlll South Asia's performance in the 1980s was an im-

i'ilI ~tdl l ril rr X flit' ilX'iIa*y l, - l, Ol l'll..r; t-l,lliiir provement over previous decades. GDP growth aver-

aged 5.6 percent annually for the region as a whole,

Figure 1-7 Export volume growth with exports rising at a healthy 6.3 percent a year in
(annual average percentage clianige) real terms. All economies (except Sri Lanka) enjoyed

more rapid growth, with a significant improvement
11.8 in the performance of the largest country, India.

Major structural weaknesses in the Indian econ-
9.3 omy were exposed at the beginning of the decade in

8.5 the wake of the 1991 Gulf crisis and the dissolution
-6.3 1 of the former Soviet Union (previously India's largest

trading partner). Faced with an extemal financialJ ] - _ --crisis in mid-1991, India initiated a program of stabi-
lization and structural reforms that marked a deci-
sive departure from previous policies. The baseline
forecast assumes that these reforms have deepened

1981-90 1991-93 1994-2003 and widened, and the economy is expected to enter
a period of sustainable growth, averaging more than

All developing East Asia 5 percent a year over the next decade.
countries As for other countries of the region, Pakistan has

Source: World Bank. made recent progress in reducing the fiscal deficit
and lowering the extemal current-account deficit.
Longer-term constraints on growth include limited
progress in overcoming key bottlenecks in basic

els of the 1980s, maintaining an annual average in infrastructure and in the social sectors, as well as a
excess of 8.5 percent. China's emergence as a major continued reliance on a narrow export base (cotton
trading power will put other exporters of labor- and textiles). Pakistan's growth prospects over the
intensive manufactures under growing competitive coming decade are likely to depend on how much
pressure (box 1-6). sustained progress it achieves on all these fronts. The

The economies of Malaysia and Thailand are ex- economic performance of Bangladesh has improved
pected to exceed annual average growth of 7 percent gradually over the years, helped by modest efforts at
on the strength of strong export performance in man- structural adjustment, and this trend should con-
ufactures and commodities (despite growingcompe- tinue, despite the handicaps of its extreme poverty,
tition from China) and on continued private capital exposure to naturalcalamities, and a population den-
inflows and foreign direct investment. In Indonesia, sity that is three times that of India and seven times
moderate growth in oil revenues is likely to be offset that of China. In Sri Lanka, with renewed efforts at
by rapid increases in exports of manufactures and stabilization and structural change, the private sector
continued high productivity growth in palm oil, has become the main engine of growth. Provided
cocoa, and coffee production. Even the formerly
planned economies of Cambodia, the Lao People's
Democratic Republic, and Viet Nam are expected to
perform well in the coming decade, especially Viet Grouwth could lit- wajilnltned in Soitllh Asin
Nam where economic reforms and foreign direct if 1piliit re-forrs t deepered and w itidteedt.

investment flows are a promising foundation for
rapid growth. Prospects for the Philippines depend Table 1-6 Forecast summary: South Asia
heavily on the government's ability to maintain (perentperyr)
macroeconomic stability, revive investor confidence,
and strengthen institutions. Access to commercial Growth rates 1983-93 1994-2003
sources of extemal finance is expected to remain a
problem. Nevertheless, the Philippines can be ex- GDP 5.2 5.3
pected to grow faster, compared to its dismal perfor- Consumption per capita 4.6 2.8
mance in the 1980s, when it was a principal casualty GDP per capita 3.0 3.4
of the debt crisis. Exportvolume 8.6 72

South Asia's growth prospectsfor the coming decade Source. World Bank, March 1994 baseline forecasL
will depend on the spread and intensification of its rJobrms
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Box 1-6 Implications of China's emergence for developing countries

China'semergence as a major trading powerwillcreate Commodity exporting countries will not necessarily
considerable competitive pressure for exporters of benefit from China's import growth. Although imports
labor-intensive manufactures. Despite the rapid growth of oil and iron ore have grown rapidly, the share of all
in per capita income in China, the size and relative primary products in China's imports has halved in
underdevelopment of many provinces mean that this value since 1980 and shrunk by 25 percent in volume.
competitive pressure will persist well into the next cen- China appears to have become more self-sufficient in
tury while these regions begin to participate in China's food, nonfood crude materials, and nonferrous metals.
rapid outward-oriented industrialization. A recent China's expansion has been accompanied by more ef-
World Bank study (Boltho 1994) found that as China fectiveexploitationofitsnaturalresources,especiallyin
adopted market reforms, the structure of its exports agriculture, thesector thatbenefited first from the mar-
became decidedly more labor intensive, moving the ket reforms that began in 1978. Thus it appears that
country nearer its comparative advantage. Although althoughtheemergenceotjapansinceWorldWarIlhas
only a rough guide, China's index of revealed compar- tended to move the terms of trade in favor of corn-
ativeadvantagecorrelatessignificantlywiththatoffour modity exporters, the emergence of China will tend to
other large developing counties-Egypt, India, Indo- cause a shift in favor of skill- and technology-intensive
nesia, and Turkey. manufactures.

Almost 80 percent of China's exports come from The biggest immediate benefiaanes from China's
eieven coastal provinces that account for 40 percent of emergence in world markets are likely to be high-
China's total population. Differences in per capita in- income countries, arguably including the newly indus-
comeamongdifferentregionsarelarge.Forexample,at trializing econories of East Asia. These countries are
the projected national average growth rate, it would the largest importers of labor-intensive manufactures
take twenty years for the western provinces of China to and the leadingexporters of sophisticated capital goods
achieve the per capita income of Shanghai today. Be- and high-quality consumer products that will consti-
cause the population of the lagging regions is much tute the bulk of China's import needs. The recent explo-
larger than that of the leading regions and because the sion of interest from transnational companies in
lagging regions are likely to increase their share of investment in China reinforces this conclusion.
China's exports with time, it is possible that the labor Indirectly,theaccelerationinincomeandworld trade
intensity of China's exports will continue to rise for implied by China's rise should benefit all countries.
many years even with the country's income per capita AlthoughChina'semergencewillsurelyintensifycomn-
growing more rapidly than that of its trading partners. petition in labor-intensive products, the size of these
Evidence also shows that China's export growth has effects should be kept in perspective. China holds a
displaced other East Asian economies at higher stages significant share in industrial-country importsinonlya
of development, such as Hong Kong, South Korea, and few, albeit important, production categories, namely,
Taiwan Province. To the extent that the labor markets clothing, footwear, toys, sporting goods, and telecom-
in the coastal and inland regions are segmented, a dual munications equiprenL China's share is under 5 per-
pattern of development might resulL Under such a cent for twenty other large categories of labor-intensive
scenario, the coastal regions may increasingly compete goods that are relatively unrestrained by nontariff bar-
with the newly industrializing economnies of East Asia. riers in industrial countries.

domestic peace holds and a resolution is found for the shaky foundation of variable-rate debt financing,
structural problems in public finances and agricul- plunged in the debt crisis of the 1980s. Now with the
ture, Sri Lanka is expected to achieve a modest accel- implementation of stabilization and reform policies
eration in growth over the coming decade. In Nepal, in several countries, GDP growth has started to re-
increasing the efficiency of public resource manage- cover again (figure 1-8). But the full benefits of trade
ment will be key to sustaining growth. liberalization are unlikely to flow immediately. The

Latin America's growth rate is likely to accelerate experience of the Latin American economies that
modestly, depending in part on the deepening of reforms adjusted early, such as Chile and Mexico, shows that
and continued private capitalflows. Latin America has it takes almost a decade of consistent progress after
witnessed significant changes in its economic poli- the initiation of reforms for the potential gains in GDP
cies in recent years. Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, growth to be realized. The region's growth outlook
Colombia, Mexico, and (more recently) Peru have projected over the next decade takes these long lags
implemented stabilization policies and structural into account and recognizes that the speed of policy
economic reforms, including trade and exchange- reforms is unlikely to be uniform across countries or
rate liberalization. GDP growth, high in the 1970s on over time (table 1-7).
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large for several more years. The combination of low
i.i 'w gnrw;h lliis r.e.overed('I in b inir Anrw-ric a, wages and a rich natural resource endowment makes

Inat inflatiomn continuin t 11a- 1 Jxhli. these economies attractive locations for potential for-
eign investors. The development of local capital mar-

Figure 1-8 Growth and inflation in Latin America, kets has encouraged foreign portfolio investors,
1970 -93 although changes in regulatory policies could signif-
y?v-year moving average, in percent) icantly enhance their efficiency. And as debt work-

outs have proceeded and interest rates have
GDP growth declined, more countries are becoming sufficiently
6 creditworthy to regain access to international finan-

1970 cial markets.
5 1980 A second important factor is the prospects for

export growth in the region. The outlook seems
1975 1 promising. Export growth is running at around 5.5

4 percent a year, compared to 3 percent a year in the
1993 1970s and 1980s. New export industries have

3 emerged in response to the liberalization of trade
1990 policies, including the cut flowers industry in

2 Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, and Mexico; fish
and shrimp farming in Ecuador; and fruits and
winter vegetables production in Chile. The pro-

L / jected acceleration in flows of foreign direct invest-
- 1985\ / ment into Mexico after NAFTA and into the rest of

. Latin America in the wake of the successful Uruguay
5 10 15 20 25 30 Round agreement, will further expand the region's

export capacity.
Inflation- CPI) Chule, Colombia, and Costa Rica all seem likely to

Nofe. Figures are the median for all Latin American countries continue on robust growth paths in the 5-6 percent
Source: Warld Bank. range. Argentina and Mexico, as well as Peru, are

expected to sustain big improvements in perfor-
mance, with growth in the 3.5-4.5 percent range. In
two countries where uncertainties seem greatest,

A key concem underlying the growth projections Brazil and Venezuela, growth trends of less than 3
for Latin America is the sustainability of private cap- percent are assumed in the current forecast.
ital inflows (see previous discussion on capital flows, If civil strife continues to decline, widespread efforts at
page 11). The assumption is that these flows will inzplementingpolicyrefornuc,andaprojectedstabilization
subside as a share of GDPbut will continue tobe fairly of real commodity prices are expected to help Sub-

Saharan Africa improve its economic performance
modestly in the coming decade; nevertheless, average per
capita incomes and consumption are unlikely to increase

An acceleration in Latin Americai's growtlh rate depends significantly, and the number of poor is expected to
on improved export perforanace, lorw international increase both in absolute terms and as a proportion of

inzterest rates, and continued capital inflows. the population. In the 1980s, of the region's forty-six
countries for which data are available, twenty-eight

Table 1-7 Forecast sununary., Latin America suffered declines in real GDP per capita. Population
and the Caribbean growth remained high. Poverty and deprivation con-
(perent,peryear) tinued to deepen. Civil conflicts destroyed physical

-BasIne capital and infrastructure in at least eight countries.
Growth rates 1983-93 B9sl2003 To make matters worse, the region has been hit hard

by AIDS, which, affecting people in their most pro-
GDP 2.2 3.4 ductive years, inflicts significant costs on households
Consumption per capita 0.5 1.2 and enterprises. Responding to these difficulties,
GDP per capita 0.4 1.7 thirty-one countries had adjustment programs i
Exportvolume 52 5.5 place at some point between 1987 and 1992. A recent

Source- World Bankc, March 1994 baseline forecasL study analyzing the results of these programs con-
cluded that in those that reformed their macro-
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economic policies the most, increases in per capita
GDP growth ranged from one to two percentage Siill-Sijlrarauii Afriu-ii's tcrins tiftrinie
points between 1981-86 and 1987-91-a turnaround alrl CXICIeCItef ti, stalize.
similar in size to that of adjusting countries in other
regions (World Bank 1994). But the analysis also Figure 1-9 Changes in terms of trade
noted that the extent of policy change has been un- of Sub-Saharan Africa
even across countries and that in about a third of t dgea yer)
them, macroeconomic policy indicators actually
deteriorated. 6 6394 6

The prognosis for Sub-Saharan Africa's growth 4 4
prospects over the coming decade is sobering (table 2 2
1-8). Despite relief from a projected stabilization in 0 _ O
the region's terms of trade (figure 1-9) and some -2 _ __ 9 -2
additional debt and debt-service reduction, the lim- -4 : 3 _65 -4
ited stock of capital equipment, infrastructure, and -6 -4.81 -6
human capital preclude any sharp improvement in -8 -634 -8
living standards. Although GDP growth is expected -10 ._ -10
to improve somewhat, income per capita and, more 71-0 81-90 91 92 93 94 95-2003
important, private consumption per capita are un-
likely to see much increase for a third decade in a Sourrc: World Bank-

row. This projection takes into account the possibility
that with tensions reduced in Ethiopia and Mozam-
bique and a lower degree of conflict in about ten The CFA franc devaluation has created an opportu-
other economies on the continent, the continuing nity to renew the adjustment process in the CFA zone,
damage to infrastructure, institutions, and invest- which had become stalled by the problem of low
ments is likely to be less severe than in the past. The competitiveness. Strong support from the interna-
transition ofSouth Africa to democratic rule, difficult tional donor community, together with concerted
as it may prove over the short term, is expected to efforts on debt relief, will provide a supportive
yield not just a peace dividend but also more rapid financing environment.
growth, as the country integrates with the world The low-income primary producers of Sub-
economy and higher trade and investment rejuve- Saharan Africa have an opportunity to become
nate the private sector (box 1-7). Finally, the projec- efficientproducers and competitive exporters of com-
tions assume that the commitment to reform among modities, using their success as a springboard to di-
Sub-Saharan African economies will not waver. versified growth (see chapter 2). Some economies of
The recent hard decision to devalue the CFA franc the region (for example, Ghana and Uganda) are im-
strengthens the case for this general assumption, plementing structural reforms that should support
although policy slippages in Nigeria highlight the faster developr-ent through diversification and
uncertainties. higher productivity in traditional primary activities.

In the short term, however, these countries are likely
to be hurt by erosion of their preferential access under
the Lome Convention as a result of the Uruguayl'. r capiiiita refl (Uranid c-)1 isSflIliptiolI tire lik-tlly Round.

tI bei stagnat it Stub-Sidiaran Africa. The AIDS epidemicin Sub-Saharan Africa, through
its effects on productivity and savings, poses a threat

Table 1-8 Forecast summary: Sub-Saharan Africa to growth prospects. One simulation suggests that
(percnt per yw) the overall effect could slow economic growth by as

Baseline much as 0.6 percentage points a year in the ten worst
Growth rates 1983-93 1994s2003 affected countries. In Tanzania this slowdown could

be as much as 0.8 percentage points a year and in
GDP 22 3.9 Malawi between 0.3 and 0.5 percentage points
Consumption per capita -1.8 03 (World Bank 1993c).
GDP per capita -0.8 0.9 Sub-Saharan Africa is the one developing region
Exportvolume 4.0 49 where the number of poor is expected to rise by the

Notc. Exdudes Republic of South Africa. turn of the century, not just in absolute terms but also
Source. World Bank; March 1994 baseline forecast. as a proportion of the population. Adding to this

concem is the likelihood that official development
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Box 1-7 South Africa-New engine of growth for the region?

South Africa is among a handful of the world's richest governuent to the power grid. In fact, although unique
countries in terms of natural resources. It is the leading to South Africa, apartheid's rnodel of development re-
exporter of gold and diamonds and ranks among the sembled the interventionist, import-substituting re-
largest exporters of coal and nonferrous metals. It is gimes prevalent in Latin America in the 1960s and
self-sufficient in food and is potentially a large exporter 1970s.
of nonseasonal fruits and quality wines, as well as hav- It is generally held that sanctions had only relatively
ing vast untapped tourist resources Thirty years ago it minor effects on South Africa's trade patterns, although
would have been classed among those developing they effecvely inhibited inward foreign direct invest-
countries most likely to diversify successfully out of ment Initially, policies to protect the manufacturing
primary commodity exports. Its income per capita and sector coupled with high and rising rates of public
investment as a proporion of GN were higher than investment allowed quite rapid growth, but domestic
those of several East Asian countries, its universities producers eventually hit the constraint of a limited
were highly esteerned, and it was home to half a dozen home markeL
leading transnational companies. Neverhieless, weR The first multiracial elections take place in South
before the imposition of economic and political sanc- Africa in 1994. The country will face the difficult task of
tions in 1985 the country's economic performance was satisfying the expectations of the newly enfranchised
disappointing. majority while maintaining investor confidence and

In the 1960s the South African economy grew by retaining a large part of its skill base.
about 5 percent a year, below the average for other Assuminga successful transition to the new constitu-
developing countries, and the efficiency of its invest- tionalregime,whatarethelikelyeffectsof thecountry's
ment was low. Since about 1970. total factor productiv- recoveryon the restof the region? Despiteits stagnation
ity has stagnated. and since about 1980 real incomes per inthe past fifteenyears, South Afica accounts for more
capita havedeclinedby 1-2percentayear.The propor- than80percentof theGNPofsouthemAfrica today,and
tion of the labor force not in wage employment in 1991 it is certainly capable of playing the locomotive in the
was estimated to be in excess of 50 percent for the development of the region because of both its size and
Africanpopulation. Therateofinvestmentasapropor- its tedhnological lead. Many opportunities exist for
tion of GNP fell from a peak of 27 percent in the mid- sectoral integration acrossborders,inactivities ranging
1970s to near 15 percent in 1992. Primary commodities from tourism to thesharingofwatergrids and to power
represent about 60 percent of South African exports, a generation. However, all nine countries in southern
proportion higher than the average for other develop- Africa are predominantly exporters of commodities,
ingcountries and the region's total market is small, its GDP being

Apartheid played a significant role in South Africa's about equal to that of Denmark. It is difficult, therefore,
stalled development, though other factors have been to envisage preferential trading arrangements that
equallyimportantApartheidcreatedenormousinequi- would significandy expand trade without displacing
ties in income distribution and access to education that lower-cost and higher-quality suppLiers of manufac-
have left the country with a large unskilled labor force tures originating outside the region. The best prospects
and severe labor problems. The system has led to come from a more outward-lookin& stable, and grow-
distorted residential patterns in urban areas and to ingSouth African economy, with tradingarrangements
duplicative structures in areas ranging from local based on the multilateral ftamework of the GATT.

assistance may not be as forthcoming as it was in economic situation in Eastem Europe and the former
the 1980s because of the rising number of other Soviet Union varies widely, depending on how long
claimants to a shrinking pool of concessional finance. reform policies have been in place and the conmmit-
Although this contingency has been built into the ment of governments to implement difficult mea-
growth projections for the region, the considerable sures in the face of severe economic disruption.
risk nevertheless remains that net resource flows to Recent developments in Russia provide some
the region could be even lower, and this could mean grounds for concerm. Although the currency has de-
even more serious consequences for investment and preciated dramatically and inflation has not slowed,
growth. the rate of output decline has fallen. Following a drop

Prospectsfor developing countries in Europe and Cen- of 20 percent in 1992, real GDP contracted by 12
tral Asia remain the most uncertain of all: aithough percent in 1993, and the decline is expected to be in
market-oriented reforms appear to be generating positive single digits in 1994 as once-and-for-all systemic
results in some countries, great uncertainties remain changes run their course. The possibility exists, how-
about the direction and speed of reforms in others. The ever, that failure to reduce budget deficits and to
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energies. There is evidence that "new," largely pri-

AltI:nEl,l9 t .)u' eonlinflEe 1to fitll In niost lof ih- countrietS vate-sector activity,concentrated in theservices, con-
*f 'tcSri, hlilz r d 1' I SU, thf p- lof cntractiotin struction and trade sectors, is beginning to account

(ipae eatrs ton lhiutme ae(icotrci for significant shares of output (approaching 50 per-
cent in some cases) and providing stimulus to
growth. These policy changes, moreover, have at-

Figure 1-10 GDP growth in Eastern Europe tracted wide interest among foreign investors, and
and the FSU, 1989-93 the potential is high for strong links with Westem

Percent Europe through trade and tedhnology. On the other
hand, in Romania, Bulgaria, and the Slovak Republic,

5 _ GDP continued to decline by 5-10 percent a year.
Meanwhile, the republics of the former Yugoslavia

Poland_-.-~ have all experienced massive contractions in output
as a result of the conflicts there. It is very difficult to
predict when these countries will emerge from the

- \; . Hung - present crisis.
5 . ~j; . . 5 An additional challenge to Eastern Europe in its

\ -- . / / recovery and transition to a market-oriented system
\; -' /#- H0/will be how it copes with fundamental chaages in

. \- .X;; / -Romany trading pattems. The breakup of the CMEA and later
-10 -10 of the Soviet Union radically altered the set of viable

*<, / export markets for these countries. As their trade

-15 . -15 orientation has shifted toward western markets (al-
Czech and A most 80 percent of exports are now destined for OECD

Slovak Republics countries), and particularly toward the European

-20 , | F5U -- b -20 Union, Eastern Europe's exports have become morevulnerable to recession in Western Europe. How rap-
89 90 91 92 93 idly Eastem Europe adjusts to these changes in mar-

Source: World Bank. kets will affect growth prospects in the 1990s (table
_____________________________________ 1-9). The potential for rapid growth eventually is

high. Gravity models predict that trade between
Eastem and Western Europe should be eight to ten

slow credit expansion, combined with increased ve- times its current level, based on resource endow-
locity of circulation of money as individuals and ments and other cost factors. As reforms in the
corporations learn to avoid the inflation tax, could East succeed and incomes recover, efficiency gains
lead to another big rise in inflation. This, in tum, from increased specialization may tum out to be
would further undermine confidence and delay the important.
onset of recovery.

Output losses have been greater in many other
republics of the FSU. Although near-term projections
for the economies of the FSU are speculative, it is
likely that a decline in GDP will continue in the short T1e turnaround in dereloping Europe annd
term. If refom efforts progress, however, theseecon- Cenitral Asia will be both slo-. and nticertazin.

omies can expect growth of 4-5 percent a year by the
end of the decade. Table 1-9 Forecast summary- developing

After four difficult years during which output con- countries in Europe and Central Asia
tracted by some 20 percent, preliminary data suggest cutf pEuro
that Poland's GDP advanced in 1993 by 4-5 percent Baseline
(figure 1.10). Despite recent setbacks associated with 1983-93 1994-2003
the breakup of Czechoslovakla, and recessionary
conditions in the markets of Western Europe, pro- GDP -1.0 2.7
duction appears to be poised for recovery in the Consumption per capita -1.6 2.3

Czech Republic. In some Eastern European countries GDP per capita -1.7 0
the establishment of commercial codes and bank- Exportvolume -1.4 43

ruptcy laws, together with privatization programs, Sourz World Bank, March 1994 baseline forecast
succeeded ir. rekindling private entrepreneurial
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Present expectations are, however, that this pro- Morocco) had to seek debt relief. Virtually all non-oil
cess will be slower than originally anticipated. countries have made at least a start toward major
Poland's growth rate may exceed 5 percent a year structural adjustment, with Morocco and Tunisia
over the next few years, and, more generally, the being the most advanced.
growth of both imports and exports of the faster The next decade is expected to be one of greater
reformers in Eastern Europe may exceed 8 percent a promise for the region (table 1-10). Growth is pro-
year. Nevertheless, ever, at this rate of recovery, 1990 jected at 3.8 percent a year, compared with 0.8 per-
levels of real income per capita for these countries cent in the past ten years, with growth accelerating
will not be restored until 2005. as the decade progresses. Yet this promise needs to

The question of the trade orientation of the Euro- be tempered by uncertainties on three fronts-prog-
pean Union (EU) may be critical to the speed and ressinadjustment,political developments within the
extent of Eastern Europe's recovery. This issue goes region and outside, and the outlook for oil prices.
beyond economic gains from specialization to the Some oil-exporting countries are expected to expand
stability and viability of the region's economies. The hydrocarbon and petrochemical production and ex-
projected rapid growth for the region depends in ports, partly offsetting the effect of a modest price
part on the workings of the association agreements trajectory.
between some Eastem European countries and the In Algeria, increased natural gas exports will more
EU. Opinions vary as to whether these agreements than make up for falling oil shipments. More import-
represent breakthroughs or whether they are restric- ant, most oil exporters hav e adopted major structural
tive for precisely those products in which the East adjustment programs that should bear fruit in the
Europeans have a comparative advantage, such as latter years of the decade. Of key concern will be the
metals, textiles, and agricultural products. Bulgaria, ability of some major hydrocarbon exporters, nota-
Hungary, Poland, and Romania are all potentially bly Algeria and Iran, to deal with seriousb.udget and
strong exporters of some agricultural products, and extemal payments difficulties in ways that do not
the efficient development of the agricultural sector in hamper medium-term private-sector growth. The
these economies will be one of the principal steps availability of extemal support will be a factor in the
toward achieving rapid economic growth. The EU's success of their reform efforts.
restrictionsinthese areascouldconstraintheirdevel- The prospects are somewhat less uncertain for the
opment. Similarly, the Eu's exclusionary policies non-oil countries; all are expected to profit from re-
toward steel imports from Eastern Europe may cent adjustment efforts. Morocco and Tunisia are set
have proved harmful to the rapid recovery of the to benefit now, and growth could be boosted further
region; they remain an uncertainty in the outlook. (moving closer to the growth levels of the high-
The danger of exclusion from a protectionist Europe performance East Asian economies) from currently
could arrest the recovery of the eastem region and projected annual averages of around 4-5 percent if
divert these economiesfrom efficientproduction and the pace of structural adjustment can be sustained.
export patterns. Negotiations for a closer relationship with the Eu will

The past ten years have been di.ffcultfor the economies be important for the outcome. Egypt and Jordan
of the Middle East and North Africa because of low oil started reform later than Morocco and Tunisia, but all
prices, policy problems, and a drop in capital inflows; the
outlookfor the next decade is brighter-in part because of
the potential peace dividend-but isffraught with a high
degree of uncertainty. Better erxport perfornmance in the next decade promises

The region consists of two main groups-major rmzore rapid growth in the Middle East anzd Nortih Africai.
fuel exporters (including Algeria, Iran, Iraq, Libya,
and Saudi Arabia) and those in which other sectors Table 1-10 Forecast summary- Middle East
are more important (notably Egypt, Jordan, Leba- and North Africa
non, Morocco, and Tunisia). Oil-exporting countries, and NortAn
which dominate the region economically (account- Baseline
ing for 75 percent of regional GDP), have had difficul- e983-93 1994-2003
ties since the mid-1980s in adjusting to lower oil and Growth rates
gas prices. All, except Oman, experienced a decline GDP 0.8 3.8
in real per capita consumption between 1983 and Consumption per capita -1.8 1.2
1993. Non-oil countries achieved only marginally GDPpercapita -22 0.9
better results but as a group did achieve positive per Fxportvolume 35 4A

capita income growth; several experienced balance Source World Bank, Mardc 1994 baseine forecsL
of payments crises and three (Egypt, Jordan, and
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four countries have experienced increases in foreign On the other hand, in Europe and North Amer-
direct investment and other private capital inflows. ica, both fiscal and balance of payments deficits

A factor that will affect economic development in rise with slow growth. Business andconsumer con-
the Middle East and North Africa is enhanced re- fidence is severely affected by the perception that
gional cooperation. Growth projections are based on fundamental adjustments are being delayed. On
the assumption that political tensions will abate be- average, private investment growth in the G-7 is
cause of successful evolution of the peace process in lowered by one percentage point a year, and pri-
the region. The result is likely to be a significantly vate consumption growth by 0.5 percent through
more favorable environment for economic develop- this loss of confidence.
ment in Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, and the With actual and expected growth of incomes thus
Occupied Territories. The so-called peace dividend impaired in the industrial countries, protectionist
is likely to consist of some reduction in military pressures within major trading blocs would be
expenditures, along with enhanced trade opportuni- higher than in the baseline forecast. In the low-case
ties and economies of scale, a higher level of public scenario, higher trade barriers protecting both the EU
and private capital inflows, and more rapid technol- and NAFrA are simulated. These are represented as
ogy transfer. Iraq and Syria are assumed to reinte- tariff-equivalents raised by 20 percent in 1995 (a steep
grate into the world economy within the ten-year increase) on EU imports of manufactures from all
projection period; the resulting rapid recovery in Iraq non-EU countries, and on NAFrA imports of manufac-
pushes projected regional growth near the 4 percent tures from all non-NAFrA countries. This has signifi-
mark. A failure of the peace process and related cant effects on trade growth in the short run.
regional integration with the world economy would, Continuing dynamic effects on world t -ade growth
of course, limit prospects for the region.

Low-case scenario
i/It c Iui:c-c,i;('- { il nrii Sl .l*l-l cr llItnf-It ,.;-t iar-l' 

The growth prospects of developing countries are andI loaw:r Iodl ornin t 'd -itp . Iiia Dn ,il , nl:i.nt
contingent upon industrial countries overcoming flit clthtcs isf 1111Iha, kt - , . r-tI,
structural impediments to growth and in maintain-
ing low inflation and real interest rates. The low-case Table 1-11 Global conditions under the
scenario depicts the consequences for developing l 9942003
countries were the industrial countries to fall short of (ave.ge anwnual peetage change excepf uaon)
these objectives. It also assumes some policy reac- 1994-2003
tions in the developing countries that would be
needed to manage their debtburdens and hence their Indicator 1991-93a Forecast Low
future creditworthiness in the face of more difficult Real GDP in the G-7 countries 1.2 2.7 2.0
external conditions. Imports of the G-7 countries

The low-case scenario is based on judgments re- (vol.) 1.7 5.6 4.3
stricted by a model-based framework for internal World exports 3.3 5.9 4.5
consistency, and the growth estimates of developing Nominal uBOR (six months)
countries represent an alternative solution from a USS 4.5 5.8 7.0
global economic model (World Bank-GEM) that in- DM 8.6 6.1 7.2
corporates results of the World Bank's research on Yen 5.1 5.1 5.5
global links. Inflation

A key assumption in the low case is tiat efforts to G-7 cpi (S index)b 4.1 2.6 1.9
raise savings in Europe and North America through G-5 Muv ($ index)c 2.0 2.2 1.0
forward-looking and credible fiscal consolidation Real commodity pricesb
prove to be ineffective. Fiscal restraints slow demand Non-oil -5.5 0.9 -1.1
but without lasting favorable effects on financial Oil -12.5 1.9 0.7
markets. Nominal interes: rates are higher (than a. Partly estimated.
baseline) by an average of 1.2 percentage points in b. Consumer price indices expressed in doUars at current ex-
North America and Europe in 1994-2003. Real rates change rates, aggregated using 1988-90 GDP weights.
are up more because less inflation is induced. In c Manufactures export unit values of France, Gernany, Japan,
Japan, interest rates are higher (than baseline) by 0.4 the United Kingdom, and the United States, weighted by these

the current slump in invest- countries' exports of manufactures to developing countries.percentage points, as tne current slurnp m mvest- Sources: WorldBankdataandstaffestimates;Marchl994baseline
ment becomes protracted, with a growing curren- forecast and low-case scenario.
account surplus upholding the yen.
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would also be likely, and these are assumed to lower help sustain growth and limit recourse to external
G-7 import growth (in volume) by 1.3 percent a year borrowing, in the low case. Given also the low inter-
over the next ten years (table 1-11). est rate exposure of this region, the debt ratio remains

Uncertainties about assumptions of the global fore- at baseline in the low case while the loss of growth in
cast imply uncertainties about macr -,nomic pros- per capita consumption is small and not much
pects for the developing countries. These implications greater than that of GDP (0.5 percent year). South Asia
can be explored by tracing how economies are caus- is somewhat more vulnerable in a low-case scenario.
ally linked through interest rates, capital flows, prices, GDP growth falls by about 1 percent a year because of
and trade. Extemal sources of risk Io the developing- diminished export growth and reduced fiscal expen-
country growth forecast are important although nor- diture required to keep within prudent limits of ex-
mally not as important as domestically-sourced risk temal borrowing. The effects of the low case on
(at the single-country level of analysis). countries in the region is uneven, with the smaller,

Countries and regions differ markedly in expo- capital-constrainedcountriesbeingmorevulnerable.
sure to external price and financing conditions, as Given its dependence on oil earnings, the Middle
discussed in the previous section. They also differ in East and North Africa region also experiences a de-
the severity of their balance of payments constraints cline of about 0.6 percent in GDP growth under the
and in the options open to policymakers to operate low case so that per capita GDP averages only 0.3
within these constraints. In the low-case simulation, percent a year.
government consumption is treated as an instru- Developing countries in Latin America and the
ment for demand management. In most cases this Caribbean are much more severely affected under
variable is assumed to adjust smoothly over time to the low case. Exposure to higher interest rates and
restore the ratio of extemal-debt-to-exports to its reduced capital flows, combined with less respon-
baseline level by the end of the projection period. sive exports, requires major import compression and
Country-specific variations on this constraint are stops growth in the low case. Consumption declines.
used where a basis fer them exists. In addition, The interest-to-export ratio, quadruple that of East
competitive positions adjust (endogenously) in re- Asia, rises substantially further (over baseline), as
sponse to extemal conditions. does the debt-to-GDP ratio, even though the overall

Contrasting growth results for groups of countries rate of external borrowing (measured by the ratio of
having distinctive structures illustrate the main current-account balance to GDP) falls. For Latin
implications of this risk analysis (table 1-12). For East America the downside risk in growth (relative to the
Asian developing countries, the resilience of exports forecast) is larger than the upside, reflecting the un-
to extemal shocks, the autonomous high level of derlying asymmetry of risks on interest rates and
savings, and large domestic and regional markets capital flows.

Latini America is expected to be liit the liardfest under the lowtI case, ever more so tiawi Sub-Saliaran Africa.

Table 1-12 Real per capita GDP growth in developing regions, base and low-case scenarios compared
(avenige annual percentage change)

1981-90 1991-93 1994-2003
Trend Estimate Forecast LOW

East Asia 6.2 6.7 6.2 5.7
Latin America 0.0 1.3 1.7 -0.7
Sub-Saharan Africa -1.1 -1.3 0.9 -0A

LIPPs' -1.2 -0.3 0.5 -0.8
South Asia 3.3 1.5 3.4 2.5
Middle East and North Africa -2.7 0.0 0.9 0.3
!urope and Central Asia 1.9 -10.4 2.0 0.9

Memorndum items
Developingcountries 1.4 -0.9 3.0 1.8
Developing countries

excluding ECA 1.6 2.6 33 2.1

a. Low-income primary producers (see box 148).
Source: World Bank staff estimates.
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Low Income Primary Producers (LIPPs) in Africa temal borrowing in response to the low case (or more
face similarly tough conditions under the low case. generally, a higher financing "gap," to be closed one
They are highly exposed to terms-of-trade shocks, way or another).
and they have responded historically to such shocks The relatively high level of official fixed-rate debt
mainly by import compression (box 1-8).13 The scope partially protects the economies of the region from
for such a response has been reduced by prolonged increases in real interest rates. Being much poorer
deprivation. Thus, for LIPPs in Africa, adjustment of than the economies of Latin America and having a
both imports and exports to external adversity is now savings ratio about half as high, countries in Africa
limited, resulting in falling incomes and higher ex- save even less (as a percentage of GDP) in the low case

Box 1-8 Economic characteristics of low-income primary producing countries

This report defines low-income primary producing uLns relied heavily on import compression (as corn-
countries (upns) as having per capita income less than pared with export adjustment and financing) as a re-
US$675 in 1992 and a share of GDP originating in pri- sponse to these unfavorable shocks. Investment ratios
maryproducing(agricultureandmining)exceedingthe fell dramatically from 1980 to 1986 in African UPPs.
median (29 percent) for aUl developing countries for In 1987-92, growth of per capita real incomes in uPFs
which such data are available. The relative share of as a group was superior to that in both middle-income
primary products in domestic output provides a broad and high-income countries (box table). Indeed, upp
gauge both of the exposure of the economy to trends in growthinthisperioddidnotcompareunfavorablywith
international commnodity prices and of policies for di-
versificabon for long-run growth. By this definibon,
there are thirty-five un's. In 1993 these countries ac-
counted for 31 percent of the worl's population but Averg annual chang in per capita income
only 3A percent of the world's total GDP (as esimated ___

on a 1987 base). lhe average per capita incme in these Group 1974-80 198146 1987-92
countries was US$420, or about 53 percent of that in Low-incomecountries 3.6 3.6 3.5
developing countries, excluding Eastern Europe and excluding China 3.8 -0.3 1.4
theformerSovietUnion. Twoof theuLmPsarenetexport- upps 2.4 1.0 2.3
ers of oil: Indonesia and Nigeria. Asia 2.5 2.7 3.0

Of the thirty-five upps,' five are in Asia (Bangladesh, Africa 2.4 -4.6 02
India, Indonesia, Myanmar, and Nepal), three in Latin Middle-incomecountdes t2 03 -09
America (Guyana, Haiti, and Nicaragua), one in the exMdudingo couandisu .26 1-. -0
Middle East (Yemen), and the remaining twenty-six in
Sub-Saharan Afnca (Benin, Burkina Faso, Burundi, High-incomecountries 2.3 2.5 1.8
Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Equatorial Not Per capia income is reasured here as gross domestic income
Guinea, Ethiopia, The Gambia, Ghana, Guinea-Bissau, (car at 87 prices adjusted by the differnc between rel exports
Madagascar, Malawi, Mali Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, and the purchasing power of exports) divided by population.

Rwanda, Sierra Leone, SomaLia, Sudar, Tanzania, Togo,
Uganda, Zaire, and Zambia).

Over the past thirty years the LIPPS as a group have other low-income countries, excluding China. The im-
tended to lose ground relative to developing countries provement in their export performance in 1987-1992
as a whole. In 1960, their per capita real GDP was (as wasstikingforbothAfricanandAsianLaT&Thisbears
estimated on a 1987 base) 63 percent of that in develop- out earlier findings (for example, the World Bank's
ing countries, exduding Eastem Europe and the ISU. By reviews of adjustment lending) that trade policy reform
the time of the oil crisis of 1973, this figure had faUen to has been relatively successful in promoting adjustment
46 percenL It regained that level by 1992 (having fallen to the debt crisis of the early 1980s.
to44 percentbyl980)largelyonthestrengthofthegood Yet the failure of African uPPs to show positive
performance of India and Indonesia. The weak perfor- growth in per capita income during 1987-92, despite
mance of most UPns from 1981 to 1986 appears to be much lower oil prices and less adverse movements in
related to the exceptional declines in real non-oil coD1- their terms of trade, is a reason for grave concerm. These
modity prices as well as to high-priced oil. The terms of countries have among the highest incidence of poverty
trade of all upps as a group declined at an annual rate in the developing world.
of 3.6 percent from 1981 to 1986 (6.8 percent, if Asian
unPs are excluded). At the same time the purchasing
power of the unPs' exports declined by 4.4 percent (9A a. Carubodia. Lao PDR, and Guineaare beieved tobe mnenbersof the
percent, if excluding UPFn in Asia). un group, but no data arevaiWe on theseecononties.
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than in the baseline, and their debt ratio becomes to create or worsen a series of structural problems in Ger-
nearly triple that of Latin America. Coming on the many: high unemployment, inflationary pressures, bud-
heels of declining real per capita consumption in the get deficits, and ultimately slower growth. The speed at
region over the past decade and a half, such a sce- which these problems are resolved depends in good mea-
nario would be cause for serious concem for the sure on the pace of recovery in the eastern Under of Ger-
world community in general. many, and recent evidence in this regard is moderately

encouraging.
Notes 7. IMF 1993. World Economic Outlook, table 22.

8. Aggregate demand is stimulated in the short term
1. See Global Econtomic Prospects 1993 for last year's pro- because deficit reduction is primarily in the future,

jected trends for the period 1992 to 2002. whereas if the fiscal consolidation plan is credible, the rise
2. Dollar prices of primary commodities exported by in asset prices would tend to stimulate demand im-

developing countries relative to dollar unit values of ex- mediately. The fall in interest ratesand higherequity prices
ports of manufactures from industrial countries. encourage investment and reduce liquidity constraints on

3. In global models using common assumptions (Lal firms and households. Aggregate demand would be ex-
and van Wijnbergen 1985), the terms of trade of countries pected to decline eventually as the contractionary effect of
specializing in primary goods imnproves in response to lower govemment spending dominates, but increased in-
fiscal contraction in countries specializing in secondary vestment and private-sector activity ultimately lead to a
goods. This price adjustment helps to clear excess supply rise in the growth rate of potential output.
in markets for secondary goods. 9. In this figure each observation refers to average

4. The forecast column in table 1-2 incorporates coun- growth of GDI' and of theGDPdeflatorduring thefive-year
try-specific judgments (by the World Bank's country econ- period ending with the indicated year. Viewed in thisway,
omists) for the developing countries and consensus the cyclical recovery of real growth rates from the down-
forecast views for the industrial countries, together with tum of 1990-93 begins with 1995 and peaks about 1999,
expertise from the Intemational Economics Departmentof then moves toward the long-term trend (for industrial
the World Bank on trends in trade, commodity prices, and countries as a group) of about 2.5 percent. Meanwhile,
intemational finance. These forecasts are combined in a inflation edges downward quite steadily, reflecting prog-
fully consistent global economic model that includes a ress on this front in Europe that is not offset by (small)
complete set of country economic models. increases in inflation in North America and Japan. The role

5. The outcome is certain to be different To examine of supply-enhancing structural reforms in this forecast, as
the sensitivity of projections to altemative global condi- well as the assumed absence of adverse supply shocks, can
tions, an internally consistent low-case scenario is ex- be assessed by comparing the expected conditions with
plored later in this chapter as a didactic device to study earlier phases: supplyshockswith demand expansion dur-
the risks emanating from the international economic ing the 1970s, then monetary retrenchment and slow out-
environment and to analyze the consequences for devel- put recoveryduring thel980s,leadingto theassetdeflation
oping-country prospects. and demand retrenchment of the early 1990s. Inflation is

6. German unification has been accompanied by an back to its pre-1970 range, while trends in productivitv are
expansion in the fiscal deficit of the former West Germany now lower.
toabout5percentofGDPand by large levelsof in-migration 10. This ratio is defined as the ratio of foreign liabilities
from the east-since 1989 more than 3 million people, of to exports to which the country will converge if it sustains
whom 1 million were from the eastem Liinder where em- a given export growth and a given ratio of the current
ployment has fallen by over 3 million. The initial effect of account deficit to export.
these changes was to stimulate demand in all of Europe, 11. The FSU is assumed to be one country because of the
but subsequently higher interest rates and appreciating need to compare the debt figures of 1990-92 with the
European currencies offset part or all of this stimulus. In 1982-87 period.
the last year, several countries, including the United King- 12. NAFTA is the most prominent recent example of re-
dom and Italy, have "uncoupled" from German interest gionalism in trade, which appears to be deepening along
and exchange rates. geographiclines, involvingboth industrialand developing

Simulations suggest that the net effect of German unifi- countries to a greater extent than before, whether in the
cation to date has probably been to stimulate output Americas, Pacific Asia, or Europe-Africa.
slightly in the rest of Europe. But another result has been 13. See also Dadush and Dhareshwar 1994.
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Does dependence on primary
commodities mean slower growth?

Chapter 1 noted that some parts of the developing This gap climbed to 2.3 percentage points in the 1970s
world, notably East Asia, appear to be on a rapid before falling back to 1.8 percentage points in the
growth path, with per capita incomes converging 1980s.
rapidly with those in industrial countries. At the Non-oil commodity exporters were particularly
other extreme, low-income primary producers, espe- unfortunate in the 1980s. Real interest rates rose from
cialy in Sub-Saharan Africa, face a less promising an average of 0.3 percent in the secornd half of the
future; growth in per capita incomes is expected to 1970s to 5.8 percent in the first half of lie 1980s, real
rise from the depressed levels of the 1980s but not by non-oil commodity prices (deflated by Lhc manufac-
enough to make much difference to per capita con- tures unit value index) fell by 6.3 percent a year, and
sumption. To what extent are the structure ofthe world's the cost of oil imports remained high in the first half
commodity markets and the trends in international com- of the decade. The terms-of-trade shock to these
modity prices responsiblefor the poor performance of these countries reduced their real incomes by an average
economies andfor their less-than-promising outlook? of 5 percent of GDP, with larger declines in countries

such as C6te dlIvoire (6 percent), Uganda (7 percent),
World commodity markets and the economic Costa Rica (9 percent), Cameroon (11 percent), and
performance of commodity exporters Togo (13 percent). Not surprisingly, growth slowed.5

For many countries, particularly those in Sub-
The 1980s were crisis years for commodity exporters. Saharan Africa and Latin America, the 1980s came to
As well as facing high international real interest be known as the lost decade.
rates, these countries confronted sharplyfallingcom-
modity prices through most of the decade and up to
1993. The estimated annual loss to developing coun-
tries from the fail in commodity prices between 1980 Econornic grow;th oif nora-oil comtmnodity exporters as a
and 1993 reached US$100 billion a year in 1993-or group declinzed during the .last three decodes anrd -was
more than twice the total flow of aid in 1990. The mnuch belowo thre developikg-country avertge.
World Bank's index for real non-oil commodity
prices halved. Indeed, real prices of many non-oil Table 2-1 GDP growth rate of developing
commodities today are the lowest they have been countries according to exporter type
since 1945.2

Although the declme m relative commodity pnces 1960-70 197080 1980-92 1960-92
vis-a-vis manufactures was particularly steep in the Exporters of
1980s and contributed to the poor economic perfor- Non-oil
mance of commodity exporters, recent history shows commodities 4.3 3.0 1.A 2.8
that commodity exportershavebeen underachievers Fuel 7.5 52 0.5 3.0
for longer than just the 1980s. Average growth fell by Services 5.9 5.1 2.6 4.5
about one and a half percentage goints per decade Manufactues 6.5 6.5 6.6 7.0
between 1960 and 1992 (table 2-1). More important, Diversified 5.1 5.7 3.6 4.9
commodity exporters grew more slowly than diver- Memorandum item
sified exporters or exporters of manufactures or ser- Developingcountry
vices. In the 1960s their average GDP growth rate was average 6.0 5.3 32 4.5
1.7 percentage points below the average for all devel- Soum World Bank.

oping countries (excluding the former Soviet Union).
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But there are some examples around the world to exports were primary commodities; today this share
suggest that commodity exporters can also be suc- is less than 28 percent (table 2-2).6 Does this mean that
cessful in maintaining high growth. A good example Malaysia has a dismal record of exporting primary
is Chile, which expanded its fruit exports dramati- commodities? On the contrary, its record is outstand-
cally in the 1980s (box 2-1). Another is Botswana, ing. Malaysia's palm oil production doubled be-
which maintained the highestaverageGDP growth in tween 1962 and 1967; it doubled again by 1970 and
the world from 1970 to 1990, largely on the strength again by 1973,1977,1982, and 1989. Malaysia's cocoa
of its exports of uncut diamonds (box 2-2). What production saw a similar astronomic increase. In
seemed to matter in both these countries was the 1970 it produced 3,000 tons; by 1993 this was 225,000
government's commitment toward a stable political tons, more than that of Nigeria, an established cocoa
and macroeconomic climate as well as trade and producer.
exchange-rate policies that encouraged exports. Malaysia is not an isolated case. Between 1970 and

Indeed, many of today's successful developing 1990, Thailand's exports of shrimp grew sixteen-fold;
countries with diversified export structures were in fact, shrimp is now second only to rice among
once heavily dependent on primary commodities- Thailand's export commodities. Over the same pe-
Malaysia, for example. In 1965 about 89 percent of its riod Brazil's exports of orange juice shot up three-

Box 2-1 Chilean commodity exports: fruits of success

Chile's potential as a fruit exporter has long been 1980s, with annual export revenues exceeding US$500
known. The country's length, stretching for some 3,000 milion. Although grapes and apples continue to com-
miles from the Atacama desert in the north to the glacial prise the bulk of Chile's fruit exports, the area planted
southerm tip of the Americas, harbors a multitude of under pears, plums, and kiwifruit expanded at 10 per-
n-icroclimatessuitablefordiversifiedagricultural,espe- cent a year after 1973. Now Chile is the largest fresh
cially fruit, production. Chile's natural borders shelter deciduous-fruit exporter in the world, accounting for
its environment from the ravages of agricultural pests more than half of counterseasonal fruit exports to the
and diseases. northern hemisphere. The growth of nontraditional

Yet Chile was not always a major supplier of off- exports has promoted a significant diversification of
season fruit to the world. Although fresh fruit exports Chile's export profile. Exports of cellulose and wood
grew at 5 percent a year between 1960 and 1973, they products also grew at a rapid pace in the 1980s. The
represented less than 1 percent of total Chilean exports share of copper in total exports, which was more than
in 1974. Agricultural price controls reduced returns to 70 percent in the early 1970s, fell to 38 percent by
agricultural investment, and high and varying tariff 1992.
barners discouraged expart activities. Land reform, Foreign private capital has been crucial to this export
initiated by the Alessandri administration (1958-64), expansion. The five largest fruit companies account for
took a radical turn during the Allende government about half of Chile's fruit exports, and four of these are
(1970-73), contributing to a virtual collapse of private transnational corporations. Their knowledge of export
investment in the agricultural sector. And a cargo res- marketsandabilitytopenetratethemnhavebeenimpor-
ervation system designed to protect Chile's own cargo tant ingredients in Chile's successful export drive.
fleet lowered the flexibility of Chilean fruit exporters The benefits of expansion in the Chilean fruit indus-
and reduced their competitiveness in world markets. try have been widely shared. Independent growers re-

Market-oriented reforms initiated in 1973 removed ceive technical and financial assistance from the large
some of these constraints. Tariff barriers were reduced trading companies to meet the demanding quality stan-
to a uniform 10 percent by 1979, although there were dards of consumers in high-income countries. And
some increases in the mid-1980s; today the uniform employment has increased substantially; estimates of
tariff is 11 percent. The government lifted the ban on workers directly employed by the fruit industry at the
land ownership by corporations, eliminated the maxi- peak of the growing season number about 250,000, or 5
mum legal size of land holdings, and repealed the legal percent of Chile's labor force. Indirect employment in
authority for land expropriation. In 1979 the govern- related sectors could be larger.
ment also adopted a new shipping law that introduced Whether Chile can maintain the dramatic growth
more competition in the shipping industry and deregu- rates of fruit exports of the 1980s is open to conjecture.
latedChileanports,bringingdownthecostsofshipping Several challenges loom, not least of which are the real
and handling significantly. appreciation of the Chilean peso since 1990, the reemer-

From 1974 to 1990, exports of fresh fruit grew at an gence of South Africa as a major competitor in world
astonishing 25 percent per year. The share of fresh fruit markets, and the protectionist initiatives taking shape
in Chile's total exports rose to 10 percent by the late in the European Union and the United States.
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Box 2-2 All that glitters is not gold

Which was the fastest growing country in the world in of royalty taxes on diamond mining contributed to a
the 1970s and 1980s? One of the newly industrializing healthy growth in revenues that supported rising
economies in East Asia? Wrong. Botswana, a small expenditures on education, health, infrastructure,
country in Sub-Saharan Africa, where GDP grew by an and an expansion of government services-all while
annual 14.5 percent in 1970-80 and slowed to a breath- the government was maintaining a budgetary cash
taking 9.8 percent in 1980-91. surplus.

Botswana is the quintessential commodity-exporting Botswana w3s unusual among the Sub-Saharan Afri-
economy, relying for 80 percent of its export revenues can economies in making frequent changes to its nomi-
on one commodity. It helps, of course, when that com- nal exchange rate. This, and its low inflation, meant that
modity is uncut diamonds. its real effective exchange rate rLmained relatively sta-

But Botswana's impressive economic performance is ble throughout the 1970s and the early part of the 1980s.
not solely due to the unusual commodity it exports. It It depreciated after 1984 when the US. dollar strength-
resulted instead from careful attention to three things- ened markedly. This aggressive exchange-rate policy
maintaining a stable macroeconomic environment kept Botswana competitive in international markets.
through the use of prudent fiscal policies; maintaining Export earnings in US. dollar terms grew at almost 18
an aggressive exchange-rate policy that helped export percent a year between 1973 and 1991. Most of these
activities; and providing a hospitable policy environ- earnings represented volume, not price, increases.
ment for foreign direct investmenL The rapid expansion in Botswana's export volume

For most years during the past two decades, was mainly due to an increase in the productive capa-
Botswana achieved a cash surplus in its budgeL The city of the mining sector, financed largely by foreign
governmenthadnodomesticdebt,and foreignborrow- direct investment. By relying on foreign equity finance,
ing was almost always on soft terms so that the Botswanawasabletoundertakeprojectsthatwouldnot
government'sdebt-serviceobligationsremained low.In otherwisehavebeen possible. Moreover,itobtained the
good times the government built its reserves, which it latest technology in mineral exploration and extraction
then ran down in leaner times. Its 50 percent holding of and gained entry to international markets on favorable
the Debswana Diamond Company and the imposition terms for many of its mineral exports.

hundred-fold, and China's exports of soybean cake average TFP growth of 1.47 percent a year in agricul-
increased eighty-fold. Indonesia, like Malaysia, has ture and 1.51 percent in manufacturing (Martin and
been enormously successful in palm oil, shrimp, Mitra 1993). For the three developing economies
cocoa, and timber products. Yet these countries that (Argentina, India, and Korea), average productivity
wereheavily dependent onprimary commodities for growth was higher in agriculture (2.5 percent a year)
export eamings a few decades ago are no longer so &tan in manufacturing (1.9 percent a year).
today. And virtually every one of them has grown This evidence suggests that a high share of com-
significantly faster than the average non-oil primary modities in total output or exports does not necessar-
commodity exporter. ily condemn a country to low growth. But there are

Econometric evidence suggests that total fac- noexampleswherecountrieshavegrownslowlyand
tor productivity (TFP) growth in agriculture is just still substantially lowered the share of primary com-
as rapid as it is in manufacturing. For example, one modities in total exports. In fact, on the basis of data
study conduded that both TFP growth and labor for eighty-seven countries, there al'; ears to be a clear
productivity growth have been higher in agriculture relationship between economic growth and the de-
than in other sectors in a number of countries (Evans cline in dependence on primary exports (figure 2-1).
1987). Two other studies (on the United States and on The higher the economic growth, the more rapidly
Australia) concluded that productivity growth had does diversification of the production and export
been more rapid in agriculture than in the rest of the base take place. Perhaps more impr,rtant, the faster
economy (Jorgenson, Gollop, and Fraumeni 1987 the growth in commodities, the more rapid the diver-
and Lewis, Martin, and Savage 1988). A study on sification of the economy away fr l-n commodities
Thailand found no statistical difference between the and toward manufacturing.
estimates for TFP growth in agriculture and the rest The declining share of primary production in
of the economy, and a related study on Indonesia growing economies is fully consistent with the find-
found a bias toward agriculture (Martin and Warr ing that productivity growth in the primary sectors
1992 and 1993). A recent study of fourteen OECD is at least as high as in manufacturing, if not higher.
countries and three developing economies found an The primary sectors may have a high TFP growth and
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relatively low output growth as long as capital and
A ,anY, cou i,i,ici-s suc etted i 1r1ounk %flst while labor are reallocated to other sectors (such as manu-

dii trsiAl /Ihirexport hllse. facturing) rapidly enough. In Thailand and Indone-
sia, for example, a fast expanding manufacturing

Table 22 Ssector benefited from high investment rates and
intotablex2- hre ofd non-Dil primary selecomdii drew its labor from an increasingly competitive ag-in total exports and GDP growth: selected S*

countrie aricultural sector that needed fewer people to producecountriesa
(sharesippcea7t; gror1lbinavertageanslperQentage chnge) more output. In Indonesia more than the entire de-

cline in agriculture's share in GDP in 1960-86 can be
SGDP explained by capital deepening in the economy,

Shar inO Decltine 1growth which stimulated nonagricultural employment and
1965 1990 in slhare 1960-90 drew resources out of agriculture (Martin and Warr

Thailand 97 35 62 7.3 1993).
Malaysia 89 28 61 6.8 The relatively rapid pace of technological progress
Brazil 92 45 47 6.1 in conmmodities production serves to explain some
Fakistan 84 20 43 5.9 puzzles. First, it explains why some traditional com-

Turkey 96 43 41 7.0 modity exporters such as Chile, Malaysia, and Thai-
Morocco 94 30 66 SA land have been able to grow rapidly despite the
Sri Lanka 99 42 57 4.7 widely held view that commodity production is a

Memorandum item brake on growth. Second, it explains why the import-
Non-oil primary ance of commodities in the production and export

commodityexportersb 2.6 pattems of these countries has declined as these
economies have grown. And third, it explains why

a. The countries were selected if their shares were higher than 50 wage growth has typicaLly been slow in an extended
percent in 1965 but lower than 50 percent in 190pt
b. Usingtheclassificationcriterionadoptedinthisreport,namely. period o industrial growth: the manufacturing sec-
ifnon-oilprimarycommodityexportsexceeded5opercentoftotal tor was able to draw labor from the commodities
exports. sectors, which, thanks to rapid productivity growth,
Source: World Bank. were able to produce more with fewer workers.

Many African economies, on the other hand, have
found it difficult to diversify, partly because the pol-

Tli't hi'hcr the 'rwthrti'th ratt. iito urt- rapid is tlit' slift in cxJ'orl compoiasition 1awla fn-)1)f liri1llnar cI)mmlol)ditiis.

Figure 2-1 Relationship between growth rates and the change in commodity dependency
(growth in percenf per year decline in share in percentage points)

Growth rate, 1960-0
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8 -
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Decline in share of primary conunodities in tDtal expor.ts, 1960-90

Source World Bank.
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is the imperative for emphasizing efficiency
.,-b.;.11.'. ! , /...": " :/ improvements in production through appropriate

J:,.!.. -. 1 '.r,.- *,... i;..1 !.... policies.
Something to consider, however, is whether world

.shareinworld commodity markets have changed, in either struc-
exports of selected commodities, selected years, ture or behavior, in directions that would conspire to
1971-91 inhibit improved export performance in the future.
(pe7cen1) Linked to this is the key issue of the declining relative
Comnmodi)y 1971 198 1991 price of primary commodities vis-a-vis manufac-

C -mmodity 2971 1987 19~ tures. Is the recent acceleration of this trend likely to
Cocoa beans 81 71 67 remain a permanent feature of the intemational eco-
Coffee 29 24 15 nomic landscape, and will it frustrate the develop-
Tea 13 14 16 ment of countries that currently specialize in
Sugar 6 6 10 commodity production?
Groundnut oil 41 17 34
Palm oil 16 3 3
Cotton 16 9 15 Changing character of world commodity markets
Tobacco 9 11 15
Menaoranddi,ni item World trade in primary commodities has grown
Share of agricultural much more slowly than world GDP and comprises a

commodities in much smaller share of total world trade than manu-
African exports 47 24 29 factures (table 2-4). Although commodities may not

Source. World Bank. loom large in international trade, they are of consid-
Sounr: World Bank. erable importance to some developing regions.

Today, twenty-nine of forty-nine Sub-Saharan Afri-
can economies and eighteen of thirty-eight Latin

icies they adopted in the 1960s and 1970s stunted the American economies depend on primary commodi-
competitiveness of their primary exports in interna- ties for more than 50 percent of their export earnings.
tional markets. Ironically, these policies-high pro- The major markets for most of these commodity
tectionist barriers against imports of manufactures, producers are the industrial countries. Seventy-two
large state enterprise sectors, and export taxes on percent of the world's commodity exports are bought
primary exports-were designed partly to develop a
manufacturing sector that would make them less
dependent on primary products. Instead, over the
past two decades, Sub-Saharan Africa has remainedld P mrlb u and Ilgiv;ni Ih
heavily dependent on agriculturalcommoditieseven '
though its share of the world market in most com-
modities has dwindled (table 2-3). Table 2-4 The role of primary commodities

A recent report by the World Bank identifies key in international trade
policy issues that these countries need to address if (percent)

they are to accelerate per capita income growth Share Average
(World Bank 1994). An essential ingredient to any Category 1992 annualgrowtha

strategy for these countries would be to improve Merchandise
Merchandise 78 4.6export performance, especially in primary commod- Manufactures 59 5.2

ities. Our previous analysis has shown that some Commodities 19 3.1
commodity exporters have performed well in world Fuels 7 3.6
markets. A key element in their strategy was to em- Other raw materials 4 2.7
phasize efficiency gains in commodity production Food and beverages 8 3.0
and export through open trade and a conducive pol- Servicesb 22 4.5
icy environment for foreign direct investment. Total 100 4.6

Could the low-income producers of Sub-Saharan Memorandum item
Africa replicate this performance? Not to the same World rDP - 3.C
degree, because they have less physical and human
capital with which to do the job. But there is little - Not available.
doubt that they have the potential to improve upon a. Growth rates are based on real 1987 U.S. dollar measures.

b. Refers to commercial services as defined by GATr.
their own past performance. The larger the impor- Source: World Bank.
tance of commodities in the economy, the greater
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by the industrial nations, more or less in proportion 5 percent of world commodity trade. As incomes
to their share in world GDP and world imports of rise, a smaller share of household budgets tends to
manufactures. Less well known is that industrial be spent on food (figure 2-2). In India, food expen-
nations account for about half the world's exports of ditures account for about 50 percent of total per-
primary commodities, and this proportion has re- sonal expenditures; in Mexico, where per capita
mained more or less the same over several decades. incomes are significantly higher than in India, the
In fact, even though developing countries tend to be share is closer to 37 percent. The average house-
associated with agricultural production and exports, hold in Hong Kong or Singapore now spends less
it is the industrial countries that account for two- than 20 percent." This relationship-so strongly
thirds of global agricultural exports. The industrial supported that it is known as Engel's law, after the
countries' predominance is mainly in timber (62 per- economist who formulated it-suggests that the
cent), fish (65 percent), vegetables (67 percent), en- growth in demand for food will inevitably be
ergy exports (73 percent), tubers (75 percent), cereals slower than the growth in incomes. Unless produc-
(80 percent), and dairy products (89 percent). Devel- lion costs are rising, the share of food in world
oping countries dominate world markets in tobacco consumption and trade will tend to decline.
(60 percent), sugar (65 percent), coffee, cocoa, and tea When considering different foods, a clear pattem
(80 percent), and rubber (90 percent). emerges between consumption preferences and

In both industrial and developing countries, how- income levels (figure 2-3a-c). In low-income coun-
ever, commodities have comprised a smaller and tries, in Sub-Saharan Africa for example, coarse
smaller share of total exports. In industrial countries grains, such as white maize, millet, and sorghum,
this share halved from 17 percent to 9 percent over and starchy roots such as cassava and yams are the
three decades (1960-90); for all developing countries major sources of calories for households. But over
the share also halved, from 75 percent to 38 percent. time, as incomes rise, the share of rice and wheat
This decline reflects the slower growth of world trade tends to increase. For example, per capita cassava
in commodities and the correspondingly higher consumption halved in the Central African Republic
growth in manufactures and services. between 1961 and 1990 and fell by about a third in

Congo and Guinea. At the same time the per capita
Why have commodities exports grown more slowly titan consumption of wheat grew almost six-fold in Cam-
world production and income? eroon and rose by around 40 percent in Cote d'lvoire

and The Gambia. In the developing economies of
The answer differs according to the commodity. East Asia, on the other hand, with higher and sharply
Consider food, for example, which now comprises rising incomes coupled with rapid urbanization, rice

tite 17(yo rer tit- count rV, tII hiSh.er iS I ht- slMare f t personal colnsumpi ion expendit liies sre t'< lt onI fiod.

Figure 2-2 Percentage of total consumption expenditure spent on food: selected countries
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consumption per capita is declining, and demand for
meat, fruit, vegetables, wheat products, and pro-
cessed foods is increasing rapidly. In China, for exam-

Figure 2-3a Per capita cereals consumption ple, the per capita consumption of cereals doubled
by income group between 1960 and 1984. But since 1984, when eco-
(avif,age. 7980-91) nomicgrowth accelerated, per capita consumption of

Kilograms per capita cereals actually has declined while that of meat has
180- tripled and fruits and vegetables has doubled.
I60-- The implications of these changing patterms or
14O - food consumption fordeveloping countries are clear.
120 Cereal exporters, especiallyv eApu icr, er rice and
100 other food grains, will continue to find demand
80 growing slowly relative to income growth in their
60 principal markets.9 Countries able to export foods for
40 which demand is income-responsive (such as meat,
20 fruits, and vegetables) stand to gain significantly
0 Low Lower Upper from current income trends. Consider the examples

middle middle of China, Indonesia, and Thailand, which have been
extraordinarily successful in exporting shrimp to

-. I'ut tiur 1 {wX1ta mIeaut t;uiuliuti1irn ri. .... France, Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore, and the
United States. Consumption of shrimp doubled in

Figure 2-3b Per capita meat consumption the United States and Japan from 1982 to 1992 while
by income group Thailand's shrimp exports rose five-fold (from 28,300
(a8ge, 1980 -91) tons to 140,400 tons). Shrimp trade rose sharply

Kilograms per capita partly because the cost of production fell dramati-
cally, thanks to new farming methods that use
sophisticated techniques foraeration, feeding, hatch-

.10 - .ery production, and waste removal. In 1991, shellfish
was the largest non-oil commodity item exported by

60 developing countries, having crowded out the

40 longstanding leader (coffee) by a comfortable mar-
gin. Interestingly, shellfish exports were not confined

20 to the more advanced developing countries; in 1990,
shellfish was the largest single commodity export of

0 Low l a number of low-income countries, including Bang-
middle middle ladesh, Mauritania, Mozambique, and Viet Nam.

The sharp increase in vegetable oil demand in the
-dr,' a1 a/*'.;l "i''1iu it* el /es developing world, triggered by rising incomes, has

contributed to rapid growth in its production and
Figure 2-3c Per capita vegetable consumption trade. In 1970 the developing world consumed about
by income group half the world's supply of fats and oils; today it
(aerge, 1980-91) accounts for almost two-thirds. For example, in
Kilograms per capita Bangladesh more than half the incremental calorific
120 intake between 1979 and 1989 came from vegetable

oils. Rapid income growth in recent years has led to
100 huge increases in demand for vegetable oils in such

80 important markets as Bangladesh, China, India,
60 Indonesia, Nigeria, the Philippines, and Thailand.

Indeed, one estimate suggests that a 1 kilogram per
40- | capita increase in vegetable oil consumption in China
20 and India alone would raise world consumption of

0 vegetable oil by a third. Surprisingly, such large in-Low Lower Upper High creases in demand have not led to a rise in the inter-
middle middle national price of vegetable oils. In fact, the price

Source: Mitchell and lngco 1993. of vegetable oils relative to manufactures declined
in the 1980s. This was because technological
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improvements and more efficient production tech- In terms of raw materials consumption, different
niques boosted output, primarily in developing factors are at work in restraining growth below that
countries and notably in Argentina, Brazil, Malaysia, in incomes. The principal reasons seem to be an
and Indonesia.'0 evolution in the structure of economic activity in the

Shrimp and vegetable oils are examples of food key consuming countries toward products and ser-
items for which income growth has increased de- vices requiring less raw material input, the develop-
mand while technological improvements in produc- ment of synthetic substitutes, and a decline in the
tion have reduced cost, leading to rapid expansion of materials intensity of industrial output generally.
production and exports. For tropical beverages, such Syntheticsubstitutes have made rapid inroads into
as coffee, cocoa, and tea, demand is less responsive the markets for agricultural and industrial raw ma-
to income growth. In the main consuming markets, terials since the 1950s when the consumption of man-
a 1 percent increase in incomes is likely to lead to an made fibers rose six times faster than wool and cotton
increase of about 0.5 percent in demand for such and the consumption of synthetic rubber rose three
tropical beverages, with larger increases in develop- times faster than natural rubber (Rowlatt and Black-
ing countries (table 2-5). Partly through increases in aby 1959). In subsequent decades the intensity of use
cultivated area and partly through technical im- ofagriculturalrawmaterialsinindustrialproduction
provements, world production of these commodities continued to decline (albeit at a decelerating pace)
has tended to grow faster than demand in consuming while the decline in the intensity of use of metals and
countries (largely the industrial world). Conse- minerals in industrial production accelerated (table
quently, the international price of coffee, cocoa, and 2-6). Overall, despite the increasing importance of
tea has tended to decline more rapidly than the prices synthetic materials in industrial production, total
of other primary commodities. This was especially materials intensity declined in both the 1970s and the
true in the 1980s when the aggregate price index for 1980s.
these beverages fell by about 60 percent (relative to The materials content in industrial output actually
the price of manufactures) or roughly 5 percent a year increased in the 1960s but declined thereafter, first
on average. rapidly and then more slowly. At the same time,

substitution of synthetic for natural raw materials
was important throughout the period (table 2-7).

TItt, income cltstic ityrf commodifies varins greatlly Examples of this phenomenon include the substitu-
.'1t ltn,ds to be lolwer than ftir anuaiiufiltures. tion of plastics for abaca in cordage, for leather in

footwear, and for coir in upholstery and matting.'1

Table 2-5 Income elasticity estimates in Similarly, jute bags have progressively been replaced
developing countries for selected commoditiesa by bulk handling equipment for the handling and

storage of grain. Among the developing countries
Item Income elasticity hardest hit by the displacement of traditional exports

Wheat 0.04-0.98 are Bangladesh ajute) and Tanzania (sisal).
Rice 0.01-0.30 Not all traditional exporters have succumbed to
Beef 0.75-1.85 these technological forces. Producers of cotton and
Poultry 0.40-2.20 wool have retained a share of their markets by iden-
Pork 0.50-0.97 tifying these products as natural fibers and catering
Milk 1.50-2.50 to specific market segments. Similarly, productivity
Egs 0.80-150 improvements in natural rubber and improvements
Fish 0.61-1.50 in tedmical and qualty s*ndards have maintained
Shrimp 1.25 itechnica co dquaity standrs hetmaintabed
Fruit 1.2- 2.50 its price competitiveness vis-r-vis synthetic rubber.
Sugar 1.50- 2.00 In some uses, for radial tires and surgical products,
Vegetables 0.10-0.92 for example, naturl rubber maintains a distinct tech-
Vegblerois 0.50-1.81 nical advantage over synthetic rubber.
Beverages 0.74 The significant decline in metals and minerals con-
Cocoa 0.75 sumption in the 1980s can be explained partly by the

Manufactures 0.74-3.38 sharp rise in energy prices after 1973. This was espe-

a. The percentage increase in demand as a result of a 1 percent cially apparent in the automobile industry, where the
increase in income. The estimates are based on studies of develop- drive for fuel efficiency led to weight reductions and
ing countries. The range of estimates reflects differences in per improved engine efficiency. The average U.S. auto-
capita income levels among countries. mobile is 15 percent (or 550 pounds) lighter today
Soures Bouis 1989 lngco 1991; Kesavan and Roche 1992; and than in 1974 despite the addition of many safety,
Marquez and McNeilly 1988. environmental, and convenience features.
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Table 2-6 Maierials consumption related to industrial production in OECD countries, 196386
(annual average grrn uth rates; in percent per yearJ

Growfh rate of omaterials consuniption
Growti rmte of consunmption' per unit of indutstrial production

Type of material input 1963-73 1973-80 1980-86 1963-73 1973-80 1980-86

Natural materials 3.2 0.8 -0.4 -2.2 -2.2 -1.8
Agricultural raw materialsb 0.6 -1.3 -0.1 -4.2 -4.2 -1.5
Metals and mineralsc 5.0 1.8 -0.5 -. 5 -1.2 -2.0

Synthetic materialsd 11.6 2.6 2.3 5.9 -0.4 0.7

All materials 6.1 1.6 0.8 0.5 -1.4 -0.6

Memorandum item
OECD industrial output 5.8 3.3 1.5 - -

- Not available.
a. Growth rates calculated at 1980 values.
b. Cotton. jute, rubber, sisal, timber (nonconiferous). tobacco, and wool.
c. Aluminum, copper, iron ore, lead, manganese ore, nickel, tin, tungsten, zinc, and phosphate rock.
d. Synthetic fibers, synthetic rubber, and plastic material.
Source' Maizels 1992 (tables 112 rand 11.3).

Has the organizationial structure of international clining intensity of raw materials use in economic
commodity markets chianged? activity. But to what extent is it also due to the

organizational structure of commodity markets-
In trying to understand why commodity trade has namely, the large presence of transnational corpora-
declined as a share of world trade, this report has tions (TNCs), governments, and cartels in the
argued so far that it is partly due to low income production and marketing of commodities? Al-
elasticities of demand (mainly for food) and the de- though the data confirm some concentration in mar-

keting of commodities, there is not enough evidence
to establish or reject the view that this has caused a

IThe shtiNfatution of synthetic fi)r nattral nimatfrials Iuis decline in the intemational price of commodities or
bCen ail intlprtlrait fiactor in the iltechini. iutensity reduced the share of commodities in world trade.

ofnatural mialerils iise in i,ad'st rinhli4ClWli. Transnational corporations are an important pres-
ence in the production of some commodities al-
though the predominance they enjoyed in the 1960s

Table 2-7 Declining natural materials intensity and 1970s is declining. For example, in petroleum,
sources of change the seven largest TNcs accounted for 47 percent of
(averge annual growth rte; percmnt per year) world crude output in 1970; by 1992 this had fallen

1963-73 1973-80 198S-86 to 11 percent. Similarly, although more than half of

Growth in natural materials global mine production was in the hands of TNCs in
consumption 3.2 0.8 -OA the 1960s, this had fallen to 40 percent for bauxite, 27

Growth in industrial percent for copper, and 22 percent for iron ore by
production 5.8 3.3 1.5 1990. United Kingdom rtcs continue to retain an

Difference -2.6 -2.5 -1.9 important share in tea production, particularly in
Accouintedjforby lnIndia and Kenya, and maintain a strong presence in
Substitution of synthetic sisal production.

for natural materials -2.9 4.9 -12 Although the role of TNCS in the production of
Change in materials commodities appears to have diminished, they re-

content arising from main dominant in downstream marketing, trans-
structural change port, and distribution (table 2-8). A few TNCS account
within industry 0.3 -1.6 4.7 for 85 percent or more of world trade in cocoa, coffee,

Source: Maizels 1992 grains, iron ore, jute, timber, and tobacco Almost 70
percent of world trade in bananas is in the hands of
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for jute goods it is 11-24 percent; for coffee, between
I,l11/, I.I I}"I J It I ,!!p l ir ,[ tl I pi ,1 {IlE III.' 12 and 25 percent; and for tea the growers' share is

I ;I i TIII I I Il II Il It I IIi't I, III W!, Iiti 'd 1.11 I f '$l.\. 47 percent of the U.K. retail price for packeted tea but
only 15 percent of the U.S. retail price of tea bags

Table 2-8 Estimated shares of commodity trade (Girvan 1987 and Financial Times, October 1,1993).
controlled by TNCs Although the concentration of buyers observed in
(pcenit) many commodity markets suggests strong market

- roporf -oll .fglobal power, there is little evidence to establish or refute
exports mnrketed by whether this is widely used to lower primary pro-

Commodity 3e6 largest TNcs duct prices. Certainly it does not seem that increasing
concentration contributed to the price decline in the

Foods and beverages 1980s. The high market shares of TNCs reported in
Wheat 85-90 table 2-8 typically applied in the early 1980s. Presum-
uagazr 8590 ably, market power is limited by competition with

Coffee 85-90 other incumbent firms and potential competition
Rice 70 from new entrants attracted by artificially high prices
Cocoa beans r"5 to consumers or low prices to producers. Whether
Tea 80 fims behave competitively or not depends, in part,
Bananas 70-75 on the policy environment in which they operate.

Agricultural raw matfrials Firms are more likely to behave competitively in mar-
Timber Cnonconiferous) 90 kets where entry and exit are easy and prices are the
Cotton 85-90 outcome of competitive forces. Policies that restrict
Hides and skins 25 the entry and exit of firms or impose trade barriers,
Tobacco 85-90 such as mininum import prices mandated by anti-
Natural rubber 70-75 dumping statutes, tend to facilitate collusive behavior
jute-and jute products &"O by processors and marketers (Braga and Silber 1993).

Minerals and metals The rapid growth in the number of commodity ex-
Copper 90 95 changes around the world augurs well for maintain-
Iron ore 90-95 ing compettive pressures on buyers and sellers.
Bauxite and alumina in opeiieprsueso uer n sles
Tin 754- These markets, supported by appropriate standards
Phosphate rock 50 and rules of information disclosure, are likely to ease

Sou-x. Claiffnont and Cavanagh 1988. the entry of buyers and sellers and help establish a
Sou-ce: Clairmnont and Cavanagh 198& competitive, transparent market environment

How do trade barriers in industrial and developing
three TNcs, while in rough diamonds, perhaps the countries affect international commodity markets?
most extreme case, one TNC (De Beers) controls 80
percent of world trade. A key factor influencing the level and pattern of trade

The concentration of trade with a few large TNcS in commodities is the extent of agricultural protec-
in such a wide range of commodities arises partly tion in both industrial and developing countries.
because producer countries find it difficult to distrib- Despite significant efforts at the intemational level to
ute and market products independently. For some reduce protection, especiaUy in industrial countries,
countries, thisis due to scale econornies in processing it nevertheless remains high. Although tariff levels
(Braga and Silber 1993). For others, large investments have declined in conformity with successive GAiT
by TNcs in advertising have given them brand name agreements, nontariff barriers have become the prin-
recognition and loyalty, which are extremely hard to cipal means of protection, especially since the start of
overcome without equally large investments by the last Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negoti-
competitors backed by high-quality products and ations in 1986. Overall, these barriers in industrial
competitive prices. The high cost of processing, pack- countries tend to be low compared with developing
aging, advertising, marketing, and distribution countries. Barriers aimed at agricultural imports,
means that the cost of the primary commodity as a however, have not been subject to GA1T disciplines
share of the final product price is usually small: for and tend to be significantly higher than those
raw cotton the growers' price represents about 4-8 in manufacturing. And because most developing-
percent of the final product price; for tobacco this country exports are destined for industrial-country
share is closer to 6 percent. For bananas, producer markets, thesetrade-inhibitingmeasurescanhavean
countries obtain about 14 percent of the retail price; adverse effect on developing-country prospects.
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Governments have introduced a variety of non-
tariff barriers to protect agricultural sectors from *fit Ie.Vi-I oJf Liiricultitrdlinriilectiui' ini I;apl
international competition. Such measures include is litlhe.q, t cs;itciaIlagainst -rntril inltlports.
quotas, variable levies, export subsidies, antidump-
ing and countervailing actions, and direct budgetary Table 2-10 Te level of agricultural protection
support in the form of production subsidies. When in industrial countries: selected commodities
the effects of all these measures are taken into ac- as percent of the malue of agricultuiil output)
count, the total transfers provided to agriculture in Com U.S. Japan EU
OECD countries amounted to about US$350 billion in mmoti7
1992 or about six times the official development fi- Beef 38 110 112
nance provided to developing countries (GATT Dairy 130 367 196
1993a). Most of these transfers were in the EU (USS156 Wheat 51 538 72
billion), the United States (USS91 billion), and Japan Rice 49 368 122
(US$74 billion). As a share of GDP, this amounted to Sugar 0 24 416 95
1.9 percent on average for the OECD. For the EU and Oils 7 16 67
Japan, transfers to agriculture were close to the same
size as total value added in the agricultural sector. In a. Average for 198Mn87.
most industrial countries, however, while the abso- Sourre: Brandao and Martin 1993.
lute size of transfers to agriculture has been rising, it
has been falling as a share of agricultural output.

A similar picture emerges on net producer subsidy Uruguay Round. The agreement will require restric-
equivalents. These started declining in the second tions on the volume and value of export subsidies,
half of the 1980s, and the United States provides the the replacement of nontariff barriers by tariffs, and
smallest subsidy equivalent among the big three reductions in domestic farm supports that subsidize
(table 2-9). production.

There is considerable variability in protection from Relatively few changes had been made in Japan's
commnodity to commodity. Japan's import barriers highly restrictive agricultural trade policies before
are the highest among the big three and are particu- the completed Uruguay Round agreement. Support
larly severe against wheat, rice, and coarse grains prices had been reduced progressively for almost all
(table 2-10). Protectiop in the European Union is products since 1985, but the price of rice remained up
lower, but is nevertheiess high for rice, sugar, dairy to six times the world price. Rice selling for US$45 to
products, and beef. Agricultural protection in the EU US550 per hundredweight in U.S. shops sold for
reflects the power of the farm lobby in Europe and US$175 to US$250 in Tokyo (GATr 1993a). Total trans-
the dependence of farmers on transfers from con- fers to agriculture, amounting to USS74 billion in
sumers and taxpayers. Reform of the Common 1992, came to roughly US$600 for every man,
Agricultural Policy reduced the policy's market woman, and child in the country.
distorting effects and paved the way for the EU's In the United States the structure of agricultural
agreement that agriculture should be induded in the support policies has remained more or less the same

since 1985. Farm policies were dcanged slightly in
1990 to reduce budgetary costs, but lower world

Tin' stil1'idij tquialent t(i Lgriclltuir( reniiainis prices raised subsidies to record highs. Restrictions
* . on competing agricultural imports remain tight.

high fi indhitrial counuries. Quotas on sugar, for example, were converted to

tariff quotas, with prohibitively high tariffs on im-
Table 2-9 Net producer subsidy equivalentsa ports in excess of the quota-despite the fact that
(percent of total value of produdion) sugar subsidies added US$3 billion to the grocery

Average bills of consumers, according to a U.S. Department
1979-87 1986 1990 of Commerce estimate (GATr 1993a). Similarly,

EU 12 37 so 48 reductions in the support price of milk from its
Japan 57 75 68 1990 level have been ruled out until 1995, although
United States 16 42 30 the U.S. Commodity Credit Corporation has re-

newed its accumulation of excess supplies of dairy
a. Producer subsidy equivalents of support policies are the trans- products.
fers needed to replace these policies and leave the producer no Industrial countries are not alone in protecting
worse off.
Source: wf 1992 their agricultural sectors. The practice is widespread

in developing countries, too, although levels of pro-
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Agrri(ultiirtI protectio i n dewl oloii,z'' coun:tri,s z'aries widiiely fIicrtiss *Ci)IIzolU)ities an;ld regioris.

Table 2-11 The level of agricultural protection in developing countries: selected regions
and commoditiesa
(percent of the value of agricultural output)

Asia MENA ECA

Low Middle Sub-Saharan Middle North Latin Eastern
incomeb income Africa East' Africad America' Europe FSU

Beef 2 168 0 176 0 0 84 3
Dairy 12 107 0 72 50 0 6 8
Wheat -6 264 -30 379 24 -3 27 38
Rice 19 119 5 164 0 162 0 100
Coarse grains 0 320 -2 96 23 8 38 0
Sugar 14 142 67 628 14 32 97 31
Oils 0 363 57 161 45 -29 20 -12
Cotton -4 0 -10 27 27 0 0 11

a. Average for 198587.
b. Excludes India and China.
c. Middle East oil exportersm
d. Maghreb countries.
e. Exdudes Brazil and Mexico.
Source: Brandio and Martin 1993.

tection tend not to be as high as in industrial coun-
tries (table 2-11). In fact, once domestic distortions, Dtvlaping countries would obtnireater
such as local taxes and high margins for parastatal if bent
marketmg companies, are taken mto account, many -it u -f itupartadei
agricultural products are taxed in developing courn- agrcultural trade.
tries (rather than subsidized). Untargeted subsidies
to urban consumers through price controls, explicit Table 2-12 Estimates of welfare effects
export taxes, overvalued exchange rates, and protec- from liberalization of intemational trade
tion to manufacturing tend to impose a cost burden in agricultural products
on the agricultural sector that more than offsets any (millions of U.S. dollar)
subsidy offered through the budget or through pro- Liberalization
tection against imports. in industrial Global

The Uruguay Round agreement incorporates countries only liberalization
major advances in agricultural trade liberalization. According to Krssoff
Developing countries are liky to feel the effects of and others 1990
this in three ways-changes in their terms of trade, Industrial 33,128 33,065
the efficiency gains from liberalized trade, and wel- Developing -4,985 2,060
fare effects of induced changes in tarff revenues. World 28,133 35,125
How much a country benefits from more liberalized According to Anderson
trade along the lines envisaged under the Uruguay and Tyers 1993
Round will depend on the extent to which it partici- industrial 46,500 73,300
pates in liberalization. One study (Krissoff and Developing 16,600 33,400
others 1990) estimates that the welfare benefits to World 62,200 106,500
developing countries would be negative if industrial .4xcording to Branddo
countries alone liberalized; but if developing coun- an,, martin 1993
tries also liberalized their policies, the overall effect Industrial 72,666 73,425
on them would be positive (table 2-12). Another Developing 5,689 65,636
study (Anderson and Tyers 1993) estimates that de- World 78,355 139,061
veloping countries would benefit even if industrial Sourc Brandao and Martn 1993.
countries alone liberalized their agricultural sectors,
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but these gains would expand significantly when would be gradual, because of the gradual nature of
developing countries participated. Similar results the liberalization, and occur in a context where real
were obtained in a more recent study (Brandao food prices are trending downward. A priority for
and Martin i993). These conc.usions remain broadly support in dealing with adjustment problems would
unchanged even when the environmental conse- be reforms that improve agricultural productivity
quences of trade liberalization are taken into account and supply response.
(box 2-3). A notable feature of the structure of protection in

In most studies of this kind only a small minority industrial countries is the clear tilt of tariff barriers
of developing countries (primarily net food im- and nontariff barriers against processed commodi-
porters with a smnall agricultural base) would suffer ties. For example, copra, cotton, castor seed, palm
welfare losses from liberalization of global agricul- nuts, and soybeans are all imported free of duty into
tural trade. Unfortunately, country-b) -country esti- Japan, but once these items are processed into vege-
mates are not available (and should be a high priority table oils they encounter average tariffs of 7-9 per-
for future econonic research). Low-income countries cent (Safadi and Yeats 1993). Even where nominal
at risk would include those that spend much of their tariffs reflect modest increases, related studies show
import bill on food, such as Bangladesh, Burkina they convey high effective protection to local proces-
Faso, Egypt, Guinea-Bissau, Mauritania, Sierra sors in industrial countries.
Leone, Sudan, and Togo.12 However, the magnitude Despite trade reforms in recent years, trade barrier
of any rise in food prices resulting from the Uruguay escalation is more prevalent and severe in develop-
Round needs to be kept in perspective. Such rises ing than in industrial countries. In leather, rubber,

Box 2-3 Agrcultural trade and the natural envronment

Issues of concen during the recent GATT discussions inensive cultivation, which would place additicoal
were the environmental consequences of trade liberal- pressure on the land and encourage the expansion of

amon in general and agricultual trade liberalization cultivation onto marginal land or forests. Consump-
in particular. The few studies on these issues suggest tion of fertilizer and pesticides would nse, almeit from
that the envionmental effects would be generally pos- generally low leveb. Esimates suggest that for a 10
itive for industrial counties and possbly negative percent inease in agricultural prices, use of fertilizers
for developing countries (Lutz 1992; Anderson 1991). andpesticideswould notchangenoticeablyinfarmsof
Whether the negative influences in developng coun- under ten hectres but would nse by between 23-42
tries would be larger than the offsetting positive anes percent for larger farms (Lopes 1977). On the other
needs to be established empirically. hand, higher agricultual prices, and acosequenthigher

Industrial countnes are exected to benefit from ag- land values, would stimulate the incentive to inest in
ricultural trade liberalization in both econonic and en- land conservation and restoration
vironmentalterms.Forexample,US. protectionagainst The possibility that increased pressure on the land
sugar inports not only costs American consurs bil- following agriculturl trade liberalization may prove
lions of doUlars each year but leads to costly environ- harmful to the environent does not mean that such
mental consequences at home and abroad. South of poLicies should be renounced. It may well be that the
Lake Ocheekobee in Florida, sugarcane growers use of emnouc benefits could far outweigh the environmen-
water and chenicals has seriously affected the Ever- tal costs (provided both are measured properly). More
glades ecosystem. Moreover, the US. sugar policy has important, however, prudent envnmental measures
deniedmarketingopportunitiestoefficientdeveloping- could mitgate the negative consequences or enhance
country producers, such as the Philippines and the any environmental benefits. After all, trade liberalia-
Dominican Republc, crippling their sugar industries tion and envinmental poLicies have the same goal-
and inducing poverty-stricken workers in those coun- the more efficient use of available resources. Trade
tries to become slash and burn fairers in the upper liberaliation allows countries to specaliaze more fully
watersheds (RepettD 1993). For US. sugar, liberalizing in producing goods and services in which they have
trade and eliminating sugar subsidies would reduce comparativeadvatage,anditalowscorsumerstobuy
fiscal burdens, lower consumer costs, and contribute to goods hfom countries that produce them most effli-
ahealthierenvironment. ciently. Similardy, envirunental policies pursue the

Indevelopingcountries,agdiclturaltradelbealiza- sameefficiencygoalbyensuringthatthefulhinremen-
tion could have some harul cnsequences for the tal costs of production and consumption, including
natural envimonment. Higher agricultural prices inter- costs imposed on other parties through environmtl
nationally would be expected to stimulate increased effects,arereflectedinthedecisionsthatproducersand
agriculturalproductioninthesecountriesthroughmore consumers face.
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textiles, and wood, forexample, tariffs escalate by ten example, estimates of the price elasticity of global
to twenty percentage points in more than 80 percent demand for cocoa over the short run (say, one to
of the developing countries for which data are avail- three years) are between -0.2 and -0.4. Thus, a 10
able (Safadi and Yeats 1993 and Yeats 1994). percent increase in global cocoa exports might lower

The recent Uruguay Round agreement has made the world price for cocoa by 5 percent and lower
some progress in reducing trade barrier escalation in gross export revenues by 4 percent.
industrial countries (table 2-13). This is especially The possibility exists, therefore, that an expansion
true for agricultural raw materials (hard fibers, jute, in world exports of a commodity could lower its
rubber, and tropical wood) where the duties on final- price to such an extent that the net revenues of export-
stage processed products have been cut by almost 60 ers decline.' This section shows that the so-called
percent (from 6.6 to;2.7percent on average). But trade adding-up problem is pronounced for only a few
barrier escalation still remains evident in the post- commodities and, even then, commodity exporters
Uruguay Round tariff structure-rising more than that promoted production, process, and marketing
five percentage points (to 6.4 percent) as production efficiency and technological improvement did better
moves from unprocessed raw materials to finished than those that curtailed production with a combina-
industrial goods. For some commodities, such as tion of explicit and implicit export taxes. Attempts by
fish, leather, oilseeds, textile fibers, tropical nuts, commodity exporters to coordinate export volumes
fruit, and beverages, post-Uruguay Round tariffs through quotas or taxes have tended to fail because
escalate more sharply than these figures suggest, of the difficulty of ensuring cooperation among
averaging between 8 and 26 percent on the final- countries that usually have diverse interests. Con-
stage product. sider whether a country, by expanding export vol-

ume, could lower its net export revenues. This is
The adding-up problem more likely the larger ihe country's share of the

world market and thle lower the global price elasticity
So far the report has considered a scenario in which of demand. One index, which this report calls the
mdustrial and developing countries lower trade bar- index of market power, captures both these mea-
ners together. But what if commodity exporters were sures.'4 If a country's index of market power is close
to liberalize trade unilaterally or raise productivity to zero, its market poweris negligible, and it will gain
growth to expand exports of commodities without unequivocally from expanding its export volumes.
any reduction in the barriers of industrial countries? The closer a country's index of market power is to 1,
Then commodity exporters may confront a so-called the closer it is to being an uncontested monopolist in
adding-up problem because the global c4emand for world markets and the greater the likelihood that its
primary commodities tends to be inelastic-that is, net revenues would actually decline were it to in-
an increase or a decrease in the supply of a commod- crease the volume of its commodity exporL
ity leads to a larger percentage change in its price. For Some commodity exporters can wield significant

influence over world market prices in the short run
before other potential or actual producers have
time to respond to the changed price. By withhold-

Trade barrier escalation in industrial countries ing production from the world market, as Cate
continues to be an issue eoen after the Unuguay d'Ivoire did with its cocoa exports in 1990, exDort-

Round agreement. ers could raise the world market price in the short
run; or by supplying a greater volume of exports

Table 2-13 Average pre- and post-Uruguay (for example, by running down stocks), exporters
Round tariffs imposed by industrial countries could lower the world price for a short time, as

on imports fromeveloingcuntrisSaudi Arabia did by expanding oil exports in 1990.
on pots f For metals and minerals the short run is likely to
(percent) be only a few months; within that time other pro-

Pe U yAbsolute ducers can adjust production from existing mines,
PKr- UrugRuay tariff raising it if prices go higher or lowering it i prices

Urugay o reduction dip. For cereals, countries with substantial market

share could influence prices for perhaps up to a
Raw materials 2.1 1.0 -1.1 year, although stockpiles of grains in various coun-
Semi-fanufachlres 5.3 2.9 -2.6 tries would tend to diminish such effects. For trop-
Finished products 9.1 6.4 -2.7 ical beverages (cocoa, coffee, and tea), however,

Source: GAIT 1993. the influence of large exporters on world market
prices could extend for a number of years.
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Not surprisingly, it is in these beverage products close substitute) that does not have a high sup-
that the adding-up problem is mostpronounced, and ply elasticity, especially when the entry of
most of the large producers tend to be in Sub-Saharan new producers is considered. Twenty years
Africa (C6te d'lvoire, Ghana, Kenya, and Nigeria). ago Malaysia and Indonesia produced virtu-
The presence of significant market power should not ally no cocoa; but rising cocoa prices, due in
distract these countries from continuing to pursue part to taxes on cocoa exports imposed by
structural reforms-these remain necessary to im- Sub-Saharan African governments (and often
prove efficiency in resource allocation and interna- exacerbated by overvaluation of exchange
tional competitiveness. Some analysts argue, rates and high protection for manufacturing),
however, that along with retorms, policymakers in created huge incentives for potential entrants
such countries could also consider imposing export into the cocoa market. East Asia's share of
taxes or quotas on commodity exports to avoid an the cocoa market went from zero to 20 percent
expansion in exports leading to a bigger decline in in twenty years. Nigeria lost much of its
the world price. large share in the world's palm oil market as

At first glance, therefore, imposing an export tax well, as Malaysia expanded. For Sub-Saharan
may seem attractive to these countries, but there are Africa, the index of long-run market power
four good reasons why considerable care should be is 10 percent or less in virtually all country-
taken in implementing such a policy: commodity combinations, suggesting that

* The commodity sectors are usually taxed heav- most exporters tend to exert very little market
ily through overvalued exchange rates and pro- power in the long run (figure 2-4). The only
tection against imports of manufactures. This is outlier is Cote d'Ivoire for cocoa; Cote d'Ivoire
especially true in Sub-Saharan African econo- accounts for a big share of the world market
mies even after several years of policy reform. (30 percent), and the global price elasticity of
Adding to such burdensome taxes with further demand for cocoa is relatively low (-0.4). But
explicit export taxes would reduce the welfare of
these countries, even in the short run. In many
African countries, however, export taxes are
often the principal source of government reve- Most Sub-S&zaaran economies k:ave negligible
nues, and reducing or eliminating export taxes long-term market power in conmimodities.
is often not an option-at least in the short run.
But this can be rectified in time. Again, consider
Ghana. In 1984, 33 percent of its government Figure 2-4 Index of longterm market power
revenues came from export taxes on cocoa; by for selected Sub-Saharan country-commodity
1990 this had dropped below 9 percenL Strenu- combinations'
ous efforts to develop a broad tax base and an
efficient tax administration system not only can Index of long-
create a more equitable tax structure but also term market 0.4 03 0.2 01 0. i
can reduce dependence on a volatile tax source power 0 C6te d'Ivoire/cocoa
and remove disincentives for export. * Kenya/tea

* Although Sub-Saharan African exporters of perfrd competition = 0 Ghana/cocoa
tropical beverages are able to wield global pere monopoly =1 0 Malawi/tobacco
market power in the short run, their ability to S Nigeria/cocoa
influence prices in the longer run is seriously Si C6te d'lvoire/coffee
open to question. Imposing export taxes has * Cameroon/cocoa
been costly in the past. Examples abound of *9 Ethiopia/coffee
countries that have imposed export taxes on - * Uganda/coffee
commodities only to find that export revenues i Malawi/tea
declined in real terms and market share was ) Zaire/coffee
lost to competitors. Charging what the market 4 Sudan/cotton
will bear has long been recognized as one of * Mauritius/sugar
the five deadly sins of business: it creates a Cote d'lvoire/cotton
risk-free opportunity for competitors to make
the necessary fixed investments to enter a
market (Drucker 1993). Imposing an export a Takes into account the lanterm supply elasticity of the rest of
tax amounts to the same thing. Indeed, it is Strew Abdyama a. d larson 1993.
difficult to conceive of a commodity (or its
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even here it is possible that the elasticity of maintaining inefficient production practices.
supply from the rest of the world has been Instead, competitors need to adjust to such
underestimated. changes, adopt new production techniques

* Even if there are commodities with a low long- themselves or adapt tfiem to their own produc-
term elasticity of supply, it is very likely that the tion environment, or, if all else fails, allocate
long-term elasticity of demand is high. Consider resources elsewhere.
the case of tirL The use of export quotas under * Second, if expansion in the export volume of a
the International Tin Agreement to raise prices commodity is the result of an increase in gov-
in the 1970s and early 1980s eventually dimin- eminent subsidies to producers, not only does
ished the cost advantage held by tinplate over the producing country suffer a welfare loss but
aluminum in the canning industry. Partly as a so do competing producers in the global mar-
result, aluminum advanced rapidly against tin ket. The obvious examples are the domestic
mill output, capturing 99 percent of the beer can subsidies enjoyed by grain producers in the EU,
market by 1988 (compared with only 45 percerit Japan, and the United States, all of which have
in 1974) and 95 percent of the soft drink can sustained high-cost farming at taxpayers' ex-
market (12 percent in 1974). pense and hurt smallholder grain producers in

* Some analysts suggest that Sub-Saharan Afri- many parts of the developing world. Similarly,
can countries should impose export taxes to US. production subsidies to sugar producers
capitalize on short-term market power but have resulted in lower export volumes and
should lower the taxes under the threat of entry prices for sugar producers in the developing
from a long-term alternative supply source. But world (see previous discussion on U.S. agricul-
such a strategy is hazardous: the political econ- tural support policies, page 42).
omy of taxes suggests that taxes on commodity
exports, once imposed, are difficult to remove. But what about the simultaneous expansion of
With an easily collected revenue source, pres- exports by several developing countries? Exporters
sure builds to increase government expendi- of a commodity can cooperate by imposing export
tures and postpone politically difficult reforms quotas or a uniform export tax that would have the
to broaden the tax base and introduce less dis- effect of lowering export supplies, raising world
tortionary direct and indirect tax measures. prices, and raising the welfare of the exporters while

lowering the welfare of consumers. Such cartel-
Thus, policies (such as an export tax or a quota) based behavior unambiguously improves the wel-

that restrict the expansion of a commodity export fare of its members if the members of the group are
from a single country are unlikely to benefit that not important consumers of the commodity. Such an
country in the long term. But an increase in the export option seems especially attractive for cocoa and cof-
volume from one country is almost certain to have fee; these products are produced almost exclusively
an adverse effect on the welfare of competitor coun- in developing countries and consumed chiefly in
tries. This would be true whether the export is industrial countries. By contrast, only 30 percent of
a manufactured good or a primary commodity, the world's tea and sugar (including sugar from
whether global demand is elastic or inelastic. In this beets) is consumed in industrial countries, and
sense, the adding-up problem is applicable to all growth in consumption is rapid in developing
commodities. countries.

Much, however, depends on the reason for the Developing countries have made many attempts
expansion in volume of the particular commodity to coordinate their response to this version of the
export. Usually this would occur for one of two adding-up problem, relying on various schemes to
reasons: raise and stabilize the prices of individual commod-

First, if the export expansion is the result of ities. All have used quotas rather than taxes to reduce
efficiency improvements (perhaps a result of export supplies and, consequently, have faced prob-
technical progress), it enhances global welfare lems of stock accumulation. Most such approaches
even though some competitors are affected have subsequently lapsed or collapsed, sometimes
adversely-this is an inherent part of competi- under spectacular circumstances (Gilbert 1993). A
tion and development; it is difficult to conceive relatively small common fund, designed as the cen-
of a situation where a technical improvement terpiece of an integrated program for commodities,
has not had the immediate result of adversely was etablished by UNCTAD in 1989. The fund has not
affecting the welfare of some economic agents, supported any market intervention, partly because
usually competing producers. But this is hardly of the collapse of earlier attempts to raise or stabilize
a reason for arresting technical progress or market prices and partly because of the opposition of
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developed countries to price-raising intervention Finally, many critics of the World Bank have
policies (Maizels 1992). chaiged that the implementation of several struc-

Coordinating actions to restrict supplies is always tural adjustmient programs in Sub-Saharan Africa
difficult. Each participant has an incentive to take has been primarily responsible for the sharp deterio-
advantage of partner countries' restraint and to ex- ration in commodity prices in the 1980s (box 2-4).
pand production beyond agreed amounts. Even Thirty-one countries in Sub-Saharan Africa and ten
OPEC, the only example of such cartel action that can countries in Latin America implemented Bank- and
be considered successful, has found it difficult to 3MF-supported structural adjustment programs de-
ensure cooperation among its relatively few pro- signed, in part, to raise the volume and value of
ducer members. Sma33 producers, in particular, gen- exports.6 Between 1979 and 1992, real commodity
eraily find their production restricted unduly and prices virtually collapsed-beverage prices feil by 74
have a strong incentive to expand production. percent, cereals by 44 percent, oils and fats by 57

Many of the international commodity agree- percent, logs by 24 percent, and metals and minerals
ments implemented in the 1960s and 1970s, such as by 36 percent.
the Intemational Coffee Agreement, had extremely Were these price declines the result of structural
favorable conditions for success, including a will- adjustment programs that raised the export volumes
ingness by the importing countries to monitor of these commodities? Clearly there were large in-
compliance. The eventual collapse of these creases in output, and such increases in output put
schemes augurs poorly for the prospects of future strong downward pressure on prices. The rate of
commodity agreements. increase in output, however, does not seem to have

Box 2-4 The adding-up problem and the World Bank's lending policy: esults from a recent review

The World Bank has followed a restrictive lending pol- * World market forces have determined market
icy toward sugar production since 1961, tea since 1973, aggregates for these commodities, including
and cocoa and coffee since 1982. The dominant concem global investment and production, and the in-
has been inelastic demand for these commodities in ternational price independently of World Bank
world markets. World Bank guidelines on tis policy financin& Bank resources were only a small
state that financing of new productbun of primary cont- share of the total worldwide investmt in these
modities facing inelastic world demand should be li- commodities. For 1961-91, projects supported
ited to low-incorne counties that had few export by the Bank contributed only 8 percett of cocoa
alternatives. In addition, the World Bank's lending pol- plantings, 5 percent of tea plantings, and 2 per-
icy for primary products recommended expanded as- cent of coffee plantings.
sistance for research in agricultural production and * Counties that had access to other sources of fi-
marketing. nance could easily substitute for loans withheld

ArecentreportbytheOperationsEvaluationDepart- by the Bank The restrictions meant that develop-
ment of the World Bank reviewed this policy and con- ing counties with ready access to international
cluded that: finance expanded their production while less for-

* The only lending restictions tob e implemented tunate developing counties contracted.
vigorously were those for tea. But tea investors * Even if countries had no access to international
in China and Indonesia produced output to finance, resources could easily be found tosubsti-
meet market demand without concern for ac- tute for withheld World Bank loans. It is well
quiring the monopoly-type rents the Bank's pol- established that the Bank's investment loans actu-
icy promoted. ally finance the margal projects in a country's

* For the other commodities the Bank tended to public investment program, given the fungibility
suspend the application of the price-inelastic offunds.
demand rteriionwheneveracommodity'sworld * Comparative stitic analysis shows that Sub-
marketprospects"improved." Saharan Afica could profitablyexpand its market

* The policies of expanding research into the pro- share of tea, coffee, and in the longer run, even
duction, processing, and marketing of plantation cocoa. Export taxes imposed by Afican countries
crops with price-inelasticdemand eitherwerenot would increase collecive export revenues in the
implemented or were unsuccessfuL The closest short term. But the rewards would be enjoyed by
the international community has come topromot- governrents, notby producers who would be left
ing research into such crops is a recent initiative worse off. Moreover, the resulting ncrease in in-
by the Consultative Group on International Agri- ternational priceswould invitenon-African coun-
cultural Research (cGItR) on coconut. tries to expand their market shares.
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been much greater in the adjusting countries than in exporters would find prospects improved, as it
others, and the adjusting countries increased their would allow them a faster return to more rapid
shares of these markets only modestly (box 2-5). growth and diversification.
Once other factors are taken into account-especialiy
the continuing increase in productivity and yields, Conclusion
the collapse of international commodity agreements,
the rapid expansion of exports from new suppliers, The economic performance of today's developing-
the rise in real interest rates, and the slower growth country exporters of primary commodities has been
in industrial countries-the impact of structural ad- poor compared to the performance of the rest of the
justment programs on real commodity prices has developing world. In the aggregate, world demand
been small (Gilbert 1993). for primary commodities has not grown as fast as

It is important to underscore the dose links be- world income. In the case of most foods this is be-
tween the prospects of Sub-Saharan African com- cause of low income elasticities. For metals and min-
modity exporters and those of more industrially erals it is because of declining use in industrial
advanced competitors, such as Brazil, Malaysia, and economies.
Indonesia. The transformation of the economies of This does not:mean that the production of primary
both groups could accelerate if their major markets cornmoditiecshouldbeassociatedwithslowgrowth.
lowered protectionist barriers, particularly against Some of today's.successful developing countries and
manufactures. This would have a direct effect most of the industrial countries were at one time
on export volumes and enable a more rapid transi- dependent on primary commodities. The experience
tion of the more advanced countries away from of most of these countries suggests that successful
reliance on exports of commodities and into manu- diversification away from commodities tends to
factures. In turn, Sub-Saharan African commodity occur after productivity rises in the primary com-

Box 2-5 Adding up the evidence: the case of cocoa

In the 1980s, with the support of the World Bank and Production increases in the fourteen cocoa produc-
the ID, some commodity exporters in Sub-Saharan ing countries undertaking major structural adjust-
Africa undertook structural adjustment programs to ment programs were not out of line with those of
adjust to large terms-of-trade shocks and correct se- other suppliers. Between 1979 and 1991, the share for
rious policy distortions affecting growth. An import- adjusting countries in world cocoa exports rose by 1
ant feature of these programs was reforms in percent, to 75 percent Within the group of adjusting
exchange-rate and trade policies that reduced the countries, however, tLere were large differences,
explicit or implicit taxes on exports. Ever since these with C6te d'Ivoire's share rising from 18 percent to
programs were implemented, the World Bank and 41 percent and Indonesia's from under 1 percent to
the nfa have received criticism for fhiling to take into above 5 percent. These gains were largely offset by
account the combined effect of the resultant export declines in other adjusting countries, particularly in
increases on world prices. Ghana and Nigeria.

Cocoa presents an excellent case study to exam- It is only recently, in the early 1990s, that plantings
ine these criticisms. Its price is sensitive to changes have begun to decline in response to the historically
in supply. Since the structural adjustment pro- low prices. High-cost producers, such as Brazil and
grams started in the early 1980s (most notably in Malaysia, have found it increasingly difficult to com-
Camerxon, Ghana, and Nigeria), cocoa production pete in the world cocoa markeL Malaysia reached its
has risen from 1.6 million to 2.3 million tons while production peak of 245,000 tons by 1989-90 and has
cocoa prices have declined from 260 to 120 cents per since been in slow decline-for 1993-94 its cocoa
kilogramL production is expected to be around 210,000 tons. Its

The adjustment programs involved liberalizing cocoa yields declined from 900 kilograms per hectare
trade and foreign exchange markets so that, among in the late 1980s to 700 kg/ha by 1991-92 At the
other things, domestic producer prices better re- current international price of US$1,100-US$1,300 per
flected world prices. As expected, these programs led ton, the production of cocoa appears less profitable
to higher export volumes. But the inpactof the struc- than other competing crops. For the same reason,
tural adjustment programs on aggregate global pro- Brazilian production has also started tD falL Mean-
duction of cocoa was relatively small. The share for while, in Indonesia, the low cost of cocoa production
adjusting countries in world exports of cocoa re- has meant that new plantings have been increasing
mained essentially unchang.fd. through the early 1990s.
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modity sectors. Evidence indicates that total factor sultingreal priceindexcanbeuseful in measuringchanges
productivity growth in agriculture is just as high as, to the net barter terms of trade for commodity exporters.
if not higher than, in manufacturing. Where the in- 2. A small number of commodities, notably logs and
come elasticity of demand for a particular commod- zinc, stand out as having consistently strong prices
ity is high, the benefits from rapid total factor throughout the decade of the 1980s and the first few years
productivitv growth are all the greater. This leads to of the 1990s.
the somewhat counterintuitive conclusion that com- 3. The World Bank started collecting comprehensive
modity exporters can accelerate growth and increase data on developing countries in 1960. Nonfuet commodity
diversification by pursuing policies that help expand exporters is used here to denote those economies for which
efficient production in the primary sectors. This is of nonfuel primaryproductsexceeded 5Opercentof their total
relevance to primary commodity exporters in Sub- e.ports in 1991. Oil exporters is used to refer to those coun-
Saharan Africa, where GDP growth has been low, tries ter which fuel exports exceeded 50 percent of their
population growth high, poverty widespread, and total exports in 1991. See theannex on countryclassification
for whom the Fressures to diversify are great. But fordetails.
comparatively low levels of human and physical 4. See the annex on country classification for details
capital in these countries will probably prevent their of the criteria for classifying exporters into these four
replicating the performance of the East Asian and groups.
Latin American commodity exporters. Nevertheless, 5. Cetenis paribus, a terms-of-trade shock equal to 5 per-
Sub-Saharan Africa has the potential to improve on cent of GDP, might be expected to reduce output by four
its past performance by giving greater attention to percentage points over the decade (based on research re-
efficiency improvements in the commodity sectors. sults on the effect of terms-of-trade changes on the rate of

It also needs to be recognized that the expansion growth; Easterly and others 1993).
of primary cornmodity exports by these countries 6. This means that Malaysia is no longer classified
couId exert downward pressure on international as a commodity exporter according to the World
commodity prices. Despite this, net revenues for such Bank's country classification system (see annex on country
countries would rise in most cases, making them classification).
better off. But for a few products (cocoa, coffee, and 7. Totalfactorproductivitygrowthisoftendefinedasthe
tea) and countries (C6te d'Ivoire, Ghana, Kenya, and rate of technical progress or that part of economic growth
Malawi) the adding-up problem is pronounced, and that can be explained by improvements in efficiency rather
net revenues possibly could decline if export vol- than the accumulation of factcrs of production.
umes expanded. Even in such cases, policies promot- 8. Japan's unusually high share of personal expendi-
ing efficiency in production, processing, and tures on food reflects the country's restrictive import poli-
marketing are likely to achieve more lasting im- cies, which tend to maintain prices well above international
provements in net revenues than curtailing produc- levels.
tion through export quotas or taxes. 9. The only region where cereal consumption per ca-

Where a group of commodity exporters jointly pita is expected to rise, albeit very slowly, is Sub-Saharan
wields significant market power, imposing export Africa.
quotas ora uniform export tax could raise the welfare 10. See previous discussion, this chapter, regarding the
of each member of the group-the example of OPEC massive increases in palm oil production in Malaysia.
shows that such welfare gains can be substantiaL But 11. Theplasticsmostcommonly used fortheseproducts
similar attempts for commodities other than oil have are nylon, polypropylene, polyurethane, polyvinyl chlor-
proved less successful, largely because it is difficult ide, and polymerics.
tocoordinaterestrictionsonsuppliesamongproducers 12. Food imports into these countries accounted for 20
with diverse interests. percent or more of the total import bill in 1991.

13. The net revenue (that is, gross export revenues less
Notes costs of production) is the appropriate index for measuring

welfare effects because unit costs change with the level of
1. The Wrvorld Bank maintains price indices for thirty- production..Analystswhosimplyusegrossrevenuesasthe

three of the more important non-oil primary commodities. indicator of a country's welfare implicitly assume that
These are aggregated using weights based on developing marginal costs are zero. This is an unrealistic assumption
country export values. This nominal index is further de- in virtually all cases and can lead to misleading results.
flated by a unit value index for manufactures, which is the 14. The index of market power is calculated as
c.i.f. index of US. dollar prices of industrial countries' p - C'lp where p is the price and C' is the marginal cost.
exports o' rlanufactures to developing countries. The re- The index can be estimated as mh/ m'wr - cy where ml
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is the share of the country's commodity exports in global 16. For a list of the countries undertaking adjustment
supply, m-' is the share of the rest of the world, £w is the progra.ns in Sub-Saharan Africa, see World Bank 1994. The
long-term elasticity of supply of the rest of the world, and countries that undertook adjustment programs in Latin
c7 is the long-term global price elasticity of demand. America in the 1980s include Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,

15. New plantings of these perennial crops frequently Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Honduras, Mexico, Peru,
take five to seven years to reach productive potential. and Venezuela.
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Commodity price volatility:
high, costly, and a challenge to manage

The previous chap ter examined whether and to what Commodity price volatility and its short-run costs
extent the structure of the world's commodity mar-
kets and trends in intemational commodity prices Commodity prices in the aggregate have typically
are responsible for the poor economic performance been much more volatile than prices of manufactures
of commodity-exporting economies. This chapter (figure 3-1). Furthermore, the degree of volatility has
asks whether the volatility of commodity prices differed greatly over time. The decade of the 1970s,
affects the performance of these economies. forexample,wasparticularlyturbulentforcommod-

Primary commodity prices are notoriously vola- ity prices, with two oil shocks and a range of severe
tile. For food and beverages, unanticipated weather macroeconomic disturbances affecting the prices of
disturbances such as floods, frosts, or droughts and virtually all commodities and resulting in a level of
their effects on commodity supplies tend to be the
major cause of price volatility. For tropical beverages
such as cocoa, coffee, and tea the picture is compli-
cated by a long gestation between new planting and
productior.; thus, high prices have usually led to rT-ice viariallilitvj diffrr over tip,iPt blit is iumirl g'rtclitt-r
increases in investment and subsequent oversupply /ftr coinnotif fies tMan for lamlitacturell.

followed by prolonged periods of low prices. For
metals, price volatility typically stems from unfore- Figure 3-1 Instability index for manufactures
seen, usually cyclical, changes in industrial demand and commodities, 1900-92
that make for high price variability. Although accu-
mulated commodity stocks tend to smooth varia- Percent standard deviation
tions in prices, there may still be considerable from trend for decade
volatility, especially when stocks run short or accu- 20
mulated stocks can no longer be financed and are
released all at once on unsuspecting markets. Conommodits

Price volatility contributes to export revenue insta- I5 I (,o factures)
bility for developing-country commodity exporters. I
As a result, farmers and workers suffer variability in 10 -
incomes. In many cases governments find that their E

fiscal position and foreign exchange reserves change 1 9
substantially over short periods as a result of a sud- 5
den change in international prices. Over the short
run, individuals and governments can borrow if
prices decline suddenly, but long periods of low 0
prices may exhaust this option. Thus, managing
commoditypriceriskandstabilizingexporteamings s 9 m

are important policy issues for virtually aU low-
income commodity exporters.
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volatility notseensince the interwarperiod. Since the changes in prices and in supply (panel 1 of figure
mid-1980s, however, commodity price variability 3-2). Because producers seem unable to make major
has dropped nearer to average levels while remain- changes quickly in supply-which may require de-
ing well above the levels of the period from the 1940s velopment of new mines-in response to increases in
to the 1960s. demand, periods of high prices tend to be sustained.

The price series for individual commodities are But when supplies eventually increase, there tends
more complex (figure 3-2). Some commodities, such to be a period of oversupply because the price booms
as cocoa and copper, display long lags between are usually followed by equally lengthy periods of

So(onn- er'ioitigS t ypicallif uItve slitJrt price- spike-s awhile toticrs t-Allr it ltii qycles.

Figure 3-2 Volatility of commodity prices
(proportional deviationfiom trend)
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depressed prices. Grain prices. such as those for
maize and rice, behave differently because the lags Ili iltliIii n1 e viil rt gtIul i flu' 1 ''laId,fz!
between high prices and substantial increases in sup- l r s '11SunzIu 'U dIV Ii;'.l1, l.
ply are much shorter-usually until the next crop- Figure 34 Volatility of export revenues
ping season. Prices tend to spike more often, with Fivate consumltiof 1970enu
peaks and troughs much shorter than for cocoa and and private consumption, 1970-92
copper, although some extended periods of low Volatility of private consumption, 1970-92
prices are evident. Sugar and tin prices are even more 35
volatile than grain prices, with extreme but short-
lived price surges. Between the 1930s and the late 30
1970s, sugar exhibited only one extended period of
depressed prices, while tin prices remained volatile 25
and below trend for an extended period.

The greater the share of the single largest commod- 20
ity export in the total exports of a country, the greater
the likely volatility in export earnings (figure 3-3).' 15
For example, nineteen developing countries depend O3
on three commodities for more than 75 percent of 10 a s
their merchandise export earnings; nine are oil ex- o
porters, and seven of the remainder are in Sub-
Saharan Africa. And of these latter, five depend on 0 i

one commodity for more than three-quaters of mer- 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
chandise earnings (Burundi, Mali, Rwanda, Uganda, Volatility of export revenues, 1970-92
and Zambia).V

When export prices or export earnings of a country Sourc: World Bank.
are unstable, it is highly probable that incomes and
consumption are unstable. The correlation between
the volatility of export revenues and the volatility of

private ronsumption is positive and high (figure 3-4).
Instability of consumption poses a particular prob-
lem when levels are low to begin with, and falls in

TIitt huighlr tllu' export co)nlcenltrali[nII consumption can reach a point where health and
i'i* Js,$'zltr iS fit' export rev'n'ut ilnlatilitv.y welfare are seriously threatened. For Malaysian tin

producers, the cost of volatile incomes between 1961
Figure 3-3 Export revenue instability and export and 1992 was estimated to be as high as 20 percent of
concentration income. For Brazilian coffee growers it was 15 per-

cent and for Egyptian cotton farmers 6 percent. In
Volatility of export revenues, 1970-92 most cases the uncertainty in revenues is due to
40 o volatility in intemational prices; in some cases, how-
35 ever, output instability is more important.3

H | / When the intemational price of a commodity falls,
30 o / exporting countries lose directly through the decline
25 , * vr in export revenues. Indirect costs, however, can be as

2 5 I ° large or even greater. Lower revenues from the sale

20 mm of the commodity, for example, would tend to de-
15 *./ opress the exchange rate, setting in train a series of

1 * 2 adjustments in the economy, including a shift of

10 productive resources from nontraded to traded
goods production. If the commodity price were to

5 rise again suddenly (as commodity prices are prone
0 i I I to do) those adjustments likewise would need to be

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 reversed, with productive resources shifting back tothe nontraded-goods sectors. These shifts can prove
Share of largest comxnodity export in total exports, 1985 costly, especially in developing economies where

Sourc: Duncan 1993. economic information is scarce and markets function
poorly.
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Sudden changes in commodity prices also increase
uncertainty, making long-term investments riskier ( 0111fdittY exlwrtv-s ex.-vrien-cd thei diltst ranp'e
and complicating the task of macroeconomic man- fshok; aniong ahl lg oull s ofnn-ontries.
agement. The larger and more sudden the decline in
a commodity price, the bigger the disruption to the Figure 3-6 The 5th percentile and 95th percentile
economy and the higher the economic costs. In Nige- level of shocks, 1973-91
ria, for example, direct and indirect costs of the oil (asa percet of rDp)
price decline in the early 1980s are estimated to have Shock as a percent of GDP
been equivalent to more than 70 percent of non-oil
GDP (figure 3-5); the indirect costs alone amounted to Extreme unfavorable shock _
more than 20 percent of non-oil GDP in one year. (5th percentile) Extreme favorable shock

mg - (95th percentile)Countries that are commodity exporters are sub- 10 l.
jected to bigger shocks than are other countries (fig- .V
ure 3-6). Oil-importing commodity exporters are 5
subject to commodity price variability on both sides . l
of the trade equation-the erratic behavior of oil
prices on the import side and the unpredictability of 0 _
commodity prices on the export side. If such coun- C *4 N

tries have much extemal debt at variable rates of -5
interest they are even further exposed to risks from 6§0P

international financial markets. It is not unusual for ' -
developing countries to experience shocks that ex- -10 _ cC
ceed 4 percent of GDP. C6te d'lvoire is an extreme * low- and middleincome countries only.
example. Dependent largely on cocoa and coffee ex- -15
ports, as wel! as being an oil importer, it was sub- Source: World Bank.
jected to six terms-of-trade shocks in the 1970s and __

1980s that exceeded 10 percent of GDP-two favor-
able (in 1977 and 1985) and four unfavorable (in 1975,

1981, 1982, and 1986). Brazil is another example,
suffering negative shocks equivalent to 4 percent of
GDP in 1981 and 1982 from a combination of com-

ilricine g i % losst-s fiir Ni:zra. iiimodity price declines, reductions in world trade vol-hu...e kl"ss sir Nierma. wumes, and rises in interest rates.

Cornmodity price shocks can impose substantial
costs on commodity exporters-witness the 1970s,

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 for example, when the price of petroleum increased
0 _ _ ' _ eight-fold in real terms, and the prices of food, tim-

-10 ber, and other commodities departed significantly
from trend. Some studies have concluded that the

-20 economic problems that emerged in the 1980s in
_30 I 1 _ _ _ Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa can be traced

to these shocks and the policy responses they pro-
-40 _ _ _voked." Argentina, C6te d'lvoire, and the Philip-

pines, which experienced a sharp decline in terms of
-50 |- trade in the 1970s, ran up substantial budget and

balance of payments deficits and financed them
through additional extemal borrowing. They also

-70 delayed structural reforms and attempted to resolve
macroeconomic problems through restrictive trade
and pricing policies.5 EventuaUy, when world trade

Percent of non-oil GDP slowed and real interest rates rose in the early 1980s,
these countries labored under heavy debt burdens,

i Direct E] Indirect to the detriment of growth.

Souro=: World Bank. Some countries have even failed to manage a pos-
itive terms-of-trade shock successfully. Mexico,
Nigeria, and Venezuela, for example, translated fi-
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nancial surpluses from higher oil prices into heavy- such as Colombia, Korea, and Thailand, limited for-
and sometimes inefficient-public spending and lev- eign borrowing, quickly reestablished macroeco-
eraged future income streams with large-scale nomic balance, and instituted structural reforms
foreign borrowing. With the resulting overvaluation designed to improve the competitiveness and flexi-
of their currencies and inadequatestructural policies, bility of their economies.
they were ill-equipped to deal with the economic Indu,nesia's 33 percent devaluation in 1978, for
downtum in the early 1980s. example, was effective in protecting the non-oil sec-

Investment invariably declines more than con- tors from the short-term consequences of the oil
sumption when countries experience a sharp deteri- boom (Warr 1986). Real wages in manufacturing
oration in their terms of trade. In a study of eighteen declined for about two years, offering some respite
oil-exporting economies, a sustained decline of 1 from the demand pressures fueled by increased oil
percent in the terms of trade was found to lower revenues. Its policy of avoiding taxes on agricultural
investment spending by 0.6 percent, a much larger exports and of sustaining public investment in agri-
decline than the 0.35 percent for consumption culture allowed Indonesia to maintain growth in its
(Warner and Spatafora 1993). Similarly, an analysis exports of rubber, spices, tea, and coffee.
of eight Sub-Saharan African exporters of tropical
beverages found that investment was more strongly Managing commodity price risk: clhalletnges
affected than output orconsumption (table 3-i). Such and opportunities
declines in investment not only contribute to short-
term difficulties that countries face in maintaining Volatile commodity prices and the high cost of this
employment but also feed into long-term problems volatility make the management of commodity
ofexpar lingthestockofhumanandphysicalcapital price risk an important challenge for exporters.
so necessary for sustainable growtn. Managing such risks successfully would improve

But a negative terms-of-trade shock can fre- prospe_ts for increasing the private investment
quently be managed effectively if the appropriate and economic growth of low-income primary pro-
adjustment measures are taken. Although coun- ducers. Therefore, the past half century has seen a
tries with relatively open economies are more ex- plethora of schemes implemented both intema-
posed to external price risks, these economies tionally and domestically. Nonmarket schemes,
were also the quickest to adjust and resume growth such as compensatory financing, international
when they experienced external shocks in the 1970s commodity agreements, and domestic price stabi-
and 1980s. Broadly speaking, successful adjusters, lization schemes, have met with limited success.

But various market-based techniques, notably
commodity-linked financial instruments, appear

Ternis-of-trad c rli?zWes tiffect otpult in the short ternti to offer new opportunities and approaches for
-lri?llarfl ,b ,ou~h t,eir -- paci on i1~k~smanaging commodity price risk.

Limited success of nonmarket schemes
Table 3-1 Some estimates of the effect
of terms-of-trade changes on investment The ability of developing countries, especially com-
and output: selected countries modity exporters, to smooth the effects of commod-

A one-percentage ity price volatility by borrowing abroad is restricted,
point increase in the especially since the debt crisis. What limited access

terns-of-tmde increases they have tends to wither in the face of an adverse
(in percentage points): terms-of-trade shock and declining creditworthi-

Output ness. Moreover, when confronting unfavorable
Country Investment (afteroneyear) shocks, these countries have displayed a limited ca-

Burundi 0.07 0.02 pacity to expand exports; as a result, most adjust-
Cote d'lvoire 0.12 0.W ment in these economies usually has been through
Ethiopia 0.05 0.03 compressing imports and lowering domestic invest-
Ghana 0.07 0.03 ment and consumption (table 3-2).
Kenya 0.09 0.03 The high costs of adjustment and the difficulties
Rwanda 0.09 0.02 experienced by commodity exporters in c9taining ex-
Tanzania 0.10 0.03 temal finance to smooth terms-of-trade shocks have
Uganda 0.08 0.01 led to the creation of nonmarket schemes designed

Source Leigh 1993. to minimize commodity price risk. International com-
modity arrangements, for example, have attempted to
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and nominal communodity prices relatively buoyant,
( l'.W: hl .'w,. ':0, f.u;I I. r t. 1, r1; 1i periodic upward revision of the intervention price

-ho. I'. -j'll'!;.;:11/ I1.'.:h ::mlliipl',I /v'Iu. ti,found ready consensus among participants. But
when nominal commodity prices began to fall, espe-
cially in the 1980s, downward revisions in the inter-

Txpansle n 3- n [tpore raked iof andcks, e 1 vention price were more controversial. Under the
International Tin Agreement, for example, intema-

Shiare ofadjuist merit tional prices were raised successfully in the 1970s and
impleLmcnted throu/gh: early 1980s, but this stimulated an oversupply of tin
Import Export and encouraged its substitution by aluminum in the

reduction expansion world food and beverage container industry. The

Low- and middle- proportion of packaged shipments in aluminum cans
incomecountries worldwide rose from 8 percent in 1970 to 70 percent

Commodity exporters 92 8 in 1987and contributed significantly to the decline in
Diversified exporters 72 28 tin demand (Nappi 1990).

High-income countries 60 40 Similarly, high prices for cocoa in the 1970s con-
Source: World Bank. tributed to the high intervention price in the 1980s

under the third and fourth cocoa agreements. As a
result, the buffer stock of cocoa rose to the point
where it could no longer be financed, and the ar-

stabilize commodity prices at the international level. rangement was suspended in 1988. Even for rubber,
In all, five of major relevance to developing countries considered to have the most successful intemational
were set up (table 3-3). The first two agreements, commodity agreement, buffer stocks had reached an
the International Sugar Agreement and the Interna- unsustainable 400,000 tons by 1985; but an AIDS-
tional Tin Agreement, were negotiated in 1954; the inspired boom in the demand for latex allowed the
International Coffee Agreement began in 1962, the stockpile to dwindle to the point where the market
Intemational Cocoa Agreement in 1972, and the In- price finally exceeded the intervention price. De-
temational Natural Rubber Agreement in 1980. pressed rubber prices since 1990, however, have re-

At the start of 1994 only the rubber agreement still quired a reduction in the intervention price and have
exists. The rest terminated their activities in the caused producers to question seriously the value of
1980s, when international commodity prices were in the scheme.
unremitting decline. Although the circumstances Second, where international commodity agree-
surrounding each termination were different, two ments relied on export quotas they created tensions
factors were common to all between the participants and the free riding non-

First, where these agreements relied on buffer signatories. For example, the rapid expansion of tin
stocks (box 3-1), the intervention price to sell in world production by Brazil (not a signatory to the agree-
markets was usually not set to be consistent with ment) in the 1980s contributed to the rapid decline in
general trends in supply and demand. In the 1950s tin prices and the eventual collapse of the Interna-
and 1960s when global economic growth was steady tional Em Agreement.

Ilt al r ,lt l till I PnInlodit!/ iIN <t'llrt'll tpr1 c l.d a 'i'it avalI (if leassu (iz cOn .tm l ity lpric-a sttilliliziltioli.

Table 3-3 General features of international commodity agreements
coC Coffee Rubber Sugar Tin

Firstagreement date 1972 1962 1980 1954 1954
Final agreement 4th 4th 2nd 4th 6th

Date 1987 1983 1987 1978 1982
U.S. membership No Yes Yes Yes No
Termination of intervention Suspended Suspended Continuing Lapsed Collapsed

Date 1988 1989 - 1983 1985
Buffer stock Yes No Yes No Yes
Export quotas No Yes No Yes Yes

Source: Gilbert 1993a.
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In the case of the Intemational Coffee Agreement, suggests that it actually decreased (Gilbert 1993a and
the steady change in consumer taste toward high- 1993b).
quality arabica beans generated a premium for this Conipensatoryfinance has been another way of mit-
coffee over robustas and unwashed arabicas. This led igating the effects of commodity price risk. The
to a call by the arabica producers for a change in the STABEX scheme, operated by the European Union, has
export quota allocations among members. The re- been in operation since the first Lome Convention
quirement that quota reallocation be embodied in was signed in 1975. It was to contribute to the stability
any new agreement, and the lack of consensus in of export revenues of commodity producers along
Brazil (the largest coffee producer) on the need for with international commodity agreements and other
govemment intervention, eventually led to the lapse measures. It finances shortfalls in forty-eight agricul-
of the agreement in 1989. tural product exports in sixty-six countries, all former

Did international commodity agreements help colonies of EU members. The eventual lapse or break-
raise prices for those commodities? Probably, al- down of the intemational commodity agreements
though such support became untenable in the end. and the limited funds available to the STABEX scheme
In virtually each case the end of the agreement was were the key reasons for its inability to meet the
associated with a price fall of around 40 percent, demands on it in the 1980s.
reflecting a remarkable symmetry in post-agreement The compensatory financing facility (CFF) of the
price patterns. Did these agreements reduce instabil- Intemational Monetary Fund was set up to provide
ity? The evidence is mixed, but there is little to sup- financing to offset the destabilizing effect of tempo-
port the view that price volatility increased when the rary export shortfalls on consumption. The facility
agreements ended. Indeed, for coffee the evidence started in 1963, and, from 1975 to 1985, seventy-nine

Box 3-1 Australian wool-a good yam down under

Between 1970 and 1991, buffer stock schemes were used tributions. These refunds typically occurred in periods
tostabilizetheproducerpriceofAustralianwooLUnder ofhighpricesjustwhenproducerswerealreadyeaming
the Wool Reserve Price Scheme, wool was purchased high returns from sales in the open market.
from growers when prices fell to a predetermined mi- The scheme collapsed in 1991 under a mountain of
imnum reserve price, and sales from the stockpile were stocks and debt that are not expected to be eliminated
made at the discretion of the scheme's managers (Wat- until 1997 (Garnaut, Bennett, and Price 1993). The aver-
son 1990). The rniimum reserve price was usually ad- age price of Australian wool has fallen from 1026 cents
justed at the beginning of each selling season, with fund per kg in 1988X89 to 488 cents per kg in 1992-93, a
managers and the government having the option to decline slightly larger than the 40 percent fal observed
lower the floor price. Purchases were funded by a mar- after the demise of the cocoa, coffee, and tin agreements
ket support fund raised through a tax on wool produc- in the 1980s (Gilbert 1993a and 1993b).
tion. When the fund reached what was deemed ar. The Wool Reserve Price Scheme was successful in
adequate level, refunds were made based on past con- reducing the variability of wool prices by up to 44

Stock dcanges uere sensitive to the setting of the sutpport price.

Support price setting and stock changes
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countries used the facility a total of 192 times.b Anal- ary burdens. In the late 1970s, for example, Empresa
ysis shows that, on average, the use of this facility Comercializadora de Arroz, S.A. (ECASA), a parasta-
had a stabilizing influence on imports in particular, tal responsible for managing buffer stocks of rice in
and domestic consumption and investment in gen- Peru, operated spreads between the purchase and
eral, although the magnitude of the decline in insta- sale price that were inadequate to cover handling
bility was small (Kumar 1989). and processing costs. The net effect was a rising

Domesticpricestabilization sc1emes adopted in some deficit for ECASA, which peaked at 0.5 percent of
developing countries are usually intended to Peru's GDP in 1983. Similarly, the National Milling
dampen the effect of fluctuating international prices Corporation of Tanzania set retail pricesso low in the
on domestic prices or export revenues. Such schemes 1970s that they did not even cover the procurement
are usually of two types-those in which govern- costs of grains. The loss per unit as a percentage of
ments or parastatals physically handle commodity the sale price was estimated to exceed 50 percent for
stocks; and those that use taxes and subsidies, some- most crops in 1981, and for cassava and bullrush
times with a buffer fund. Schemes based on buffer millet it exceeded 90 percent (Knudsen and Nash
stocks are usually concemed with ensuring the price 1990). Although these examples may seem extreme,
stability of consumer items, such as rice in they are not atypical of buffer stock schemes that
Bangladesh, the Pjhilippines, and South Korea; rice have been operated in other developing countries
and wheat in India; and corn and wheat in Mexico. and, indeed, in high-income countries as well (box
Suchschemesaremeant tobeself-supporting,selling 3-1).
stocks when intemational prices are high and buying Domestic price stabilization schemes in develop-
when low. In reality they frequently become budget- ing countries have also used variable taxes to help

percenL This benefited producers by an estimated 1 courage responsi'ble setting of the reserve price. Unfor-
percent of the value of production (Hinchy and Fisher tunately, the newfound freedom from political control
1988). Against this must be offset running costs esti- wasused toincreasethereservepricebyover7O percent
mated at 2.6 percent of the value of production in two years-way out of line with long-term trends.
(Gunasekera and Fisher 1992). Although the costs of the The experience of the Australian Wool Reserve Price
scheme outweighed its measured benefits, the industry Schemeshowshow difficultitisto maintaina fixed price
continued to support theschemestrongly. Why they did for a commodity subject to unstable supply and de-
so is not clear. Producers might have been unaware of mand. The assets of a buffer stock scheme that attempts
the costs (unlikely); they might havevalued thebenefits to maintain a rigidly fixed price follow a distribution
more highly than the estimates suggest (more likely); or known as the gamblers ruin and are inevitably ex-
they mnight have felt that the scheme conferred addi- hausted (Townsend 1977 and Bardsley forthcoming).

tional benefits throughanimplicitgovernment",uaran- For a scheme to continue in operation, it is essential
tee (most likely). that support prices be adjusted downward when they

A key factor in the operation of the scheme was the prove unsustainable. Such a reduction was fiercely
relationship between the reserve price and the underly- resisted by the Australian wool growers even when it
ingtrendinmarketprices(seeboxfigure).Followingthe became dear that the reserve price scheme would
rapid accumulation of stocks in 1975, the reserve price collapsewithoutit.Thereductionof alnost20 percent
was allowed to decline relative to the underlying trend, that occurred in May 1990 was imposed on the indus-
ushering in a period of stock decumulation. The reserve try by the government as a condition for guarantees
price was then gradually raised relative to trend, result- needed to continue stock purchases. Some partici-
inginathree-yearperiod(1982-84)duringwhichstocks pants in the debate argued that a reduction in the
accumulated to an alarming 12 million bales. More supportpricewas undesirablebecauseitwouldlower
conservative setting of the reserve price in subsequent the value of current stock-this ignores the fact that the
years contributed to a decline in stocks, which were value of the stock is ultimately what it can be sold for, and
exhausted by the end of 1988. The higher reserve price the value per bale of stock will dedine as a high reserve
after 1988 led, albeit with a lag, to the stockblowout that price causes further stock accumulation. Otherssuggested
sounded the death knell of the scheme. thatopendiscussionofreductionswouldcausethescheme

Prior to the 1988 season, the minimum reserve price tocomeunderspeculativeattack lIntheendgame,produc-
was set by the government. For the 1988 and 1989 sea- ers had an incentive to press for continuation of support
sons the administrators of the scheme and the industry until the scheme collapsed because their equity in the
associationweregivenffreedomtodeterminethereserve scheme was close to exhausted and the short-termn gains
price. Since the industry bore the costs of operating the fromcontinuedmarketsupportweresubstantial (Bardsley
scheme, it was hoped that this arrangement would en- forthcoming).
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absorb intemational price fluctuations before they
are transmitted to the domestic economy. In most I In.i j'? * !.0.il , I: i,*. *d li/i; ri
cases such schemes have been applied to export /111 and Ii*. l'rIid , '1Vlli,, M';: j;i il-C if Qainl.
commodities with the aim of stabilizing producer
prices, sometimes in conjunction with a buffer fund. Table 3-4 Reduction in price and revenue
For example, Papua New Guinea used a tax-cum- instabili
subsidy scheme together with a buffer fund for four intability
export crops-cocoa, coffee, copra, and palm oil. Percerie ofco967- rie
Because of an extended period of low prices in the Reduccion in: vhere prodfcer price
1980s, the buffer funds were depleted by 1990, al- Price Ruceiie im:stability e'xceeded
though payments to farmers were continued by iuistability instability border price instabilily
drawing on funds from oil revenues. Other schemes,
which simply apply variable taxes (without paying Grain 15.0 12.0 9
subsidies in times of low international prices), have Beverages 6.9 5.4 31
fared better. For example, variable taxes on coffee Fibers 3.9 2.5 35
exports in Colombia succeeded in cutting price vol- Source: Knudsen and Nash 1990.

atiity by half (Thomas and Nash 1985), and a pro-
gressive tax structure on rubber and palm oil exports
from Malaysia helped cushion some of the decline in domestic producer prices depends on the commod-
international prices for those commodities in the ity concerned (table 3-4). For a sample of thirty-seven
early 1980s (Knudsen and Nash 1990). developing countries running such schemes be-

Evidence shows that whether domestic price sta- tween 1967 and 1981, the influence on price and
bilization schemes have a stabilizing influence on revenue stability was largest for grains and some-

Box 3-2 Contrasting the public- and private-sector response to the Kenyan coffee boom

Kenya received a windfall increase of roughly 20 per- higher taxes on coffee. As a consequence, the benefits of
cent of export revenues in the coffee price boom of the higher incomes were passed on to the smalbholder
1976-79. Producers and the government were aware producers who dominate the Kenyan coffee industry.
that the boom was a temnporary one, resulting from a A careful analysis of the data on savings and invest-
frost in Brazil, and hence had a strong incentive to save ment shows that about 60 percent of the windfall gains
or invest the windfall gains from the boom. During the were saved rather than consumed (Bevan, Collier, and
boom the Kenyan government chose not to impose Gunning 1987). But smallholder producers had little or

no access to financial savings instruments, banks, or post
offices where they could deposit their windfall gains.

7he public secfor in Kenya wtas not particularly effectiwe Instead they bought investment goods, the prices of
in dealintg with the coffe boom of the lcte 1970s. which climbed because the supply of such goods was

unable to rise inlinewith demand.After thecoffee boom,
Fiscal effects of Kenya's coffee boom the prices of investment goods fell, reducing the value of
Mi.ion Kenyan pounds, the boom-time investments. Had a more developed and

1hon_Kenyan_pounds,_1975_pnces ac lblefinancialsystembeen availableof the type that
proved so important in East Asia, this problem might

100 Govenmment expenditures have been mitigated (World Bank 1993a).

80 --.. Although the government of Kenya did not raise tax
rates, it received a substantial windfall from the coffee

60 ,' ;Govemment revenues - boom because of an increase in its tax revenues. It used

40 this opportunity to raise capital expenditure on devel-
A~- - ~ Government investment opment, but the increase in investment spending was

outweighed by increases in govemment consumption
-------------------- (see box figure). rhe increase in govemment con-

-20 _____________________________________ sumption was so large that govemment investment
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 19E 3 spending actually declined after 1982. The main ad-

verse effect of the coffee boom and the associated
Notc. Diferenc between counterfactual ad actual fiscal aggaegst government consumption boom, however, was on
countfactual assumer no coffee boonL
So-U1Ben ColiierandGunming 1989. the government deficit, which increased substan-

tially over the period.
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what smaller for beverages; for fibers the benefits eign-exchange reserves as a vehicle for precaution-
were relatively insignificant, and producer prices ary savings to absorb cyclical variations in revenues.'
were less stable than border prices in more than 30 In Chile, when copper prices remained high in the
percent of developing countries with stabilization 1980s and surpluses grew, the government used ac-
schemes for beverages or fibers. Most schemes have cumulated reserves to buy back part of Chile's exter-
since become financially unviable and have lapsed. nal debt in 1989 and to deal with the so-called

Reserue mnnagement schlemes have been another poisoned grapes crisis.
technique in the arsenal of commodity exporters
seeking to dampen the destabilizing effects of vola- Growing iuse of niarket-based measures
tile commodity prices. But these have been less con-
cerned with stabilizing domestic prices than with Apirt from government-sponsored programs to sta-
government revenues. The best known (the Papua bilize or reduce commodity price risk, more market-
New Guinea Mineral Resources Stabilization Fund oriented mechanisms are available to accomplish the
and the Chilean Copper Stabilization Fund) use for- same objectives. Indeed, individuals and firms have

Box 3-3 Risk management instruments

Forward contct Options differ from forward and futures contracts in
two respects. Fust, in contrast to forward or futures

A forward contract obligates its buyer to purchase a contracts, they provide an opportunity to take advan-
given asset on a specified date at a specified price. At tage of favorable price movements. The cost for this
maturityiftheactualpriceCspotprice)ishigherthanthe opportunity usually is the premium that is paid up
contracted price,thebuyermakesaprofit lfthepriceis front Second, although the seller of the option is re-
lower the buyer suffers a loss. quired to be creditworthy and to maintain a margin

Forward contracts are often used for hedging the risk account, the buyer is not It is the seller who is liable to
of holding or receiving commodities. This hedging ac- deliver on the option if required, and not the buyer.
tivity, called ajb'rward cwe, involves the execution of a Options can be combined in various ways to achieve a
set of (counterbalancing) transactions in the spot and specific hedging strategy. For example, call and put
forward markets: if an owner holds a certain asset, he options can be combined to create so-called collars.
sells the same amount of that asset in the rorward
market at a pre-specified price. By doing so, the owner Swaps
fixes the revenues from the future sale of the asset at the
time the forward contract is signed. A swaf contract obligates two parties to exchange, or

swap, specified cash flows at specified intervals. This
Futures contract means that a swap contract can be viewed as a series of

forwardcontracts accordingtoaspecified schedule. For
The buyer (seller) of a futures contract agrees to pur- example, a copper exporter and a foreign buyer agree
chase (sell) a specific asset at a specified price on a upon a long-term export contract in which a company
specified date. To ensure good performance on these buysl,000 tonsofcoppereverysixmonthsoverthenext
contracts, profits and losses on futures are settled daily, five years. The exporterwants tolockin the dollarvalue
and futures contracts require an amount, usually 10 of these revenues now. The exporter enters into a com-
percent of the value of the contract, of mmrgin money to modity swap contract with a bank. The bank agrees to
be held in theexchangeascollateraLFuturesdifferfrom pay the exporter US$2 million every six months for the
forward contracts in that they are standardized, take next five years, and the exporter agrees to pay the
place in organized exchanges, and are insured against marketv.lue of the 1,000 tons of copper,at then-current
default risk through the margin account. prices, on the same dates over the five-year period.

A buyer may enter into a similar contract, agreeing
Option contact to receive a series of payments based on the current

price of copper in return for a series of fixed payments.
An option is the right to purchase or sell a certain asset Thispair ofcontracts providesboth theexporter and the
at a pre-set price on (or before) a specified date. A buyer importingbuyerwithguaranteed prices and hedges the
of the option owns the right to buy or sell, and a seller price risk otherwise faced by the bank.
(or writer) of the option gives the right to sell or buy to Commodity swap contracts have thesamecharacter-
a buyer. Options are written on futures contracts for istics as forward contracts: no cash flows are involved
commodities and financial instruments. If the opion at the beginning, and there is a substantial credit risk
givestherighttobuy,theoptionisacalloption;ifitgives However, commodity swaps are purely financial and
the right to sell, it is a put option. do not involve deliveries of physical commodities.
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devised various techniques to manage risk without Sub-Saharan African where financial institutions are
the help of governments, including diversification of less well developed.
production, storage of commodity stocks, and con- Finally, the use of con1inodity-linkcdfinancial instru-
tractual arrangements that spread risk among the menits as a means of hedging risk is growing rapidly
various contracting parties. In a study of thirty-five (box 3-3). Although such instruments have been in use
Sub-Saharan African countries, a one-off commodity for more than a century, they have come into their own
price shock that raised national income by about 15 in only the past two or three decades. For instance, the
pew cent was estimated in the following year to raise volume of crude oil futures and options traded on the
investment (savings) by a third and consumption by NewYorkMercantileExchange(NYMEX)now amounts
only around a tenth, which shows that individuals to roughly 200 million barrels a day or alrnost four
and governments in Africa have been partly success- times world production of crude. The availability of
ful in protecting against commodity price variability futures and options contracts for other commodities
(box 3-2). Nevertheless, opportunities to manage risk has enjoyed an equally spectacular ii icrease, with mar-
simply through savings are limited because swings kets increasing in both liquidity and trading volume
in commodity prices tend to be too large, too long, (figure 3-7). Today, futures exchanges operate not just
and too uncertain. To make matters more difficult, in Europe, Japan, and the United States but also in a
accessby producers to secure, reliablesavings instru- range of countries including Argentina, Brazil, Hun-
ments is limited in many countries, especially in gary, Malaysia, and Singapore.

The- use f fi rtir,, tisaid options (fittrralcls for primary, conniodities Iuis grouJ l, n;luidl.

Figure 3-7 Open interest in futures contracts: selected commodities and markets'
(in thousands of contracts)
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One possible reason why the availability of for-
ward and futures contracts is increasing in long- lWiuts Ihr' fufrle% ,iairif LUDI c cul .volailiti1i
established commodity markets such as foodstuffs "fretufrI% signith(-IaJtlyJ

and minerals is the growing demand for commodity-
linked assets in the portfolios of traditional money Figure 3-9 Term structure of oil futures
managers in industrial countries. Analysis shows price volatilities
that for 1971-93, adding commodities to existing Standard deviation (percent)
asset portfolios not only raised returns but
also lowered portfolio volatility (Wadhwani and 0.35
Shah 1993; figure 3-8).H Even if the analysis is
confined to the 7.980s, when commodity prices de- 0.30
clined sharply, adding commodities to portfolios
generally improved the retums at any level of vari- 0.25
ability. The main reason is that commodity prices
exhibit a low (and sometimes negative) correlation 020
with other asset prices commonly held in financial
portfolios. Indeed, commodity price hikes have been 015
associated with poor performance in stock and bond
markets. It may be thLat commodity returns rise with
anticipated inflation whereas bonds and equities are 0.10
less affected.

Both governments and enterprises in developing 0.05
countries have been using market-based risk man-
agement instruments to hedge commodity price 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 v 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Maturity of futures contract (months)

At dii.c crininodittasiyst s thi a po(rtfolio tends Saurce: World Bank.
to rnt-'iic risk aniid raise retluruns.

Figure 3-8 Tradeoff between retums and
variability with and without commodity assets exposure (box 3-4). For instance, Ghana and C6te
Mean return d'lvoire have consistently sold forward at a fixed
v3ean retumeprice a chunk of the cocoa crop several months and

3.0 - sometimes a year ahead of harvests. In Indonesia,

coffee and rubber exporters routinely hedge, as do
2.5 coffee and cocoa exporters in Malaysia and Brazil.

The Mexican government has been an active partici-
2.0 pant in commodity futures markets, hedging against

shortfalls in oil revenues arising from sudden and
1.5 unanticipated movements in prices. The state-owned

copper company of Chile has used financial deriva-
1.0 tives linked to the copper price and interest rate

hedging instruments. During the Gulf War, Brazil,

0.5 Chile, and El Salvador hedged oil import costs
through state-owned oil companies.

Whether a routine strategy of hedging will reduce
0 ' ' ' ' the variability of output prices depends upon

2 3 4 5 6 whether forward prices are subject to the same de-
Standard deviation of returns gree of volatility as spot prices or whether forward

-U-- With commodities prices converge toward the expected long-run price.
Without commodities A recent study (Claessens and van Wijnbergen 1993)

_in-- Without commodities of the oil futures market from July 1986 to July 1990

Source: Satyanarayan and Varangis 1993. indicates that the volatility of oil-futures prices de-
clined considerably as the number of months to ma-
turity increased (figure 3-9).
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Box 3-4 Applications of risk management instruments

Hedging againstgold price wriability by Ashanti Gold Mexico's oil hedge
Corporation (Ghana)

Since late 1990, Mexico has used financial risk manage-
In November 1992 the Intemational Finance Corpora- ment tools to protecl its crude oil export earnings (on
tion (IFc), the private-sector arm of the World Bank, about 1.3 million barrels a day) against a price fall. Put
announced the signing of a syndicated loan of US$140 options at various exercise prices, the sale of futures
million for an expansion program at Ashanti Gold Cor- contracts, and short-dated (up to one year maturity) oil
poration (AGC). The expansion program involves the swaps have been used to hedge oil price risk. Buying
use of advanced mining technologies and a new bio- put options guarantees a minimum price; and oil fu-
oxidation treatnwent process to increase production by tures contracts and swaps guarantee the seller and the
50percenL buyer a specified price at some future date.

The loan agreerment allows AGC to draw the loan prin- By using these contracts, Mexico has effectively en-
cipal in gold or in US. dollars. By drawing the loan in sured some minimum price for its main exporL In ad-
gold, repayments will be based on the current price of dition,Mexicoestablished a special contingencyfund to
gold. In this way AGC will hedge its payments against protect against a trend decline in oil prices.
fluctuations in the price of output. Furthermore, the In the critical 1990-91 period, Mexico's overall strat-
financing will be achieved at a lower nominal interest egywastoensurethatitreceivedatleastUS$17a barrel,
cost. the price that was the basis for its 1991 budget Partici-

At the same time, but independently of the loan, IFc pation in the futures markets served to reassure invest-
arranged a ten-year hedging facility thatwill enable AcC ors thatregardlessof oil price movements, theeconomic
to hedge 30-50 percent of its annual gold production program and the budget would be sustained. Mexico
against gold price variability. This was done through the not only reduced uncertainty cx ante in its oil eamings
useormedium-termgoldswaps,goldfloors(putoptions), but also profited ex post because the gains from having
and gold collars (that is, the purchase of put options and ensured a minimum price exceeded the initial costs of
the sale of call options to create a price band). buying the put options.

Developing countries generally face a major con-
straint regarding hedging. Almost all forns of hedging Mexiama de Cobre's commodity-linked financing
contracts require the market to assume the delivery risk
by the gold producing and hedging country. The inter- Mexicana de Cobre (MdC), a copper mining subsid-
national gold market is sensitive to credit risk, and iary of Grupo Mexico, obtained some innovative fi-
market participants have limited capacity to take the nancing in 1989. In addition to a conventional
delivery risk from a developing country. In the case of syndicated loan of US$210 million, a copper swap
AGC, the gold-linked financing deal avoided the logisti- was arranged with the same maturity and payment
cal and security problems associated with the physical dates as the loan so as to hedge MdC's export earn-
delivery of gold. ings. As a result of the swap, MdC was able to assure

These results suggest that a strategy of routinely producers, the greatest degree of revenue stabiliza-
hedging fifteen months in advance can reduce price tion is achieved by hedging only part of the crop,
volatility by roughly half. This reduction is similar to perhaps about two-thirds (Rolfo 1980). By contrast,
that achieved by the InternationalCoffee Agreement or changes in supplies from smaller producing re-
Australia's wool stabilization scheme but without the gions-such as Latin America with cocoa-are un-
need for costly stockholding or the high probability of likely to have much impact on prices. Here hedging
bankruptcy. Some risks remain, and strong internal virtually the entire crop appears to contribute most
controls and monitoring are required to avoid disas- to stabilizing producer revenues. Different hedging
trous situations, such as the lIss of more than US$200 strategies can also be designed to deal with ex-
million experienced by CODELCO in late 1993.9 change rate variability and other sources of income

Commodity-linked financial instruments can be uncertainty.
tailored to the needs of particular groups of produc- Given its many advantages, why is the use of
ers in a way not possible with intemational price market-based financial instruments not more wide-
stabilization schemes. Consider the problem of spread among developing countries? The reason has
stabilizing producer incomes rather than prices. For little to do with transaction costs-after all, transac-
major producing regions-such as West Africa with tion costs, including brokerage fees, possible liquid-
cocoa-good harvests are likely to result in low ity costs, and the cost of providing a margin, add up
prices and poor harvests in high prices. For these to no more than a fraction of 1 percent of the value of
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creditorsthatithad sufficient funds to service and repay reduction infundingcosts,therebyreducingthevulner-
the loan, regardlessof fluctuations in thepriceof copper ability of its revenues to oil price fluctuations.
over the loan life. Further security was provided by an
offshore escrow account into which the purchaserof the Use of forward markets by West Afiican cocoa prodtucers
copper deposited payments according to its purchase
contract with MdC. The first charges on the escrow Some major W3st African cocoa producers, such as
account were the net payments under the debt service Ghana, Cameroon, and Cote d'Ivoire, use forward con-
on the loan and the swap, ahead of any remittances to tracts to cover the risk connected to cocoa prices. At the
MdC. The elimination of the copper price risks through beginning of each year, these countries set a fixed pro-
the swap and the security afforded by the escrow ac- ducer price for the crop year through marketing
countwere the basis of financing at a favorable interest parastatals.Thus,if international pricesdrop duringthe
rate. year, the parastatals lose money; if prices increase,

parastatals gain. To reduce this price uncertainty, the
Sonatrack's commodity-linkedfinancing parastatals sell forward roughly two-thirds of expected

exports-not the entire crop because of uncertainty
An example of the use of long-dated commodityoptions about the size of the harvest. In this way, the parastatals
to secure financing on favorable terms is the 1989 finan- lock in a cocoa price for much of their export sales,
cing by Sonatrach, Algeria's state oil enterprise. reducingtheriskinvolvedinsettingtheproducerprice.
Sonatrach entered into a conventional loan agreement Similar strategies are followed by cotton parastatals in
(US$100million, seven-yeartmaturityfloating-rateloan) francophone Africa.
with a syndicate of banks. In addition, it entered into a
series of oil-options transactions with the syndicate's Use offutures contracts by coffee exporters in Brazil,
lead bank. Costa Rica, and El Salvador

Under the options transactions, Sonatrach agreed
to pay the lead bank specified amounts in the follow- When coffee exporters buy coffee from farmers, they
ing two years if the price of oil rose above pre-speci- assumeanexposuretopricesiftheydonotirnnediately
fied ceilings. Since Sonatrach's revenues would also find a buyer abroad. Coffee is harvested over a four- to
increase if the price of oil rose, it could cover these five-month period but sold throughout the year; thus,
additional costs from its export eamings. te lead exporters who store coffee can be exposed to the sub-
bank was able, in a series of separate transactions stantial risk of intrayear price variability. Because they
with the syndicate, to use the value of the options to usuallyoperatewithsmall margins, itis crucial to guar-
keep the cost of the conventional loan down to 1 antee or lock in the profitability of operations.
percent above lIBOR, which was significantly below On buying coffee from farmers, exporters typically
the expected cost of funds for Sonatrach without sell futures contracts for the date they expect to sell the
the options scheme. coffee. When theexporterssell the coffee, theybuyback

Sonatrach effectively sold some of the upside poten- the maturing futures contracts, the price of which is
tial in its oil revenues in exchange for an immediate synchronized with the market price of coffee.

the transaction. The risk premiums that hedgers have and as the liquidity, breadth, and depth of futures
to pay to others to absorb the risk are difficult to exchanges around the world grow, developing coun-
calculate, although empirical studies suggest that tries can be expected to play an increasingly import-
these may be significant but not prohibitive (Dusak ant role in these markets.
1973;Jagannathan 1985; Karninsky and Kumar 1990). Second, government policies in many developing

If cost is not a major problem, why are commodity countries tend to militate against the use of such
futures and options markets not used more com- market-based financial instruments. For example,
monly? There are four possible reasons. prior to 1991, Colombian exporters rarely used these

First, many developing-country govemments instruments because exchange controls, especially
and corporations are unfamiliar with the advan- foreign-exchange licensing requirements, created
tages of using risk-hedging financial instruments uncertaintv and constrained the flexibility of export-
and the costs and benefits of the altemative con- ers; import controls limited the usefulness of hedging
tracts available for this purpose. The World Bank instruments; and government interventions in trade
has been providing technical assistance in the use and domestic markets rendered local prices uncer-
of financial instruments to hedge commodity price tain, making it difficult to use intemational financial
risk to some governments in developing countries instruments. It was only after the Colombian govern-
(box 3-5), but more needs to be done. As familiarity ment changed the legal framework (with World
and experience with such instruments increase, Bank assistance) and reformed many of its other
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Box 3-5 Managing commodity price rislc technical assistance from the World Bank

In 1990 the Intemational Economics Department of Tobago on the use of commodity-linked financial ihi-
the World Bank started a technical assistance pro- struments for hedging government revenues. Training
gram to help developing countries better manage and education in financial riskmanagementtechniques
commodity price exposure through the use of com- has been offered in Costa Rica for the coffee sector and
modity-linked financial instruments. Most of the the state oil company; in Algeria for the Central Bank,
work so far has concentrated in Colombia and Costa in Colombia for the oil sector; and in Trinidad and
Rica where financial instruments are increasingly Tobago for the Ministry of Finance.
used to manage commodity price risk. In addition, Asamatterof policy the Bankrefrainsfrom offering
the World Bank has advised Hungary on the estab- advice on specific transactions that a country may be
lishment of a domestic futures market for wheat; contemplating. The Bank's purpose has been to assess
Papua New Guinea on hedging strategies for stabili- the desirability and feasibility of a commodity-risk
zation funds, including the Mineral Resources Stabi- hedging scheme rather than to put the program on a
lization Fund; Mexico and Venezuela on variable day-to-day operational basis. A countryseeking advice
import tariff schemes for a number of foodstuffs and is referred to experienced, internationally recognized
the use of commodity futures and options; Colombia banking and commodity houses. Furthermore, the
on the use of commodity futures and options in the World Bank does not attempt toadvise its borrowerson
oil sector; Algeria on the use of commodity-linked market trends nor concern itself with other similar op-
finance for the state oil company; and Trinidad and erationalinvolvement.

policies that the private sector began hedging com- Where creditworthiness is a barrier, techniques
modity price risk are being adapted to overcome this problem. For

TIhird, the market for futures and options usually instance, Chile, Mexico, and Papua New Guinea
is limited to a maximum two-year horizon. Mar- are combining export financing with short-dated
kets for longer-maturity risk-hedging financial in- commodity swaps and depositing the proceeds from
struments have not developed and deepened export sales into escrow accounts to address the risk
enough to be of use to developing countries export- of nonperformance. Similarly, intermediaries can
ing minerals or tropical beverage crops with a ges- employ guarantee mechanisms to protect against
tation period of several years between investment high levels of sovereign risk. An example of this has
and production. been shown by the International Finance Corpora-

Longer-dated commodity-linked instruments are tion (a member of the World Bank Group), which has
used particularly in the mineral and energy sector in guaranteed commodity swaps by developing coun-
industrial countries. These markets trade around try corporations in the context of projects that the I[c
US$40 billion to US$50 billion a year-the market for has financed.
energy swaps alone is estimated to be about US$25 But such techniques resolve the problem only par-
billion a year. But developing countries with ques- tially.Creditworthinessremainsaconstra. nttosome
tionable creditworthiness-that is, most of the commodity exporters who would otherwise benefit
commodity-exporting economies-are effectively considerably from access to over-the-counter finan-
excluded from participating in such markets. Some, cial instruments. A case can be made for establishing
such as the Ashanti Gold Corporation in Ghana and an intemational fund to underwrite counterpart risk
the Mexicana de Cobre in Mexico, have skirted on a case-by-case basis, using self-financing tech-
around this constraint by either collateralizing ex- niques. As long as such activities are prudently man-
port receipts or invoking third-party guarantees. aged and confmed to pure risk hedging, it should be

Although developing countries may have limited possible to manage counterpart risk associated with
access to longer-maturity risk-hedging instruments, long-maturity over-the-counter contracts and to
they can still reduce risk considerably by rolling over achieve several of the objectives for which price sta-
short-term options and futures contracts. In simula- bilization arrangements were originally established.
tions of hedging oil export and import prices, the use Fourthz, many developing countries do not partici-
of short-dated futures (of less than six months matu- pate in intemational markets for commodity risk
rity) was found to reduce near-term price risk by because they find it difficult to locate an appropriate
70-85 percent for the period 1985 to 1990. And to hedging tool for their export commodity. For exam-
participate in these short-maturity options and fu- ple, cotton futures prices traded in the most impor-
tures transactions, developing countries do not need tant futures market for cotton, the New York Cotte-
to pass stringent creditworthiness tests. Exchange, are poorly correlated with the spot price
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of cotton exports from francophone African coun- sumption in the event of unstable commodity prices,
tries. For these countries, a futures contract for cotton even in low-income developing countries where fi-
exports based on a standard New York Cotton Ex- nancial systems are relatively underdeveloped. In
change contract would be an imperfect hedge and addition, commodity-linked financial instruments
perhaps not worth the cost. Exporters of tropical are becoming more widely used by developing-
fruits face the same dilemma, and even exporters of country governments and corporations. Although
oil, such as Nigeria and Venezuela, find that the spot such instruments have their limitations, they pro-
prices for oil exports are not well correlated with the vide an increasingly important array of opportuni-
futures prices in standard contracts, based on West ties for developing countries to manage comzodity
Texas Intermediate crude oil. price risk.

Most domestic price stabilization schemes have
eventually become budgetary burdens largely be- Notes
cause it is almnost impossible to foretell trends in
prices with accuracy, and sooner orlatera prolonged 1. The measure of volatility used here is defined as the
period of below-trend prices is likely to occur. But standard deviation of percentage changes.
governments are in a strong position to hedge such 2. The (arithmetic) average standard deviation in
risks on the international financial market. Some, the percentage change of their export revenues is 253
such as Mexico, Ghana, and Venezuela, do this al- percent.
ready (Claessens and Varangis forthcoming). Re- 3. The technique used for calculating the cost of insta-
search has indicated that the use of financial bility is based on Newbery and Stiglitz 1981. The degree of
risk-hedging instruments also has the potential to relative risk aversion was assumed to be 2.
benefit price stabilization schemes. One simulation 4. See in particular Balassa 1981, Balassa and McCarthy
suggests that the introduction of risk hedging 1984, Mitra 1986a and 1986b, and Lal and Wolf 1986.
through futures and options reduces the probability 5. Developing countries were not alone in experiencing
of the bankruptcy of a domestic stabilization scheme difficulties in adjusting to the oil price shock. Many OECD

by about two-thirds (Larson and Coleman 1991). countrieswerealsohampered by rigidities in labormarkets
and experienced substantial increases in unemployment

Conclusion and sharp falls in investment and output (see Bruno and
Sachs 1985).

Commodity prices are much more volatile than the 6. The cFF was superseded by the Compensatory and
prices of manufactures. Commodity exporters suffer Contingency Financing Facility (CCFF) in 1988, which re-
terms-of-trade shocks equal to several percentage tained many of the basic features of the CFF and also in-
points of GDP, and their ability to borrow abroad to dluded a contingency element for use in nimFsupported
smooth the effects of commodity price variability is adjustmentprograms.
restricted. How these price risks are managed can 7. In Papua New Guinea, however, the stabilization
therefore influence the growth prospects of these fund eventually ran dry, but the government subsidized
economies. Officially sponsored nommarket schemes the fund through oil revenues, and payments to farmers
have met only limited success. Domestic price stabi- continued.
lization schemes have quickly tended to become 8. Thisisirrespectiveoftheextentofcurrencyhedging.
large fiscal liabilities, and four of the five interna- 9. CODELCO suffered losses of US$207 million from un-
tional price stabilization arrangements ceased oper- successful speculation (The Economist, February 12,1994).
ating in the 1980s. Market-based measures appear to These losses serve to remind policymakers of the need for
hold more promise, with evidence showing that the strict intemal financial control in the use of commodity-
private sector uses several means to smooth con- linked financial instruments.
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Table 1 Exports of goods, 1992
Mwrchandla. exports. UES$ .illIons; avorage annual growth rmtelOOl-UM 1%): afectiove market growth (EMGJ 1941-1902 I%J

Exportm GrwWth EMO EXports Growh EMO Exports Gfowth BIG

Low-income Lower middle-IncmeUpper middle-Income
Bangladesh 1.903 7.8 3.0 Albania .. . .Argentina 12.235 2.1 2.5
Benin ill 9.3 3.0 Algeria .. 5.3 2.4 Belarus 1.060
Bhutan .. . .Armenia 40 . .. Botswana . .. 2.6
Burldna Faso 142 BA 3.7 Azerbaijan 754 . .. Brazil 35.956 4.4 2.7
Burundi 72 7.8 2.3 Boliva 763 6.9 1.6 Estorija 242
Cenhal African Rep. 91 6.0 2.9 Bulgari . . 0.1 Gabon 2.303 5A 2.6
Chad 194 8.2 3.0 Cameroon .. 11.8 2.7 Greece 9.842 5.2 2.2
China'- 84.940 11.1 4.2 Chile 9.646 5.8 3.0 Hungary 10.700 1.2 1.0
Egypt. Arab Rep. 3.050 3.3 2.3 Colombia 6.916 13.8 2.2 Korea, Rep. 76.394 11.0 3.3
Ethiopia 169 -5.2 2.1 Congo 1.284 8.1 2.3 Malaysia 40.705 11.1 4.6
Ghana 942 8.9 2.3 Costa Rica 1.834 5.8 2.2 Mauritius 1.336 10.0 2.3
Guinea 2... 2 C6te dlvoire 6.220 8.5 2.5 Mexico 27.166 0.1 2.5
Guinea-Bissau 6 -7.1 3.6 Czech Republic .. . .Oman 5.555 8.3 5.4
Honduras 736 -0.6 2.3 Dominican Republic 566 -4.5 2.3 Portugal 18.541 11.2 2A
India 19.795 6.1 3.1 Ecuador 3.036 5.1 2.1 Puerto Rico

Indonesia ~~~33,815 6.0 4.1 El Salvador 396 03 22Saudi Arabia 4183 -0.2 3.
Kenya 1.339 5.1 3.1 Georgia so Slovenia . .. 2.6
Lao PDR 91 24.6 .. Guatemala 1.295 0.7 2.3 South Africa 35.956 4.4 2.7
Lesotho . .. 2.7 Iran, Islamic Rep. 18.235 14.0 3.2 Trinidad & Tobago 1.869 -1.3 2.0
Madagascar 296 -1A 3.0 Jamaica 1.102 1.9 2.1 Uruguay 1.620 2.7 22
Malawi 383 59.77 2.8 Jordan 933 4.9 2.1 Venezuela 13.997 1 2 2.4
Mai 388 7.2 4.3 Kazakhstan 1.489
Mauritania 500 4.1 2.8 Kyrgyz Republic 76 . .. High-inconme
Mozamnbiquje .. . .Latvia 429 . .. Australia 38.045 4.7 4.0
Myanmar 539 -4.7 6.3 Uthuania 560 . Austria 44A25 6.6 1.9
Nepal 369 9.9 2.5 Moldova 185 . .. Belgium 1/ 123.132 5.5 2.4
Nicaragua 228 -5A 2.4 Mongori . . . Canada 131.771 5.8 2.6
Niger 271 -1t.1 2.3 Morocco 3.977 5.6 2A Denmark 39.570 6.6 2.3
Nigeria 11.886 4.3 2.4 Namibia . .. 2.6 Finland 23.515 2.6 2.1
Paidstan 7,264 11.2 3.3 Panama 501 2.4 2.8 France 231 A52 5.5 2a5
Rwanda 2..8 a Papua New Guinea- 1.076 4.7 3.6 Germnany 429.754 4.5 2.3
Sierra Leone 164 2A 2.4 Paraguay 657 11.7 2.4 Hong Korng 30.251 4.9 4.6
Somalia 40 -9.1 2.3 Peru 3.573 3.3 28 Ireland 28.330 8.2 2.3
Sri Lanka 2.487 6.5 2a5 Philippine 9.790 4.0 3.4 Israel 13.082 6.0 2.7
Sudan 412 -0.1 4.1 Poland 13.324 4.0 1 2 Italy 178.349 4.0 2.4
Tajildstan 110 . .. Romania 4.299 -1.-AJapan 339.492 4.2 3.8
Tanzania 400 -0.5 3.5 Russian Federation 42,391 .. 1.6 Netherlands 139.919 5.4 2.4
Togo 207 4.6 2.8 Senegal 672 1.7 2.5 New Zealand 9.338 3.2 3.4
Uganda 164 1.5 2.3 Slovak Republic .. . .Norway 35.178 7A 2.2
Yemen. Rep. . .. 7.7 Syrian Arab Rep. 3.262 20.0 1.9 Singapore 63.386 9.9 4.1
Zambia .- 3.5 3.9 Thailand 32,473 14.0 3.5 Spain 64.302 7.9 2A
ZImbabwe 1.235 -0.9 3.0 Tunisia 4.040 6.8 2.2 Sweden 55.933 3.8 2.4

__________________________________Turkey 14,715 6A 2.3 Svitzerland 65.616 4.6 2.7
Turkmenistan 1,083 . .. United Arab Emidrates 18,058 24.8 4.5

-Data for Ukraine 3,773 . .. United Kingdom 190.481 3.9 2.6
Taiwan. China, are: 81 .337 10.3 3.7 Uzbekistan 869 . .. United States 420,812 4.5 3.2

Merchandise exports as share of GDP, 1992 Annual growth rate of exports, 1981-92
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Table 2 Imports of goods, 1992
Morchandi.. Imports. UJS S miillions: av"er. annuml growth rteo 1981-1992 (%l; mercftndlue nIpons. share of GOP (%l

Imports Growth Shwn Imports Growth Shar Imports Growth Share

Low-Income Lower middle-income Uppeir middle-income
Bangladesh 2.527 1.6 10.6 Albania .. . .Argentina 14.864 0.5 6.5
Benin 383 -3.9 17.6 Algeria .. -6.0 .. Belarus 750
Bhutan .. . .Armenia 95 .. 2.8 Botswana
Burkina Faso 503 1.8 17.2 Azerbaijan 332 . .Brazil 23.115 2.7 5.8
Buirundi 221 -0.4 20.2 Bolivia 1.102 0.5 20.9 Estonia 230 .. 45.6
Central African Rep. 134 3.1 10.0 Bulgaria .. . .Gabon 913 -2.7 15.4
Chad 339 5.9 25.9 Cameroon .. -2.2 .. Greece 23.407 6.6 29.6
China' 80.585 8.6 15.9 Chile 9,456 5.1 22.9 Hungary 11.078 0.4 31.5
Egypt. Arab Rep. 8.293 -3.7 23.3 Colombia 6.684 0.1 13.8 Korea, Rep. 81 .413 10.8 27.5
Ethiopia 799 -2.5 1 1.9 -Congo 1.071 5A 38.0 Malaysia 38.361 8.0 66.6
Ghana 1.597 2.7 23.2 Costa Rica 2.458 5.6 37.6 Mauritius 1.774 11.9 58.4
Guinea .. . .C6te dilvoire 5.347 2.6 52.6 Mexico 47.877 5.1 14.6
Guinea-Bissau 84 0.3 38.0 Czech Republic .. . .Oman 3.674 -1.1 31.9
Honduras 1.057 -0.3 32.2 Dominican Republic 2.178 2.9 28.2 Portujgal 30.482 10.9 38.3
India 22.530 1.6 9.3 Ecuador 2Z501 -1.3 19.7 Puerto Rico
Indonesia 27.280 3.4 21.6 -El Salvador 1.137 -3.6 17.6 Saudi Arabia 32.103 -7.3 28.8
Kenrya 1.713 0.3 21.4 Georgia 480 . .. Slovenia
Lao PDR 241 18.0 20.2 Guatemala 2.463 0.2 23.6 South Africa 19.664 -2.1 17.1
Lesotho .. . .Iran. Islamic Rep. .. . .Trinidad & Tobago 1,436 -10.2 26.6
Madagascar 468 -0.2 15.7 Jamaica 1.758 1.6 53.4 Uruguay 2.010 3.2 17.6
Malawvi 718 5.4 38.8 Jordan 3.251 -1.2 67.9 Venezuela 12.222 0.0 20.0
Mai 740 4.8 26.2 Kazakhstan 468 .. 3.2
Mauritania 650 6.0 54.6 Kyrgyz Republic 70 .. 1.9 High-income
Mozambique .. . .Latvia 423 . .Australia 42.140 4.7 14.3
Myanmar 826 -0.9 22 Uthuania 340 . .. Austria 54.084 7.1 29.2
Nepal 687 2.6 232 Moldova 205 .. 8.9 Belgium 1/ 124.656 53
Nicaragua 907 -4.7 49.1 Mongolia .. . .Canada 121.893 6.5 21.6
Niger 291 -5.1 12A Morocco 7.356 4.7 25.7 Denmark 33.601 5.2 23.6
Nigeria 8.119 -10.2 26.5 Namibia .. . .Finland 20.741 4.1 19.5
Paidstan 9.360 3.7 19.8 Panama 2.009 -3.3 33.5 France 238.29 5.2 18.1
Rwanda .. . .Papua New Guinea 1.535 2.5 36.3 Germany 407.172 6.4 22.8
Sierra Leone 148 -6.7 22.0 Paraguay 1.4?') 6.2 22.0 Hong Kong 123.427 12.4 128.7
Somalia .. -5.4 .. Peru 3.629 -1.8 16.4 Ireland 22.469 5.3 48.1
Sri Lanka 3.470 2.9 35.4 Philippines 15.465 5A 29.5 Israel 18.663 5.3 26.8
Sudan 892 -5.0 14.9 Pola3nd 15.309 3.1 18.3 Italy 184.510 6.3 15.1
Tajikistan 132 ". . Romania 5.909 -1.8 26.5 Japan 230.975 7.0 6.3
Tanzania 1200 -0.9 47.2 Russian Federation 36.990 .. IOA Netherlands 134.376 5.1 42.0
Togo 410 1.7 25.5 Senegal 970 1.9 15.5 New Zealand 9.200 4.0 22.3
Uganda 405 -4.7 12.8 Slovak Republic .. . .Norway 25.897 3.4 22.9
Yemen. Rep. .. . .Syrian Arab Rep. 3.365 4.9 .. Singapore 72.067 82 156.6
Zambia .. -1.0 .. Thailand 40.466 12.0 36.7 Spain 99.473 11.6 17.3
Zimbabwe 2.306 2.6 40.5 Tunisia 6.425 3.6 40.6 Sweden 49.849 4.0 20.2

___________________________________Turkey 22.871 9.1 20.2 Switzerland 65.603 4.2 27.2
Turkmenistan 545 . .. United Arab Emirates . -0.4

Data for Ukraine 2.218 .. 11.6 United Kingdom 221 .658 5.4 21.3
Taiwan. China, are: 70,071 10.8 33.9 Uzbeldstan 929 .. . -Un-ited States 551.591 5.8 9.3

Merchandise Import as share of GDP, 1992 Annual growth rate of Imports. 1981-92
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Statistical Appendix
Table 3 Foreign direct investment, 1992

Nei inflkw. of foreign ditect inveetnunt (FOIf. UrS miNions: FDI sthare of groa, domestic invmalmant (G011 I%)

FDI Shae FOI Shin FDI Share

Law-Income Lower middle-Income Upper middle-Income
Bangladesh 3.7 0.1 AlbanIa . .. Argentina 4.179.0 10.9
Benin 0.7 0.2 Algeria 11.6 0.1 Belarus
Bhutan . -. Armenia . .. Botswana
Burkina Faso -0.3 0.0 Azerbaijan . .. Brazil 1.454.0 2.1
Buirundl 0.6 0.3 Bolivia 93.1 11.2 Estonia
Central African Rep. -3.0 -1.9 Builgaria 42.0 1.7 Gabon -36.3 *2.2
Chad ..- . Cameroon 79.0 7.1 Greece 1.144.0 8.0
China 11,156.0 7.5 Chile 737.0 7.5 Hunigary 1,479.2 22.1
Egypt Arab Rep. 459.0 7.1 Colombia 790.0 9.3 Korea. Rep. 550.0
Ethlopia . .. Congo . .. Malaysia 4.469.3 22.9
Ghana 22.5 2.6 Costa Rica 220.0 12.0 Maunflus 14.7 1.7
Guinea 19.7 3.7 W6e d'lvolre 49.1 54 Mexico 5.366.0 6.9
Guinea-Bissau . .. Czech Republic . .. Oman 58.8
Honduras 60.1 7.1 Dominican Republic 179.0 10.0 Portugal 1,873.4
India . .. Ecuador 85.0 as3 Puerto Rico
Indonesia 1 .774.0 4.1 El Salvador 25.3 a 1 Saudi Arabia 384.7
Kenrya 6.4 0.5 Georgia . .. Slovenla
Lao PDR 9.0 .. Guatefmala 94.1 4.9 South Africa -4.6 0.0
Lesotho 2.7 0.5 Iran. Islamic Rep. . .. Trinidad & Tobago 177.9
Madagascar 21.2 6.3 Jamaica 86.5 . Uruguay 0.0 0.0
Malawi . .. Jordan 40.7 2.7 Venezuela 629.0 4.5
Mali -7.6 -1.2 Kazakhstan 100.0 24
Mauritanila 2.3 1.3 Kyrgyz Republic . .. HIgh-Income
Mozambique 25.3 5.1 Latvia . .. Australia 4,967.9 8.6
Myanmar U... Lthuania . .. Austria 891.0 1.9
Nepal 1A 0.2 Mokdova . .. Belgium 1/ 11.073.0
Nicaragua 15.0 4.7 Miongolia . .. Canada 7.756.9 74
Niger . .. Morocco 423.6 6.2 Denmark 1.017A 4.7
Nigeria 896.6 16.1 Namibia 55.8 19.6 Finland 387.3 2.1
Paidstan 348.8 3.6 Panama -0.8 -0.1 France 21 .843.2 BA
Rwanda 2.2 0.9 Papua New Guinea . .. Germany 6,795.5 1.8
Sierra Leone . .. Paraguay 83.1 5.4 Hong Kong 1.918A 7.0
Somalia . .. Porn 127.0 3.5 Irelan 102.2 1.3
Sri Lanka 122.6 5.3 Philippines 228.0 1.9 Israel 234.6 IA
Sudan .. . Poland 678.0 3.5 Italy 3.071.9 1.3
Tajikistan.. . Romania 77.0 1.2 Japan 2,720.0 0.2
Tanzania . .. Russian Federation . .. Netherlands 5.320.0 8.0
Togo . - Seneagal . .. New Zealand 69.8 0.9
Uganda 3.0 0.7 Slovak Republic . .. Nonrwa 896.9 4.4
Yemen. Rep. . .. Syrian Arab Rep. . .. Singapore 5,635.5 30.0
Zambia 34.3 6.6 Thailanid 2,115.8 4.6 Spain 8,058.0 6.1
ZImbabwe 2.8 0.2 Tunisia 378.8 9.2 Sweden 328.7 0.8

Turkey 844.0 3.3 Switzerland 1 .033.3 1.8
Turkmenistan 11.3 .. United Arab Emirates 122.3 1.6
Ukraine . .. United Kingdom 18.052.5 11.3
Uzbeaistan . .. United States 2,370.0 0.3

Ratio of FDI to GDI, 1992 Top ten ratios of FDI to GDI(%
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Table 4 External financing ratios, 1992
Premoni value at debt mervlco IPV3 am.m ahare of GNP (%); pramnS value of dubs amrica am share of exports ol gooda and marvicsa IXGSI (%'l

PV/GNP PVJXGS PVIGNP PVIXGS PVIGNP PWIXGS

Law-Income Lower middle-IncmeUpper middle-income
Bangladesh ~~~~~274 263.8 Albania . 632 Agnia33.9 449.8

Benin 36.0 144.9 Algeria 53.5 211.5 Belarus 0.6 4.8
Bhutan 17.5 53.9 Armenia 0.3 3.1 Botswana 12.0
Burkrina Paso 20A 166.1 Azerbaijan ... Brazil 28.4 293.8
Burundi 38.9 416.2 Bolivia 61.2 393.2 Estonia 1.1 9.7
Central African Rep. 38.8 273.4 Builgaria .. 202.6 Gabon 69.1 142.1
Chad 28.9 157.2 Cameroon 583.2 269.8 Greece
China 11.9 77.0 Chile 51.9 148.3 Hungary 71.8 158.2
Egypt. Arab Rep. 69.0 222.0 Colombia 38.7 177.2 Korea. Rep. 14.1 45.8
Ethiopia 47.6 644.4 Congo 170.2 327.6 Malaysia 37.3 41.5
Ghana 37.5 237.5 Costa Rica 58.9 1384 Mauritius 30.2 44.9
Guinea 54.6 247.4 C6te dilvoire 191.8 481.5 Mexico 37.2 246.5
Guinea-Blssu 186.8 6.414.2 Czech Republic ... Oman 26.1 47.8
Honduras 91.7 258.9 Dominican Republic 56.2 197.1 Portuigal .. 120.5
India 22.7 255.0 Ecuador 1014 331.6 Puerto Ricoo
Indonesia 63.0 213.3 El Salvador 25.9 168.7 Saudi Arabia
Kenya 61.4 230.1 Georgia 1.8 .. Slovenia
Lao PDR 42.6 239.3 Guatemala 25.9 126.2 South Africa
Lesotho 23.2 39.1 Iran. Isiamic Rep. 10.8 69.7 Trinidad & Tobago 45.0 103A
Madagascar 118.5 658.1 Jamaica 114.7 159.1 Uruguay 50.2 204.5
Malawi 44.1 191.0 Jordan 165.0 261.6 Vnzea61.7 214.8
Mali 52.7 336.1 Kazakhstan 0.1 0.7
Mauritania 161.0 381.3 Kyrgyz Republic 0.0 0.0
Miozambique 408.0 1.153.9 Latvia 1.0
tutyanmar .. . Uthuania 0O6
Nepal 25.7 147.2 Moldova 0.6 3.8 Present value of debt, 1992
Nicaragua 761.0 3.2633 Monguaia. 72.9
Niger 50.7 351.2 Morocco 71.6 295.2
Nigeria 92.2 233.6 Namibia ... Middle East Sb
Pakistan 37.0 221.5 Panama 104.5 87.8 & North Saharani
Rwanda 22.8 395.8 Papua New Guinea 87A 159.3 Africa Africa
Sierra Leone 138.2 Paraguay 25.3 101.3 Muddle- 9% 11%
Somalia . .. Pewu 92.8 440.6 incor
Sri Lanka 41.7 131.8 Philippines 61.7 176.2 Eural2
Sudan .. 3.955.0 Poland 62.0 2342 20% East Asga &
Tajikistn 0.2 .. Romania 13.7 67.1 1Pacifc

Tanzania .. 784.4 Russian Federation 20.6 196.9 21%
Togo 56.2 177.8 Senegal 39.9 168.5
Uganda .. 906.5 Slovak Republic
Yemen. Rep. .. 422.1 Syrian Arab Rep. ..- 286.8 SuhAsia
Zambia . .. Thailand 35.9 90.5 7

Zimbabwe 58.2 187.2 Tunisia 51.8 122.8Lai
Turkey 46.0 210.0 America
Turkmenistan32
Ukraine 0.5 3.5
Uzbekistan 0.1

Ratio of present value ot debt to GNP, 1992 Rueg of present value of debt to exports of goods
and servces, 1992

100%
300%~
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Table 5 Structure of long-term debt, 1992
Share caf long-term debt (%3: conceeeilonal debt; nonconceaelonal debt at variable inte ret rase nonconceaeilonal debt at fixed Interma rates

Caoe.-w Nonconceeaoanl Concern Nonconcesellonal Conces- lNknconcesslanal
stonal Variable Fixed slonml Variable Fixed sdonul Variable F-ixed

Low-income Lower middle-incmeUpper middle-Incm
Bangladesh 98.4 0.3 1.4 Albania 39.4 60.6 0.0 ArgentIna 1.2 51.2 43.0
Benin 83.8 7.8 8.4 Algeria 3.8 46.8 49.4 Belarus 12.1 87.9 0.0
Bhutan 83.6 0.0 16.4 Armenia 78.6 21.4 0.0 Botswana 43.3 13.3 43.4
Burkidna Faso 85.9 0.6 13.5 Azerbaijan .. . .Brazil 2.5 60.4 23.9
Buirundl 95.6 0.0 4.4 Bolivia 51.3 17.3 28.2 Estonia 24.7 5.9 34.8
Central African Rep. 86.8 0.0 13.1 Buligaria 0.0 77.9 22.1 Gabon 14.9 14.2 70.9
Chad 79.5 0.0 19.3 Cameroon 36.1 14.7 44.1 Greece
China 19.6 28.0 52.5 Chile 2.2 42.2 19.8 Hungary 0.7 49.2 47.0
Egypt, Arab Rep. 41.3 7.8 49.0 Colombia 6.6 45.1 40.5 Korea. Rep. 14.6 17.3 45.1
Ethiopia 79.0 2.0 19.0 Congo 45.5 25.8 28.7 Malaysia 15.5 32.0 34.9
Ghana 81.2 1.0 16.6 Costa Rica 27.1 22.0 41.5 Mauritius 41.7 15.7 21.8
Guinea 83.1 4.0 12.9 C6te dIlvoire 21.0 42.0 17.4 Mlexico 1.5 36.2 49A
Guinea-Bissau 78.2 0.2 21.7 Czech Republic .. . .Oman 17.1 59.7 23.2
Honduras 43.8 18.6 34.9 Dominican Repuiblic 49.1 40.7 8.5 Portugal 5.0 20.4 68.8
India 46.7 18.9 32.2 Ecuador 12.8 59.9 26.3 Puerto Rice
Indonesia 33.9 19.9 20.7 El Salvador 63.2 12.7 23.5 Saudi Arabia
Kenya 52.1 3.2 33.6 Georgia .. . .Slovenia

Lao PDR 99.8 0.0 0.2 Guatemala 34.8 13.7 45.3 South Africa
Lesotho 80.3 1.1 18.7 Iran, Islamric Rep. 1.9 85.3 12.8 Trinidad & Tobago 3.0 53.5 43.6
Madagascar 56.5 5.2 38A Jamaica 33.9 24.1 41.3 Uruguay 2.4 51.8 36.0
Malavwi 87.5 2.5 1o.o Jordan 42.3 33.6 24.0 Veniezuela 1.0 50.1 363.0
Mal 97.8 0.1 2.1 Kazakhstan 0.0 100.0 0.0
Mauritania 74.6 8.2 17.1 Kyrgyz Republic
Nkozambique 71.5 2.3 25.8 Latvia 35.8 45.4 18.8
Myanmar 92.3 0.0 7.7 ULihuania 100.0 0.0 0.0 Top ten ratios of nonconcesslonal
Nepal 94.8 0.0 5.2 Moldova 23.7 61.1 15.5 to GDP CL)
Nicaragua 40.0 25.9 34.0 Mongolia 50.8 11.8 37.4 o 10 5
Niger 57.3 0.4 29.3 Morocco 29.2 50.7 19.2 05 5
Nigeria 4.2 16.6 78.0 Namibia
Paldstan 68.8 16.2 14.6 Panama 12.0 63.1 24.9 MICgI

Rwanda 99.7 0.0 0.3 Papua New Guinea 21.2 10.8 15.1 ji
Sierra Leone 69.5 0.8 29.7 Paraguiay 45.9 14.5 38.2
Somalia 81.4 1.0 17.6 Peru 21.6 44.0 32.9 C6te dtUOile
Sri Lanka 85.6 3.8 8.9 Philippines 33A 30.5 32.3 Jodr
Sudan 48.6 13.9 32.3 Poland 22.1 70.6 7.0
Tajikistan 100.0 0.0 0.0 Romania 18.2 62.3 19.5 Ecuador
Tanzania 71.6 7.3 20.9 Russian Federation 0.0 50.4 49.6 Pxxn
Togo 71.7 3.3 25.0 Senegal 69.4 3.9 25.0
Uiganda 71.9 0.9 27.2 Slovak Republic .. .. .. Mrocco
Yemen. Rep. 92.7 1.5 5.8 Syrian Arab Rep. 88.6 0.0 11.4 Poxd
Zambia 57.0 10.0 32.7 Thailand 19.9 11.6 22.1
Zimbabwe 35.3 19.3 35.6 Tunisia 40.2 20A 36.4 congo

Turkey 16.9 26.4 48.8
Turkmenistan Peru.
Ukraine 0.0 100.0 0.0
Uzbelistan 0.0 73.5 26.5

Structure of long-term debt, by group, 1992 Structure of long-lenn debt, by region, 1992

100% 100%

am% 80%

60% 60%

40% . ~~~~~~~~~~~40%

20% 20%

0% 0% MM __ 

Severely Moderaely Severely Moderately Other Sub. East South Latin Middle. Middle
indebte nded indebted indebted Sahwran Asia - Asia America incorme East a

km- kyv- "addle. middle- Ainca Pacific Europe North
income incmom MifCafU icO Ainca

IN ixed rout.- 0 V001icue rate 0l Cocrx:iric
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Table 6 Concessional aid flows, 1992
Conceslonl flo, per capal (US $); gmnt share of concenniottna f (%3

Cone/Pop GrantConc Cone/Pop Gran/Cone Conc/Pop GrantConc

LowIncome Lower middle-income Upper middleIncome
Bangladesh 17.7 62.7 Albania 111.3 88.2 Argentina 5.9 20.6
Benin 44.0 68.0 Algeria 10.4 36.4 Belarus 2.1 0.0
Bhutan 30.0 88.9 Armenia 0.3 0.0 Botswana 65.4 78.7
Burkina Faso 40.0 61.8 Azerbaijan Brazil OA 78.9
Burundi 40.8 54.9 Bolivia 49.6 48.5 Estonia 67.7 90.5
Central African Rep. 42.9 60.3 Bulgaria 0.0 Gabon 37.5 86.7
Chad 36.5 66.1 Cameroon 52.5 42.8 Greece
China 1.1 19.7 Chile 4.9 80.6 Hungary 5.9 0.0
Egypt. Arab Rep. 56.9 80.4 Colombia 2.7 55.1 Korea. Rep. 3.9 3.5
Ethiopia 18.1 80.3 Congo 23.5 78.9 Malaysia 10.2 26.5
Ghana 47.8 62.9 Costa Rica 64.6 63.1 Mauritgus 60.9 28.4
Guinea 53.8 50.9 C6te dIvoire 47.7 38.2 Mexico 2.5 23.5
Guinea-Bissau 75.5 64g9 Czech Republic Oman 104.2 8.7
Honduras 81.5 55.4 Dominican Republic 12.8 85.1 Portugal 38.8 3.1
India 4.3 17.8 Ecuador 16.0 26.1 Puerto Rico
Indonesia 13.8 11.6 El Salvador 50.7 87.9 Saudi Arabia
Kenya 22.9 78.2 Georgia 0.0 Slovenia
Lao PDR 24.2 47.2 Guatemala 14.2 72.5 South Africa
Lesotho 57.5 57.9 Iran. Islamic Rep. 1.7 100.0 Trinidad & Tobago 9A 41.7
Madagascar 36.4 77.1 Jamaica 80A 90.2 Uruguay 6.7 28.6
Malawi 44.0 66.4 Jordan 203.3 74.7 Venezuela 4.0 8.6
Mali 41.5 65.1 Kazakhstan 0.0
Mauritania 99.5 62.3 Kyrgyz Republic 4.9 100.0
Mozambique 62.9 83.0 Latvia 31.1 89.0 Official grants, 1992
Myanmar 3.0 46.6 Uthuania 29.5 91.0
Nepal 14.4 56.8 Moldova 21 0.0
Nicaragua 186.2 67.9 Mongola 40.7 30.9 Mddleb
Niger 43.6 71.1 Morocco 443 51.7 Europe
Nigeria 3.4 39.7 Namibia Am E.
Pakistan 11.5 36.8 Panama 56.7 62.9 Ac 1B%
Rwanda 34.9 70A Papua New Guinea 77.3 89.2
Sierra Leone 19.5 43.5 Paraguay 16.2 21.9 Middle East
Somalia 21.7 100.0 Peru 18.7 64A South Asia & NO h
Sr Lanka 32.6 482 Philippines 21.8 28.5 11% AtuCa
Sudan 25.0 86.0 PoLnd 0.1 0.0 at & A. 18%
Tajikistan 1.8 0.0 Romania 2.9 0.0 Pacdfic
Tanzania 41.1 73.3 Russian Federation 20.1 100.0 6%
Togo 32.6 65A Senegal 72.2 62.0
Uganda 26.3 59.0 Slovak Republic
Yemen. Rep. 34.2 33.7 Syrian Arab Rep. 57.8 44.1 Sub-Saharan
Zambia 78.9 66A Thailand 10.3 33.3 Afrca
Zimbabwe 40.5 55.2 Tunisia 67.1 242 37%

Turkey 18.9 80.9
Turkmenistan
Ukraine 0.0
Uzbekistan 0.0

Concesslonal flows per capita, 1992 Grant share of concessional Blows, 1992

$30 100%

80%

S20
60%

40%

20% F

so - 0
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Table 7 Interest and exchange rate impacts, 1992
Ratio of niarel rate lmpeaCt to weports of goode and evlicen (%); rtio of exchange rate lmpects to eports ol goode and emices I%)

Exchange Interet Exchange Intwesl Exchange Interest

Low-income Lower middle-Income Upper middle-income
Bangladesh -5.3 0.0 Albania -4.3 0.0 Argentina -5.7 0.2
Benin -8.0 0.0 Algeria -8.3 1.3 Belarus 0.0 0.0
Bhutan -2.3 0.0 Armenia 0.0 0.0 Botswana
Burkina Faso -7.9 0.0 Azerbaijan .. .. Brazil -4.4 0.8
Burundi -16.1 0.0 Bolivia -8.6 0.1 Estonia 0.0 0.0
Central African Rep. -10.9 0.0 Bulgaria -5.3 0.3 Gabon -7.4 0.5
Chad -4.5 0.0 Cameroon -12.6 0.0 Greece
China -0.4 0.2 Chile -2.7 0.6 Hungary -4.3 0.9
Egypt Arab Rep. -11 A 0.1 Colombia -4.4 0.6 Korea. Rep. -0.4 0.1
Ethlopia -11.8 0.2 Congo -16.1 0.1 Malaysia -0.7 0.1
Ghana -8.2 0.0 Costa Rica -2.1 0.2 Mauribus -3.2 0.1
Guinea -10A 0.0 Cote divoire -19.1 0.1 Mexico -3.5 0.5
Guinea-Bissau -216A 0.0 Czech Republic .. .. Oman -0.7 0.3
Ho.iduras -6.1 0.4 Dominican Republic -1.1 0.1 Portugal -1.4 0.3
India -5.3 0.2 Ecuador -3.3 0.5 Puerto Rico
Indonesia -3.6 OA El Salvador -2.3 0.2 Saudi Arabia
Kenya -12.0 0.0 Georgia .. .. Slovenia
Lao PDR -0.5 0.0 Guatemala -2.5 0.1 South Atrica
Lesotho -2.8 0.0 Iran, Islamic Rep. -0.2 0.0 Trinidad & Tobago -0.8 0.6
Madagascar -16A 0.0 Jamaica -5.1 02 Uruguay -2.0 0.9
Malawi -12.7 0.0 Jordan -9.0 1.0 Venezuela-. -2.5 0.7
Mal -16.9 0.0 Kazakhstan 0.0 0.0
Mauritania -12.9 0.0 Kyrgyz Republic 0.0 0.0
Mozambique -28.7 0.0 Latvia .. .. Debt service to exports, 1992
Myanmar .. .. Uthuania
Nepal -1.0 0.0 Moldova 0.0 0.0
Nicaragua -14.1 0.3 Mongola 0.0 0.0 Middle East&
Niger -16A 0.0 Morocco -10A 1.5 North Afria

Nigeria -12.5 0.9 Namibia
Pakistan -4.3 0.1 Panama -1.2 0.1 Middle-incorne

Rwanda -16.3 0.0 Papua New Guinea -2.9 0.1 Europe
Sierra t-eone .. .. Paraguay -3.7 0.3
Somalia .. .. Peru -12.8 0.0 LaOnAmerca
Sri Lanka -3.9 0.1 Philippines -2.3 0.6
Sudan -99.8 0.0 PoLand -10.7 0.1
Tajikistan .. .. Romania -0.8 0.1 South Asia
Tanzania -47.5 0.2 Russian Federation -4.0 0.2
Togo -8.5 0.0 Senegal -8.5 0.0
Uganda -27.9 0.0 Slovak Republic .. .. East Asia &
Yemen. Rep. -4.3 0.0 Syrian Arab Rep. -2.5 0.0 Paafhc

Zambia .. .. Thailand -1.A 2.3
Zimbabwe -10.6 0.2 Tunisia -5.0 0.1 Suij-Saharan

Turkey -4.7 0.5 AinaII
Turkmenistan
Ukraine 0.0 0.0 0 10 20 30

UzbeWdstan

Exchange rate impacts, 1992 Interest rale impacts, 1992

SIMIC
SILIC

MIMIC

MILIC

Less endebted

-200% -150% -100% -50% 00% 00% 01% 02% 03% 04% 05% 06Y.

Change on extemnal debtiexports ol goods and serAces Increase m debt serwcelexpols od goods and seivices

StUC-Serely indebbed tw-incone: MIJC-NModeratly indebted low-inomie: SIMIC-Swrely indebted middle-incone. MIMI-Modefaty indebted mddle-rncome
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Table 8 Terms of trade, 1992

Barter terfm. a[ trade IndeX. 1987.100: ratio ofum tornf trade effeCt to GNY In constmnl t9ll pricee C%)

Index Raedo Index Ratio Index Rafto

Low-income Lower middle-income Upper mIddle-Income
Bangladesh 102 0.2 Albania . . Argentina 110 0.8
Benin 74 -1.9 Algeria . . Belarus
Bhutan . .. Armenia . .. Botswana
Burkina Faso 88 -0.7 Azerbaljan . .. Brazil 108 0.9
Buirundl 38 -7.6 Boliva 53 -11.4 Estonia
Central African Rep. 61 -4.8 Bulgaria . .. Gabon 89 -5.6
Chad 78 -4.1 Cameroon . .. Greece 101 0.1
China 99 .. Chile 119 4.4 Hungary 102 0.9
Egypt. Arab Rep. 95 -04 Colombia 79 -5.3 Korea. Rep. 106
Ethiopia 79 Congo 86 -9.0 Malaysia 94 -4.3
Ghana 45 -15.7 Costa Rica 85 -5.2 Mauritius 102 0.9
Guinea . .. C6te dilvolre 65 -42.1 Mexico 120 2.3
Guinea-Bissau 115 0A4 Czech Republic . . Oman 87
Honduras 79 *3.5 Dominican Republic 113 1.0 Portugal 104
India 92 -0.4 Ecuador 91 -2.1 Puerto Rico
Indonesia 92 -2.6 El Salvador 65 -3.8 Saudi Arabia 83
Kenya 67 -6.0 Georgia . Slovenia
Lao PDR 90 .. Guateffala 79 -3.3 South Atrica 104 1.2
Lesotho . . Iran, Islamic Rep. 92 -0.8 Trinidad & Tobago 100
Madagascar 85 -1.9 Jamaica 96 .. Uruguay 97 -0.5
Malawi 90 -2.8 Jordan 116 .. Venezuela 157 I1.4
Mali 86 -3.3 Kazakhstan
Mauritania 107 2.9 Kyrgyz Republic
Mozambique . . Latvia
Myanmar 119 0.7 Uthuanla . .Sub-Saharan Africa
Nepal 97 .. Moldova
Nicaragua 75 -2.8 Miongolia . . 20
Niger 100 0.0 Morocco 100 0.0
Nigeria 84 -5.4 Namibia * . 10
Pakistan 77 -4.3 Panama 93 -0.6
Rwanda .. .- Ppua New Guinea 81 -6.7 0 -

Sierra Leone 80 -6.0 Paraguay 88 -1.7 0
Somalia . . Peru 86 -2.5
Sri Lanka 90 -2.4 Philippines 105 1.0 -20
Sudan 91 .. Poland 86 -3.4 8182 83 84 858687 8889 9091 92
Tajikistan . . Romania 100 0.0
Tanzania 71 .. Russian Federation
Togo 91 -1.4 Senegal 106 0.7
Uganda 42 -3.7 Slovak Republic
Yemen. Rep. . Syrian Arab Rep. 89
Zambia . . Thailand 91 -3.1 East Asia and Pacific
Zimbabwe 101 0.2 Tuni!sia 97 -0.8

Turkey Ill 1.6 20

Middle-income Europe Turkmnenistan.. .

Ukraine
20 ~ ~~~~~Uzbekistan .. . _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _3!_ _ _ _ -10-

Terms of trade effect
0 . . .............. (as percentage of GNY. 19811-11992 2

-10 ~~~~~~~~~~~1987 ss0) 81 92 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92

Latin America South Asia Middle East and North Afrinca

20 20- 20

10 10- 10

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .- 0 ... 

-10 -10- -10

-20 -20 -20
818928384 8588887 8889 90 9192 81 82 83848586 87 8889 90 9192 1 8283 84 85 8687 88 8990 9192
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Table 9 MUV, LIBOR, and commodity prices

1960 1966 1970 197 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 l_

G-5unitvalueindexotmanufactures1l 21 22 25 26 29 33 41 45 46 50 58 66
LIBOR 2/ 5 9 7 6 9 11 8 6 6 9 12 I4

Commodity price Indexes 31 weights
Petroleum 7 6 6 8 9 13 53 51 55 60 61 88 1'44

33 commodites excl energy 41 43 47 44 46 71 96 79 94 122 114 130
Agriculture 67.7% 47 46 51 48 51 81 107 86 107 144 130 143
Food 53.2% 44 47 53 49 53 84 115 91 114 159 139 150
Nontood 14A% 57 44 43 43 44 70 78 68 85 87 96 116

Timber 5.2% 16 18 21 21 21 37 44 34 45 52 55 96
Metals and minerals 27.1% 30 41 43 39 39 53 77 68 71 79 84 103

Commodity prices units
Agriculture
Cocoa cents/kg 59 37 68 54 64 113 156 125 205 379 340 329
Coffee cents/kg 92 100 115 99 110 137 145 144 315 517 359 382 J4

Tea cents/kg 142 129 110 105 105 106 140 139 154 269 219 216 _-
Sugar cents/kg 7 5 8 10 16 21 06 45 26 18 17 21
Banana S/Mt 143 159 165 141 161 165 184 247 257 275 287 326
Rice Shut 125 136 144 129 147 350 542 363 255 272 368 331 !24
Palm oil Sht 228 273 260 261 217 378 669 434 407 530 600 654 5e4
Soybean oil Shut 225 270 307 323 270 465 795 619 438 576 607 662 out
Cotton cents/kg 65 63 63 74 79 136 142 116 169 155 157 169
Rubber cents/kg 84 57 46 40 40 79 87 66 87 92 111 142

Other
Logs S/cm 29 32 37 38 38 66 79 59 80 93 97 170
Sawnwood S/cm 0 0 93 93 110 156 143 166 168 154 205 339 I
Urea Shut 0 0 48 46 59 95 316 198 112 127 145 173

Metals and minerals
Copper $hut 677 1.290 1A413 1.080 1,071 1.786 2.059 1.237 1.401 1.310 1,367 1.985 2;-
Aluminum Shut 503 474 556 561 511 589 674 797 896 1.050 1.088 1,230 1.t_
Nickel Shut 1.631 1.735 2.846 2.932 3.080 3.373 3.825 4.570 4.974 5.203 4.610 5.986 6.:
Phosphate rock SJrnt 14 13 11 11 12 14 55 67 36 31 29 33 41

Steel products index (1990 =100) 25 25 31 28 30 46 66 52 54 53 68 76

Energy
Crudepetroleum VWbbl 2 1 1 2 2 3 11 11 12 13 13 19 31
Coal Shut 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 40 35 --

Price Indexes (relative to MUV, 1990=100)

340

300

260

220

180

140

100

1973 1975 1977 1979 1981 19B3 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993
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198i 19i2 IMi 1984 1s85 198i IW 19i 1989 1990 1991 1i 1 1993

72 71 70 68 69 81 89 95 95 l00 102 107 107 G-Sunitvalueindexotmanulactures1/
17 14 10 11 9 7 7 8 9 8 6 4 3 UBOR 2t

Commodity price Indexes 31
161 146 132 130 126 64 81 64 77 100 82 81 72 Petroleum

120 108 113 117 104 104 98 114 109 100 97 93 94 33commoditiesexd.energy
129 114 123 130 113 118 103 118 109 100 98 92 91 Agriculture
133 119 126 137 120 128 104 122 111 100 98 91 92 Food
113 99 112 103 87 81 99 102 100 100 99 94 89 Nonfood
88 88 82 94 77 85 125 113 108 100 108 118 220 limber

103 95 97 90 86 71 80 104 110 100 92 91 77 Metals and minerals

Commodity prices
Agriculture

208 174 212 240 225 207 199 156 124 127 120 110 112 Cocoa
287 309 291 319 323 429 251 303 239 197 187 141 156 Coffee
202 193 233 346 198 193 171 179 202 203 184 200 186 Tea
37 19 19 1 1 9 13 15 22 28 28 20 20 22 Sugar

401 374 429 370 380 382 365 478 547 541 560 473 443 Banana
483 293 277 252 216 211 230 301 320 287 314 287 270 Rice
571 445 501 729 501 257 343 437 350 290 339 394 378 Palm oil
507 447 527 724 572 342 334 463 432 447 454 429 480 Soybean oil
185 160 185 179 132 106 165 140 1C7 182 168 128 128 Cotton
125 100 124 110 92 94 112 129 112 102 101 102 99 Rubber

Other
156 156 145 167 136 151 221 201 191 177 191 210 390 Logs
314 302 304 307 276 266 276 307 422 .524 472 513 538 Sawnwood
216 159 135 171 136 107 117 155 132 157 172 140 107 Urea

Metals and minerals
1.742 1.480 1.592 1.377 l,417 1,374 1.743 2.602 2.848 2,662 2.339 2.281 1.913 Copper
1.263 992 1.439 1.251 1.041 1.150 1.565 2,551 1.951 1.639 1.302 1.254 1.139 Aluminum
5.953 4.838 4.673 4.752 4.899 3.881 4.872 13,778 13.308 8.864 8.156 7.001 5.293 Nickel

50 42 37 38 34 34 31 36 41 41 43 42 33 Phosphate rock
82 71 67 70 61 62 72 94 106 100 99 88 91 Steel products index (1990 =100)

Energy
34 31 28 28 27 13 17 14 16 21 17 17 15 Crude petroleum
57 52 45 49 47 44 36 37 41 42 42 41 38 Coal

Price Indexes (relative to MUV, 1990_100)

240

200

160 Ni 

120

80 

1973 1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1909 1991 1993

Notes
I/UnitValue dex (MUV indexl in US dotarterms (1990-1003 ol nnuldactures exporled romthe G-5coune (Fran.e. Germany. Japan UK. and USA). weghed bytlecountrysexprts

to developing countnes
21 London nteitank odered rale on six-mansh US dollar deposits
Y Indexes are in current US dollar trenri (1990-100. 33 commodity prie mdex is wghted by develping counlty esor valus
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Table 10 Direction of merchandise trade, 1992
Purcentage of world trded

To: Ngh-Income countris Low and middle-Inoome countrles 21
Othr All Emt South All

From: USA EC(10) Jpan HIC HIC Asia A/Ia Europe MENA SSA LAC LUICs All

All high-Income 10.3 34.3 3.4 15.1 63.2 5.2 0.7 3.6 2.5 1.2 3.7 16.9 80-1
USA .. 2.7 1.3 4.0 8.0 1.0 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2 2.0 4.0 12.0
EC(10) 2.7 24.2 0.8 59 33.5 1.0 0.3 2.7 1-4 08 0.9 70 40.6
Japan 2.7 1.7 . 2.4 6.9 1.7 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.4 2.8 9.7
Other high-income 4.9 5.7 1.3 2.8 14.7 1.5 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.4 3.1 17.8

All LMICs 1/ 3 3 5.9 2.3 3.6 15.2 1.1 0.3 1.2 0.6 0.4 1.1 4.8 19.9
EastAsia & Pacific 1.4 1.1 1.4 2.6 6A 0.8 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 1.6 8.0
South Asia 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.9
Labn America 1.1 1.1 0.2 0.2 2.6 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.7 1.0 3.6
Other LMICs 0.7 3.5 0.7 0.7 5.5 0.2 0.1 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.2 1.9 7.4

All countries 13.7 40.2 5.7 18.7 78.4 6.3 1.0 4.8 3.1 1.6 4.8 21.6 100.0

Share ot merchandise Imports from low- and middle- Direction ot merchandise exports. 1992
Income countries, 1992

40% n n n C

30%

20%

41C to Lmic
10% HCi I

0%-

USA ECQ1CJ Japan Olher Low-
high and LMIC *o LMIC

incorm nu dbe-
income

Table 11 Growth of merchandise trade, by direction, 1981-92
Average annual growth rate (%)

To: Hilgh-Income counties Low- and middlencome countries 21
Other All East South All

From: USA EC(10) Japan HIC HIC Asa Asia Europe MENA SSA LAC LMICs All

All high-income SA 6.6 7.7 5.9 6.3 7.7 2.0 3.6 -5.7 -3.6 2.5 1.5 5.1
USA .. 4.5 6.1 6.1 5.5 6.5 0.3 1.1 -3.5 -4.7 4.2 2.8 4.6
EC(10) 3.7 6.6 12.7 5.1 6.2 8.4 2.2 5.7 -5.6 -3.0 0.8 0.7 5.0
Japan 5.0 9.4 .. 6.0 6.3 5.9 -1.3 -3.6 -9.7 -5.3 -0.8 0.3 4.3
Other high-income 6.7 7.1 7.0 7.2 6.9 10.3 5.0 0.2 -4.8 -3A 2.3 3.3 6.2

All LMICs I/ 5.1 6.5 5.8 8.0 6A 8.7 1.9 1A -1.1 3.8 3.3 2.6 5.3
East Asia and Pacific 10.3 11.9 8.5 12.1 10.7 14.9 7.4 8.2 3.4 9.1 9.7 10.2 10.6
SouthAsia 11.1 12.7 7.3 9.6 10.7 8.3 4.9 1.5 -2.0 -1.1 11.1 1.9 7.4
Latin America 3.0 4.0 2.6 2.3 3.3 7.8 -0.7 -5.8 -1.0 -6A 3.1 1.3 2.8
Other LMICs 7.5 18.8 13.5 8.0 15.3 5.5 2.9 10.7 -7.0 14.9 2.8 4A 9.7

All countries 5.3 6.6 6.9 6.2 6.3 7.8 2.0 2.8 -4.8 -2.2 2.7 1.8 5.2

11 Low- and nuddhe-.nconme wunines some regions not shown because al Irnited data avaitabity

2P HIC -- High-mcome countries. LMIC -- Low- and middle-nrcomn countries. MENA -- Middle East and North Afica. SSA - Sub-Saharan Afrca. LAC - Latin Amnenca and Caribbean
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Table 12 Direction of trade in primary commodities, 1992
Percentage ol world trade

To: High-income counties Low- and middle-Income countries 2V
Other All East South All

From: USA EC(1O) Japan HIC HIC Asla Asis Europe MENA SSA LAC LMICs All

All high-income 5.9 29A 6.1 8.5 49.9 3.6 0.7 3.0 1.6 0.8 2.4 12.1 62.0
USA .. 1.9 2.1 2.2 6.2 0.9 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.2 1 A 3.5 9.7
EC(10) 1.3 21.1 0.5 3.2 26.2 0.3 0.1 2.0 0.9 0.5 0.4 4.3 30.4
Japan 0.1 0.1 .. 0.4 0.6 OA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 OA 1.0
Other high-income 4.4 6.4 3.5 2.7 16.9 2.0 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.6 3.9 20.9

All LMICs 1/ 5.1 13.1 5.9 4.1 28.2 2.3 0.8 1.7 1.1 0.8 1.5 8.3 38.0
East Asia and Pacific 0.7 0.9 2.9 1.8 6.4 1.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 2.1 8.5
South Asia 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.1
Latin America 2.3 4.4 OA 0.3 7.5 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 1.0 1.7 9.1
Other LMICs 2.1 7.6 2A 1.8 13.8 0.6 0.5 1.2 0.7 0.6 0.4 4.0 19.3

All countries 11.0 42.5 12.0 12.5 78.0 5.9 1.5 4.8 2.7 1.6 3.9 20.4 100.0

Growth of primary commodity Imports from low- Growth of primary commodity exports, by
and middle-Income countries, 1981-92 direcon, 1981-92

5%

3%

3% 2%

1%

1%

0%-

HtCtoHlC HMCtoUdtC WICIoHIC LMICtoLMIC
USA ECUO) Japan Cthe HIC

-1% 1%

Table 13 Growth of trade in primary commodities, by direction, 1981-92
Average annual growth mtl (%)

To: High-Income countre Low and middle-ncome countroes 2
Other All East South All

From: USA EC(11) Japan HIC HIC Asla Asia Europe MENA SSA LAC LMICs All

All high-Income 1A 2.0 4.3 2.8 2.3 3.5 0.6 0.4 -5A -4.6 1.7 -0.1 1.8
USA .. -2.8 2.6 2.8 0.7 1.3 -1.6 -1.9 -2.3 -8.6 0.2 -0.7 0.2
EC(10) -2.8 2.1 9.0 1.2 1.8 6.6 -0.9 3.0 -6.3 -4.0 1.9 -1.0 1.3
Japan -1.2 -1.1 .. 6.2 2.9 3.9 -8.5 -9.7 -15.0 -15.0 -3A -0.8 1.1
Other high-income 3.2 3.7 4.9 4.7 3.9 4.4 2.9 -3.2 -5.1 -1.4 5.8 1.4 3.4

All LMICs 11 0.0 3.8 3.3 1.7 2.5 4.6 -0.5 -1.3 -1.A 1.8 -1.6 0.1 2.1
East Asia & Pacific 0.1 3.8 4.0 3.7 3A 10.5 6A 1.2 2.9 2.1 -6.2 6.4 4.0
South Asia 1.2 4.2 2.1 3.7 3.1 2.5 -3.2 -0.8 0.4 -7.2 2.9 -1.5 0.6
Latin America -0.6 3.2 0.5 -2.6 1.0 4.1 -6.4 -8.0 -2.0 -12.0 -2.2 -3.2 0.1
Other LMICs 3.0 15.0 12.5 72 12.2 5.7 6.6 4.5 -9.7 17.0 5.0 0.3 8.7

All countries 0.7 2.6 3.8 2.4 2A 4.0 -0.1 -0.4 -3.8 -1.8 0.1 0.0 1.9

Vt Low- and middle-mncorm countris some regions not shown because at hided data availabiliry

2t -IIC -- Highqncome countis. LMIC - Low- and nWddle-ncme counines. MENA - Middle East and Nonlh Ainca. SSA -- Sub-Saharan Africa. LAC - Latin Amenca and Carbbean
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Statistical Appendix

Table 14 Export concentration ratios, 1992
Share or top thr, prlmary onmmodity exports In merchandlue export (%); chere of mrchandle exports to maoor narketm (11

Shae of expors to
Share Top thrw prulmry commodlty export. Yer USA EC(10) Japan

Low-Income
15.7 Shellfish; jute: tea 92 Bangladesh 31.8 37.1 2.7

Benin
Bhutan
Burkina Faso
Burundi

51.5 Coffee; fmber: cotton 89 Central African Rep. 0.7 88.8
Chad

6.5 Crude petroleum; vegetables; maize unmilled 92 China 10.1 8.5 13.7
46.8 Crude petroleum; petroleum products: vegetables 92 Egypt. Arab Rep. 9.4 36.3 2A
87.0 Coffee; hides. skins, furs undressed; crude vegetable materials nes 91 Ethiopia 4.9 52.6 22.9

Ghana
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau

63.8 Bananas. colfee: shellfish 92 Honduras 52.9 25 9 2.5
8.1 Shellfish; vegetable meal; petroleum products 92 India 19.0 26.9 7.8

31.6 Crude petroleum; gas: petroleum products 92 Indonesia 13.1 13.5 31.8
51.8 Tea; coffee; dried preserved fruit 91 Kenya 4.2 42.9 1.2

Lao PDR
Lesotho

51.7 Spices; shellfish; coffee 91 Madagascar 14.6 46.6 8.9
Malawi

.. Matl
Mauritania

43.2 Shellfish; misc fruits; cotton 92 Mozambique' 8.1 9.5 6.1
67A Timber; vegetables; shellfish 92 Myanmar' 5.3 5.3 6.2
5.8 Crude vegetable materials nes; misc oilseeds; jute 90 Nepal 32.9 45.3 0.5

52.5 Coffee. beef and cattle; cotton 92 Nicaragua 26.4 24A 9A
Niger

96.2 Crude petroleum: petroleum products; cocoa 92 Nigeriar 47.8 31.2 0.0
15.1 Coton; rice; fin fish 92 PaWstan 12.8 25.9 7.7

Rwanda
Sierra Leone
Somalia

19.2 Tea; natural rubber; misc fruits 92 Sri Lanka 34.2 31.6 5.2
Sudan
Taiikistan
Tanzania

74.7 Natural phosphates; cotton; cocoa 91 Togo 0.1 21.0 0.0
79.3 Coffee; cotton; hides, sins. fturs undrssd 92 Uganda' 7.9 62.6 2.3

Yemen, Rep.
79.6 Copper: cotton: tobacco unmanufactured 92 Zambia' 6.7 27.5 23A
45.5 Tobacco unmanufactured; nickel; cotton 91 Zimbabwe 5.8 38.3 7.2

Lower middle-income
Albania

96.9 Crude petroleum: gas: petroloum products 91 Algeria 17.3 62.5 0.7
Armenia
Azerbaijan

53.0 Zinc: gas; tin ore 92 Bolivia 20.0 36.9 0.2
Bulgaria

67.9 Crude petroleum: cocoa; timber 91 Cameroon OA 53.9 0.3
54.6 Copper; timber: animal feeds (exduding vegetaole meals) 92 Chile 15.1 24A 17.7
43.8 Coffee; crude petroleum; coal, coke, briquettes 92 Colombia 39.4 23.2 2.9

Congo
49.0 Misc fruits; coffee; crude vegetable materials nes 91 Costa Rica 47.6 25.7 1.3
58.6 Cocoa; timber; cottee 92 C6te dlvoire' 9.5 82.7 0.8

Top 13 commodity exports from low- and middle-income economies, 1992
tUSS blmal)

Turber 5heU.st Coqe Fm fish Vegetble col Cdl '-' m o nad vepable Cotton Bananas Petboleum
-d meal

12
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Statistical Appendix

Table 14 Export concentration ratios, 1992
Share of top three pramuy commodity exports In merchmdln export.(%); chaer of mrchandime expot to nrmior mattel (t

Shre of exports to
Share Top three primary commodliy exports Year USA EC(1I) Japan

Czech Republic
Dominican Republic

80.9 Crude petroleum; bananas; shellfish 92 Ecuador 46.6 12.1 2.1
35.4 Coffee: sugar; shellfish 92 El Salvador 33.6 10.0 0.7

Georgia
39.6 Coffee; sugar; bananas 92 Guatemala 35A 10.0 1.7
93.9 Crude petroleum; petroleum products; misc fruits 92 Iran. Islamic Rep 00 43.8 16.6
22.9 Bauxite and alumina; sugar; bananas 91 Jamaica 31.7 27.4 0.9
39.2 Natural phosphates; natural potassic salts, crude; vegetables 92 Jordan 0.7 2.9 1.9

Kazakhstan
Kyrgyz Republic
Latvia

22.7 Dairy products and eggs; electric energy; other meat 92 Uthuania 0.3 16.6 0.1
Moldova
LMongolia

21.7 Natural phosphates: shellfish;:fin fish 92 Lorocco 3.7 54.1 4.9
Namibia

59.6 Bananas; shelltish; sugar 92 Panama 31.2 37.9 0.3
70.6 Copper; timber; coffe 92 Papua New Guinea 3.3 24.9 33.5
60.6 Cotton; soya beans, exduding flour; vegetable meal 92 Paraguay 5.3 32.0 0.4
46.5 Copper; zinc; animal leeds (exduding vegetable meals) 90 Peru 23.1 30.3 12.7
11.3 Coconut (copra) oil; copper: shellfish 92 Philippines 39.3 17.9 17.8
15.9 Coal, coke, briquettes; copper: tmber 92 Poland 2.3 57.0 0.5
15.2 Petroleum products; timber; pork and pigs 92 Romania 2.0 32.0 1.4
37.0 Crude petroleum: gas natural and manufactured; petroleum products 92 Russian Federabon 2.3 59.8 7.5
49.0 Fin fish: petroleum products; shellfish 91 Senegal 1.0 47.5 1.8

Slovak Republic
50.6 Crude petroleum; petroleum products; sheep and sheepmeat 90 Syrian Arab Rep. 0.9 40.8 0.1
14A Shellfish: rice: fin fish 91 Thaland 21.4 19.5 18.1
18.9 Crude petroleum; other soft vegetable oils; petroleum products 92 Tunisia 0.8 75.2 0.3
10.1 Vegetables: wheat; dried preserved fruit 92 Turkey 5.9 49.3 1.1

Turkmenistan
Ukraine
Uzbekistan -

Upper middle-income
23.1 Vegetable meal: wheat petroleum products 92 Argentina 11.0 25.8 3.1

Belarus
Botswana

14A Iron ore, concentrates; vegetable meal: dried preserved fruit 92 Brazil 19.7 26.8 6A
Estonia
Gabon

15.8 Dried preserved fruit; other soft vegetable oils; petroleum products 92 Greece 3.9 62.6 0.9
1.5 Dairy products and eggs: animal feeds (exduding vegetable meals); coal 92 Hungary 3.2 48.5 0.9
4.0 Petroleum products; fin fish; shellfish 92 Korea. Rep. 23.8 11.2 15.2

23.6 Crude petroleum: timber; palm oil 91 Malaysia 16.9 14.3 15.7
30.7 Sugar; petroleum products; fin fish 92 Mauritius 12.0 71.1 0.2
32.8 Crude petroleum: vegetables: petroleum products 92 lexico 68.7 6.9 3.3
14.9 Tobacco mfrs; fin fish; copper 91 Oman 3.6 7.5 0.7
9.3 Timber; wine of fresh grapes: petroleum products 92 Portugal 3.5 60.2 0.8

Puerto Rico
86.9 Crude petroleum; petroleum products; gas 89 Saudi Arabia

Slovenia
19.9 Coal, coke, briquettes; iron ore. concentrates; bmber 92 South Africa 14.6 46.6 13.8
63.6 Petroleum products; crude petroleum: gas 92 Trinidad & Tobago 48.6 5.4 1.0
34.0 Wool and animal hair; beef and catoe: rice 92 Uruguay 10.7 23.6 1.2
81.3 Crude petroleum: petroleum products; tobacco mfrs 92 Venezuela 54.6 8.7 2.3

Low- and middle-Income economiles: major mwkets for merchandise exports, 1992

100%

60%

40r%

20%

East Asia & Pacific South Asa Latin Anca Middle East North Africa Sub-Saharan A1rea
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Technical notes information on the present-value methodology, con-
sult the World Debt Tables, 1993-94.

The principal sources for the data contained in
this statistical annex are the World Bank's cen- Tables 5 and 6. Long-term debt includes public,
tral databases and the U.N. Statistical Office's intema- publicly guaranteed, and private nonguaranteed ex-
tional trade database (COMTRADE). temal debt having a maturity of more than a year, but

The classification of economies by income group excludes IMF credits. Concessional debt is debt with
and region follows the Bank's standard definitions an original grant element of 25 percent or more.
(see country classification tables that follow), and all Variable interest rate debt includes all long-term,
regional aggregates refer to low- and middleincome nonconcessional debt whose terms depend upon
economies. Small economies have been omitted from movements of a key market rate. This item conveys
the tables. The region labeled "Middle-Income Eu- information about the borrower's exposure to
rope" refers to Europe and Central Asia excluding changes in international interest rates. Non-
the former Soviet Union. For the years before 1991, concessional fixed-rate debt is calculated as a resid-
the data for Germany refer to the Federal Republic of ual. For complete definitions, see the World Debt
Germany before unification. Data for Belgium in- Tables, 1993-94.
clude Luxembourg. In tables 10 though 13, the EC(1 0)
aggregate refers to the ten high-income members Table 7. Exchange rate impacts are measured by the
of the European Community and excludes Portu- change in long-term external debt caused by ex-
gal and Greece. change rate revaluation. Interest rate impacts are the

Most data are for 1992, but figures in italics indi- change in debt service caused by changes in interest
cate 1991 data. If data for both 1991 and 1992 are rates for variable rate debt. Both types of impact are
missing, the not-available symbol (..) is used. Growth measured from end-of-year 1991 to end-of-year 1992.
rates are for the twelve-year period between 1981 and Exports of goods and services include net worker
1992; when fewer than ten observations are available, remittances.
the growth rate is reported as not available. Current
price data are reported in U.S. dollars. Table B. Implicit pricc deflators are calculated from

current and constant price data for merchandise
Notes on tables trade. The "barter terms of trade" are calculated as

the ratio of the export price deflator to the import
Tables I and 2. Merchandise exports and imports deflator. The index base is 100 in 1987. The "terms of

exclude trade in services. Export and import data for trade effect" is calculated as the difference between
1992 for the former Soviet Union republics are World exports deflated by the import price deflator and
Bank and IMF estimates and exclude interrepublic constant price exports. This measures the income
trade. Regional aggregates include intraregional gain or loss caused by a change in the terms of trade.
flows. Growth rates are based nn constant price data. To "normalize' this indicator, it is divided by gross
Effective market growth is the trade-weighted im- national income. It has a value of zero in 1987.
port growth rate of the country's trading partners.
Comparative data for the world share and growth of Table 9. See notes at the bottom of the table. Com-
trade include high-income countries. modity price data are collected by the Intemational

Economics Department of the World Bank.
Table 3. Foreign direct investment refers to the

net inflows of investment from abroad. Outward Tables 70, 11, 12, and 13. Merchandise trade flows
investment is excluded, but negative flows may have been calculated from the U.N.'s commodity
result from divestment. Portfolio investment is ex- trade database supplemented by World Bank
cluded. Gross domestic investment includes estimates.
changes in inventory.

Table 14. Data on primary commodity exports have
Table 4. The present value of scheduled debt ser- been calculated from the U.N. COMTRADE database.

vice is the discounted value of future debt service; Data on major markets have been calculated from the
discount factors are based on interest rates charged U.N. COMTRADE database, supplemented by World
by OECD countries for officially supported export Bank estimates. The top thirteen primary commodity
credits. IBRD loans and IDA credits are discounted exports from low- and middle-income economies
using the most recent IBRD lending rate. For more are derived from the U.N. COMTRADE database.
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Commodity Description Timber

Energy Logs (Southeast Asian), Philippines, Lauan for ply-
wood and veneer, length over 6 M, diameter over

Petroleum, average OPEC price: OPEC govemment 60 CM, average wholesale price in Japan through
sales weighted by export volumes through 1981; 1976; from 1977 to 1987, Malaysian, Meranti,Sabah
beginning 1982OPECspot prices weighted byOPEC SQ Best Quality, sale price charged by importers,
export volumes. Tokyo; 1988 through January 1993, average of

Thermal Coal, (12,000 eTU/lb, less han 1 percent Sabah and Sarawak in Tokyo weighted by their
sulfur, 12 percent ash), f.o.b. piers, Hampton respective import volumes in Japan; beginning
Roads, Norfolk, Va. February 1993, Sarawak in Tokyo.

Sawnwood (Malaysian), Dark Red Meranti, select
Food and better quality, standard density, c.i.f. French

ports.
Coffee (ICo), indicator price, other mild Arabicas,

average New York and Bremen/Hamburg mar- Metals and Minerals
kets, ex-dock for prompt shipment.

Cocoa (ICCO), daily average price, New York and Copper (LME), cash wirebars through November
London, nearest three future trading months. 1981; from December 1981 through June 1986,

Tea (London Auction .- age price received for all high-grade cathodes, settlement price; subse-
teas. quently, grade A.

Sugar (World), ISA daily price, f.o.b. and stowed at Aluminum, indicative price of U.S. unalloyed pri-
greater Caribbean ports. mary ingot in the European Market through 1978;

Bananas (Central and South American), first-class subsequently LME standard grade, minimum 99.5
quality tropical pack, importer's price to jobber or percent purity, cash price.
processor, f.o.r. U.S. ports. Steel composite price index, a weighted index

(1990=100) based on available price data for eight
Cereals steel products, in base size: cold-rolled coil/sheet,

hot-rolled coil/sheet, galvanized iron sheet, mer-
Rice (Thai), white, milled, 5 percent broken, govern- chant bars, medium plates, H-shape sections, wire

ment standard, Board of Trade posted export rod, concrete-reinforcing bars (rebars). Weights
price, f.o.b. Bangkok. used are shares of apparent consumption of each

product in the Federal Republic of Germany,
Fats and Oils Japan, and the United States during the period

1984-86. Price quotations refer to shipments £o.b.
Palm Oil (Malaysian), 5 percent bulk, c.i.f. N.W. Japan, excluding those to China and the United

Europe. States.
Soybean Oil (Dutch), crude, f.o.b. ex-mill.

Fertilizers
Nonfood

Phosphate Rock (Moroccan), 72 percent BPL, FAS
Cotton (Outlook "A" Index), Middling (1-3/32"), Casablanca through 1980; from 1981, 70 percent

c.i.f Europe. TPL contract.
Rubber (any origin), RSS No. 1, in bales, spot, Rubber Urea (any origin), bagged, fo.b. N.W. Europe.

Traders Association, New York.
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Table I Classification of economies by income and region, 1993-94

Sub-SaharanAfrnca Asia I:unr adM Central ANI Middi Lat atuid Nairt Afrnra

alst anld Laster
Insme Sl thekrn rast si Eurpe and Krst of Middle Niort
group Subgroulp A/nra test Africa and Pactfic South Asa CritralAsia Elunrpe :a I Afnnz Amenrcas

Burundi Bernin Cambodia Afghanistan Talikistan Yemen, Rep. I.wypt. Arab Guyana
Comoros Burkina Faso China Bangladesh Rep. Haiti
Entrea Central African Indonesia Bhutan Hondurac
Ethiopia Republic Lao PDR India Nicaragua
Kenya Chad Myanmir Maldives
Iesotho Equatorial Viet Nam Nepal
Madagascar Guinea Pakistan
Malawi Gambia. The Sri lanka
Mozambique Ghana

Low- Rwanda GunWa:
sncume Somalia Gutnea-ILw6au

Sudan -ibena
Tanzania Mali
Ugarda Mauritania
Zaire Niger
Zambia Nigeria
Zimbabwe Silo Tomei;

and Pnncipe
Sierra teone

._____ Togo _ _ _

Angola Cameroon piji Albania Turkev Iran. slamric Algeria Belize
Djibouti Cape Verd e Kinbat Annenia Rep. Morocco Bolivia
Narmibia Congo Korea. Dent Azerbaijan Iraq Tunisia Chile
Swaziland C6ted'lvoire Rep. Bosnia and Jordan Colombia

Senegal MarshaEl Heaegovina Lebanon Cos ta Rica
Lslands Bulgana Svnan Arab Cuba

Micronesia. Croatia Rep. Donunica
Fed. Sts. Czech Dominican

Mongolia Republic Republic
N. Mariana Ls Georgia Ecuadorr
Papua New Kazakhstan El Salvador
Guinea Kyrgyz Grenada

Philippines Republic Guatemla
Solomon Latvia Jamaica

larar sLcands Lithuania Panama
Thailand Macedonia Paraguav
Tonga FYR' Peru
Vanuatu Moldova St. Vincent
Westem Poland and the
Samoa Romania Grenadines

Russian
Federation

Slovak
Republic

Middle- Turkmenistan
income ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ukraine

Uzbekistan
Yugoslavia,

Fed. Rep.

Botswana Gabon American Belarus Gibraltar Bahrain Libvy . u4ga and

Mauritus Samoa Estonia Greece Oman Barbiuda
Mayotte Guam Hungary Lsle of Man Saudi Arabia Argentina
Reunion Korea, Rep. Slovenia Malta Aruba
Seychelles Macao Portugal Barbados
South Africa Malaysia Brazil

New French Gu-
Caledonia Guadeloupe

Martinique
Mexico

Upper Netherlands
Antilles

Puerto Rico
St. Kitts and

Nevas
St. Lucia
Suriname
Trinidad
and Tobago

Uruguay
Venezuela

Subtotabl 169 27 23 26 8 27 1 6 9 5 38
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le I ajintmnued)

Sul- S~~arau Atn,u - Aqa 1turie a,ii,d t7etnilr Asta MaOiN I1a,t al t N, rth Afn-a

1d' a .t l LORSIMI

': 7XE S.ttlwrI 1l1aq A...aa lunIf-0,1rl R,Nf Middlge NrtIh
- ::ap SladSinniq Africa t.%t AfrVtAi .a.d ll'a.iJIa South Awa CeatralAta lura,e La.t Afri-a Arne7rcap

Australia Austna Canada
Japan el-gium United States
New 7xaland Denmark

E:inland
Irance
Gewminy

Iceland
Inrland

tfU:CD Itlly
nuauntrie! I uxembourg

Netherlands
Norwav

r - "vSpainSweden
Switzerland
Uniled

Kingdom

Brunea Andorra Israel Bahamnas h,M
IFrench Channel Kuwait Bermuda

Non Pdolvntia Wslands Qatar Virgin
(rCD Hong Kong Cypnus United Arab Islands (US)
cdintruxi Singon I:aere Islands Emirates

OAI LGreenland
San Marino

* 208 27 23 34 8 27 28 13 5 43

-mer Yugoslav Republic tif Macedonia.
^ aer Asian econumis-Taiwan. Chma.

uitions of groups

-tablcsclassifyallWorldBankmcmbercconomics.andallothcr upper-middlc-incomc. 52.696-$8.355: and high-incomc. $8.356 or
imics with populations of morc than 30.000. morc.

-.-e group: Economics arc dividcd according to 1992 GNP per Thc cstimates for thc rcpublics of thc formcr Sovict Union arc
-.calculatcd using thc WVVrld Bank Alias method. The groups arc: prcliminary and thcir classification will hc kcpt undcr rcview.

- ncomc. $675 or Icss; lowcr-middlc-incomc. 5676-2.695:
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Table 2 Classification or economics by major export category and indebtedness, 1993-94

liou- aimd midle-inmc,ne
Ij,u.-nitgne Middle-inmtnta Nutl JIat'.-marnr

Sr'overr Me.deraldir ss. Suerdy Maaerraftely resI cbsuimied 1bv
Gn.u;' ungbIrnl usideldaJ melddte't ui.idbied aaaglerlt'd lt 1 Id'kd aIFde.4l1I1'dhlrs iECD nttnOl:CD

China BLulgaria Hungary A rmenia Canada Hong Kong
P.oland Russian BlOarus Inland l%rael

lt'deratlon I..toria Germany Singapore
Georgia Ireland OAEi'
Korea. Dem. Italy

Iep. Japan
Kona. Rep. Sweden

Expirters Kyrgyz Switzerland
of manu- Republic

fitfurns tI.viia
Leban-on
Lithuania

Macao,
Mold..w.a

Rtonuania
Ukraine
Uzbekistan

Afghanistan Guinea Chad Albania Chile American I:rench Gumana Iceland Facroe LAE 
Burundi Malatvi Argentina Guatemala san.oL Guadeloupe New Ze.aland Gnsenland
Equatorial Togo Bolivia I'apua New Ik tswana Reunion

Gwune Zimbabwe Coht d'ivoihe Guinea Mongolia
Ethiopia Cuba Namibia
Ghana Peru Paraguay
Guinea-Bissau Solomon
Guyan-a Islands
Honduras St. Vincent
Liberia and the
Madagascar Grtnadines

Eporters Mali Surinarne
of nofuel Mauritania Swaziland
prnlary Myanrnar
produch; Nicaragua

Niger

Rwanda
SaoTorne

and Principe

Somalia
Sud.an
Tanzania
Uganda

Viet Nam
Zaire
Zambia

Nigeria Algeria Gabon Bahrain Brunei
Angola Venezuela Iran, Lclamic Qatar

F-Vorters Congo Rep. United Arab
offaads Iraq Libya EniratesInf i y * )rnOm an
(nwrnIy Saudi .'%rabia
oil) Trinidad

and Tobago
Turkmenistan

Canbodia Gambia, The Benin Jamaica Domfnican Antiguaand Martinique United Bahamas. - -
Egypt, Arab Maldives Bhutan Jordan Republic 13arbuda Kingdom Bermuda

Rep. Nepal Burkina Faso I'anama Greece Aruba Cyprue
Yemen, Rep. Haiti Barbados French

Lesotho Beli7e Polynesia
Cape Verde

Djibouti
El Salvador
Fiji
Grenada

Exporrts Kiribati
of srices Mvalta

Netherlands
Antilles

SLvchelles
St. KilLs and

Ne%ris
St. Lucia
Tonga
Vanuatu
Western

Samoa
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c 2 (m? uniinl)

line'- rml ,eddlr-a,man'r

lJmn-mn,mr A4IMidle-mnumr Not llagh-ina-nnmr

Srenvnly Miderately 1eme Sr.nry Meildayelv 1^' kmsmifrlby
alq' mdrlel andrif' anjrlutnl mndrhlnt1l mdrbinl ndidebnd mde ndnlus l)l:CD 2nal )I:CI)

Central Aincan langladesh Sn lInka l1razil colombia Azerbaijan Yugoslavia Australi Ku .vait
RIepublic CoGorns Tdalkistan Cameroon Costa lRica Dominica Fed. Rep. Austria

Kenya India Ecuador I hilippines Kamzkhstan Helg"um
law IDR Indonueia Mexico, Senegal Malaysia Denmark

;Y4in Muztambique Pakistan Momrcco Tuneiia Mauritius France
er s-b Sierra lone Syrtan Arab Turkey IPortugal I.uxc mbourg

RLp. Uruguay South Africa Netherlands
Thailand Norway

Spain
United States

Gibraltar Bosnia and Andorra
Hl-Irzevgovina Channel

Croatia Islantds
Czech Republic San Marns
Eritnoa Virgin
Guam Islands (S
Isle of Man
Macedonia

iltrions Of gl>O"p5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fl

int ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Marshall
ent Islazu1s

ry ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Mayotte
Micronesia,
Fed. StS.

NewCaledonia
N. Maniana Is.
Puerto Rico
Slovak

Republic
Slov-enia

M8O 32 13 9 21 1757 2 J 21 18

r Asian econorosiesTaiwanf China.
monues in which no single export category accounts fr more thn 50 percent of toa eAports.
mier YugosLav Republic of Macedonia.

nitions of groups

itablesclassify all World Bank membereconomics. plusallother to GNP (80 percent) and pmesent value of debt service to exports (220
:mics with populations of mor than 30.000. percent). Modecratcly indebted means either aft the two key traios

exportnd serviego (factorcandnonfactorxceeds 60 percent of. but does not reach. the critical levels. For

rs'remttacesy:I Maor cxports carctoscha accounts for 50 rcn

., ,.p gory: Majrtxpotsarethsehaconomies that do not report detailed debt staoistics 10 the World Bank
nt or more of total exports of goods and srvices from one Derbtor Reporting Sysiem. pres nt-value calculation is not possible.

_)y. in the period 1987-91.MTh categories are: nonfuel primary Instead the following methodology sue ocasf h o-R
:0.1.2.4. plus 68). fuels (SITC 3). manufactures (SITC 5 to 9. ecnmeySeeeyidetdmasthredeofclauskfyration(av RaSe

'iS) andservces factr an nofactr sevicerecepts lus over 1990-92) are abovcecritical levels: debt to GNP (Sopercent): debt
.rs remittances). If no single category accounts for 50 percent to exports (275 percent). debt service to exports (30 percent): and

--- re of total exports, the economy is classified as diversified, interest to exports (20 percent). Moderately indebted means three of

mtedness: Standard World Bank definitions of severe and four key ratios exceed 60 percent of. but do not reach. the critical
rate indebtedness. averaged over three years (1990-92) are used levels. All other classificd low- and middlc-income economies are
s ssify economics in this tabie. Sevcrely indebted means cither of listed as lcss-indebted.
o key ratios is above critical levels: present valuc of debt servicc
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Global Economic Prospects and the Developing Countries 1994 is the fourth in the annual series issued by the World
Bank on the long-term prospects for the world economy.

While economic activity in the industrial countries fell short of expectations in 1993, developing countries continued
to exhibit real growth rates well in excess of 4 percent a year, as they have done since 1990. This aggregate perfor-
mance reflects divergent regional trends, however. The apparent uncoupling between growth rates of developing and
industrial countries can be ascribed partly to a surge of private capital flows to about twenty middle-income develop-
ing countries and China. These flows reflect low international interest rates and much greater confidence in the eco-
nomic policies adopted by many of these countries in recent years. The growth divergence notwithstanding, the
report emphasizes that the underlying links between developing and industrial countries are acually becoming
stronger by the year because of increased openness to both trade and investment in developing countries. The recent
successful conclusion of the Uruguay Round of trade talks bodes wel for continuation of these trends, but multiply-
ing instances of friction in trade matters do not encourage complacency.

Looking to the next ten years, the report projects moderate growth in the industrial countries, by postwar standards.
Prospects for growth in developing countries are considerably better than in the 1980s because world trade growth is
expected to accelerate, real interest rates will be much lower, private capital flows are likelv to be sustained in the
aegate, and commodity prices are expected to regain some ground after a long period of decline. Continued low
inflation rates in industrial countries are a vital ingredient in this favorable oudook. Low inflation gready reduces the
risk that developing countries will face adverse external shocks such as the sudden tightening of monetary policy,
which was a fator in the start of the debt crisis in the early 1980s.

: The report underlines that uneven intgration of developing and industrial economies through trade and financial
flows, aggravated by domestic instability in some economies, could produce dramatically uneven results among devel-
oping countries. Several developing courntries in East Asia are on a path toward achieving the living standards of
OECD countries. This is in contrast to the outlook for countries in Sub-Saharan Africa; and the prospects for many
countries in transition in Europe and Central Asia continue to be governed by uncertainties about government com-
nutnent to reform. Downside risks to the report's projections are, in any event, significant-especially if the industrial
countries fail to deal with an array of structural problems, most notably rising fiscal deficits.

This year's report focuses on commodity exports, which play a critical role in the prospects of developing countries
and especially of the poorest developing countries. The outlook for primary commodities is relatively favorable over
the next decade. Real commodity prices are projected to increase by around 1 percent a year from their current
extremely depressed levels.

Over the longer term there seems little reason for pessimism about the prospects of commodity producers as such.
Historically, many countries have used an increasingly productive commodity sector as a springboard toward higher
living standards-such economies as Chile, Malaysia, and Thailand being prime examples in recent decades. Nor is
there evidence that productivity growth is consistendy lower in primary production. The apparent long-run decline in
the price of export commodities relative to developing countries' imports of manufactured goods may also have been
overstated because of a lack of allowance for quality improvements in manufactures.

The extreme volatility of commodity prices creates serious challenges for commodity producers, particularly for poor
specialist producers whose livelihood may be jeopardized by seasonal fictors or low prices. These impacts can be soft-
ened through saving when prices are high and drawing down these savings in periods of low income, but imperfect
credit markets impose serious constraints on this option. Stabilization schemes have been tried at both the domestic
and the international levels. Although these schemes are often successful in reducing price variability, many have
failed when most needed, frequently creating serious market disruption. The recent rapid development of fnancial
instruments for price stabilization provides some promising options for managing commodity price risks.




